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Gemayel seeks settlement, militias winning 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Druse 
and Moslem militias stepped up mili- 
tary and political pressure yesterday 
to oust President Amin Gemayel, and 
Gemayel sought Saudi intervention to 
save his disintegrating army and gov- 
ernment 
U.S. Marines and Italian troops 
packed their equipment and prepared 
to pull out of Beirut. 
American officials in Washington 
said Gemayel had accepted an eight- 
point plan for a settlement with his 
Syrian-backed foes that includes 
scrapping Lebanon's U.S.-brokered 
troop withdrawal pact with Israel. 
Gemayel made no public announce- 
ment of the plan. 
But the officials, who spoke on 
condition they not be identified, said 
they were skeptical the Saudi-me- 
diated plan would work. Druse opposi- 
tion leader Walid Jumblatt said in an 
interview he would veto it. He called it 
"too little, too late." 
"There will never be a compromise 
with us and Gemayel," Jumblatt said 
in the telephone interview from Dam- 
ascus, Syria, which was broadcast by 
Independent Television News in Lon- 
don. "Gemayel is to be judged for 
crimes against the Lebanese peo- 
ple. .. There is no way to have a deal 
with Gemayel." 
In Tel Aviv, Israeli Prime Minister 
Yitzhak Shamir said abrogation of the 
May 17 Israel-Lebanon accord would jeopardize any future peace 
agreements between Israel and its 
Arab neighbors. 
"IF THIS is abrogated by a Leb- 
anese institution or president under 
pressure from a hostile and most 
extreme state it will be a catastrophe, 
first for the sovereignty and indepen- 
dence of Lebanon, and secondly for 
the chances of peace in the region," 
he said in a television interview. 
Gemayel dispatched Foreign Min- 
ister Elie Salem to the Saudi capital of 
Riyadh, where Salem met immedi- 
ately with Foreign Minister Prince 
Saud al-Faiual. Beirut radio stations 
said Salem would plead with King 
Fahd's government to intercede with 
Syria. 
Arab diplomatic sources in Riyadh 
said Gemayel was seeking assur- 
ances that Syria would honor the 
Saudi plan, which also calls for an 
eventual Syrian withdrawal from 
Lebanon. The plan also was said to 
seek to end the fighting in Lebanon 
and to install a U.N. force in 'place of 
the American, Italian and French 
peacekeeping troops in Beirut. 
Salem was sent to Riyadh after 
former Lebanese President Suleiman 
Franjieh, a Maronite Catholic like 
Gemayel but allied with Syria, de- 
clared earlier yesterday he would not 
undertake any mediation effort with 
Syria, Lebanese radio reported. 
GEMAYEL HAD met with Franjieh 
in northern Lebanon on Tuesday, as 
Druse militiamen pushed the Leb- 
anese army out of the Chouf Moun- 
tains and rolled down the coastal hills 
to link up with Shiite Moslem allies 
controlling west Beirut. 
Western sources said the Druse and 
Shiite fighters were expected to at- 
tack the town of Souk el-Gharb, the 
last mountain position held by Gem- 
ayel's U.S.-trained army, if no politi- 
cal solution is achieved soon. 
The Druse and Shiite fighters, ex- 
panding their control along the coast 
south of the capital, yesterday cap- 
tured the fishing town of Damour and 
the neighboring hilltop barracks of 
the rightist Christian Phalange Party. 
An estimated 800 to 1,000 Lebanese 
soldiers - the remnants of the army's 
4th Brigade routed in the Chouf battle 
Tuesday - were evacuated by boat 
from the coastal town of Jiye, south of 
Damour, to the Christian port of Jou- 
nieh north of Beirut. Sources at the 
army command said there were no 
army units left in the area. 
Israeli troops in tanks and armored 
carriers crossed the Israeli defense 
line at the Awali River in southern 
Lebanon, pushing north to an area 
south of Damour on the coastal road. 
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Square dancers still swing, their partners 
by Patty Rtttar 
start reporter 
Do si dos and allemande lefts have 
been replaced by more acrobatic 
dance steps of late. But they live on in 
Bowling Green. 
The Footloose Falcons Square 
Dance Club is keeping with a tradition 
which started five years ago. And 
through the efforts of about twenty 
die-hard square dancers, the group is 
trying to continue with its "Red River 
Valleys" and "Virginia Reels." 
Interest in the club has been dwin- 
dling, however, and now the mem- 
bership has been opened to all 
University students, Doug Michaelis. 
a senior liberal studies major and 
president of the Footloose Falcons, 
said. 
Giving demonstrations at area 
nursing nomes and performing at last 
year's Homecoming halftime show 
have been the group's only appear- 
ances recently, Michaelis said. 
"When the dub was first started by 
tha University 4-H Club, we wars 
really active with about 30 to 40 mem- 
bers. Now we don't even charge dues 
since we don't want to drive people 
away because it (square dancing) 
isn't that popular," Michaelis said. 
The group has now started to offer 
open sessions to any University stu- 
dents interested in learning square, 
folk and line dancing. And student 
response has been encouraging, Mi- 
chaelis, who also serves as the 
group's caller, said. 
"I think the main reason for the 
lack of our popularity is because 
many students don't know we exist. A 
lot of people also have class conflicts 
with our meeting times or feel 'I don't 
know how to square dance, so why 
go,' "he said. 
"Those people who are interested 
don't have to know bow to square 
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"Allemande left!" 
Members of the Footloose Falcons Square Dance Club perfect their steps in Northeast Commons. Although 
Interest in the club has dwindled since its formation five years ago. the group is trying to continue with its "Red 
River Valleys" and "Virginia Reels." All University students interested in square, line and folk dancing are eligible to join. 
dance. That's what we're here for.    Footloose Falcons, still dances with   members, but we're pretty flexible. 
We'll teach them," Diana Leopard,    the group and helps out with organiz-   You come when you nave the time, 
sophomore biology major, said.             ing the meetings and dances.               Meeting new people, getting some 
Jim Benedict, a  1983 University         Sure, the club probably has a   exercise, and having tun is what 
graduate and a former member of the    lower priority for many of our regular   we're all about," Benedict said. 
BG's Hamilton wins 
Olympic gold medal 
SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia (AP) - Scott 
Hamilton, the diseased and stunted 
little boy who could not grow, over- 
came his ailment and wound up an 
Olympic champion. 
When he won the men's singles title 
Thursday night at the XIV Olympic 
Winter Games, it was the climax of a 
story that began as a tragedy and 
ended in triumph. 
He was 5 years old, in his hometown 
of Bowling Green, Ohio, when the 
illness struck. It was a rare disease 
known as Schwachmann's Syndrome. 
It meant his body could not take in 
protein and calcium and his muscles 
and bones would not develop. Q&p 
He was a wizened little thing, and 
they thought he was going to remain a 
dwarf. 
"There goes poor little Scott," the 
neighbors would say. "Whatever is 
going to happen to him?" 
What happened to him was that at 
15 he started skating and liked it. 
Then the disease vanished, as if a 
magician had waved a wand. 
"The more I skated, the more mus- 
cles I got," he said. 
Hamilton still believes it was the 
skating that cured him. Doctors, puz- 
zled by his recovery at first, think it 
was a combination of healthy exercise 
and the cold air of the ice rink. 
His long climb to the top had begun. 
At one stage he almost gave up skat- 
ing because of financial problems, but 
an anonymous sponsor came to his 
aid and he kept going. 
American skating owes a lot to that 
nameless provider. Hamilton mas- 
tered his art and restored America's 
pride on ice. 
There was a period after World War 
II when the United States produced 
one Olympic figure skating champion 
after another - Dick Button at St. 
Moritz in 1948 and Oslo in 1952, Hayes 
Alan Jenkins at Cortina in 1956 and his 
brother David at Squaw Valley in 
1960. 
Then the success story crumbled 
and the title passed to Europeans - 
and stayed with them until Hamilton 
brought it back to the United States 
Thursday night. 
He is still a small man, only 5-foot-3 
and 110 pounds, with a puckered little 
face. Sometimes, as ne turns and 
spins, he looks like Fred Astaire on 
ice. 
When this elfin figure starts to skate 
he is a volcano body moving in sharp jerks. 
Then the mood changes and he 
glides into the grace of ballet, and one 
triple jump follows another. 
Hamilton and his coach, Don Laws, 
make no secret of their tactics. He just sets out to bowl them over, judges 
and audiences alike. 
"Start with some technical stuff to 
show them you're proficient," Hamil- 
ton said. "Then let them have some- 
thing dramatic. They jump out of 
their seats." 
With the world at his feet, he can 
dwell on the advantages of being 
small. 
"I'm small because of the troubles 
in my childhood," he said. "But some- 
thing good came out of it -1 never had 
any extra poundage, like some ath- 
letes do. I'm not big, but I've got a lot 
of skating muscle. 
Psychologist helps police; rape investigation continues 
by Michael D. Towle 
start reporter 
University officials have brought in 
a psychologist to develop a mental 
profile of the man wanted in the rape 
of a University woman and assault of 
four otters, Galen Ash, city chief of 
police, said. 
They now believe the assailant's 
next victim could be seriously injured 
or killed, according to Ash. 
Ash said the severity of injuries to 
the assailant's victims has pro- 
gressed to the point that they believe 
he has become capable of committing 
"more aggressive crimes." 
"The first time the guy grabbed the 
girl, they (detectives on the case) feel 
he ejaculated in his pants," Ash said. 
"Now they believe he has developed 
to the point where he can complete the 
rape. 
Investigators believe the assailant 
was impotent during the first of his 
attacks and now believe that, as he 
becomes more potent, he has become 
aggressive toward women and, there- 
fore, more dangerous. 
Ash said he is most concerned with 
the man's use of a knife in his attacks. 
"If the victim did do something to 
upset him, say remove the blindfold, 
or scream at the wrong time, he 
would  probably  use the knife  on 
them," Ash said. "Somebody might 
get killed." 
CITY POLICE along with Campus 
Safety are investigating the rapes of 
the three women and attacks on four 
others that have occurred since Sep- 
tember. 
The latest incident occurred late 
last Friday when a University woman 
was | abducted between MacDonald 
East and Lot 7. 
The coed was grabbed from behind 
by a man who ordered her not to 
scream and said he had a knife. 
The assailant blindfolded her and 
forced her into a car. After 5 to 10 
minutes of driving she was taken into 
a room, gagged and raped, Ash said. 
After the rape she was driven back 
to campus and pushed from the car. 
She was later treated and released 
from Wood County Hospital. 
Police think this incident is unre- 
lated to the Feb. 4 rape of a University 
coed by a man who broke into her 2nd 
Ward apartment about 4:45 a.m. The 
composite picture published Tuesday, 
Feb. 14, is of the man wanted in the 
Feb. 4 rape. It is probably not con-, 
nected to last week's incident, nor to' 
the four reported assaults on campus 
since December, according to Ash. 
The third rape occurred when a 
University coed was jogging near 
campus and four men in a van forced 
her inside and raped her while they 
drove around. 
Ash said the investigation has un- 
covered several leads, Dut no suspect 
has been identified. 
The four assaults and the most 
recent rape have produced the most 
evidence thus far. 
Ash said all four women assaulted, 
and the coed raped Friday, were 
approached from the rear and taken 
from the area. Two of the four attacks 
were considered sexual molestations. 
"HE SEEMS TO be working with 
people who are completely unpro- 
tected. The last victim along with the 
four attacked have all been in very 
vulnerable positions," he said. 
"No one, including the psychologist 
can say what his reaction will be when 
he runs across a victim who is not 
unprotected or who rips off the blind- 
fold and sees him. He may use the 
knife." 
Ash said investigators have been 
trying to tie together leads, but have 
come up with nothing leading to a 
suspect. 
"My guess is we'll have to wait for 
something else to happen. I'd like to 
catch him in the act, but let's be 
realistic," he said. 
"We know with each victim he 
seems to be getting more violent. 
SeeRAPEpage 4. 
Ohio Ethics Commission reviews campaign funding methods 
COLUMBUS (AP) - The Ohio 
Ethics Commission may ask the Leg- 
islature to specifically prohibit public 
officials from receiving anything of 
value from political campaign funds, 
political action committees or similar 
organizations. 
That is one of several changes in 
state ethics laws which the panel 
reviewed yesterday as it began work 
on legislative recommendations. 
The commission had issued a 
statement last month saying receipt 
of money or valuables by public offi- 
cials, other than from the government 
agency they serve, was contrary to 
public policy and was under certain 
circumstances prohibited by state 
law. 
The commission never mentioned a 
controversial pact between Gov. 
Richard Celeste and Lt. Gov. Myrl 
Shoemaker. 
But the commission's ruling ap- 
peared to be a direct rebuke of a 
since-canceled agreement under 
which Celeste was to channel $60,000 
in campaign contributions to Shoe- 
maker over a four-year period. 
"/ think obviously the commission feels this is an important subject and 
that it's much more important to 
come out with a thoughtful, deliber- 
ated product rather than something 
that is in haste." 
- Richard Jackson 
Public officials who violate ethics 
laws by actively using their positions 
to obtain something of value could be 
slapped with stiffer penalties under 
another proposal before the panel. 
It would make violation a fourth- 
degree felony - punishable by six 
months to five years in jail and a 
maximum fine of $2,500. Violation 
now is a first-degree misdemeanor 
carrying a maximum jail term of six 
months and a $1,000 fine. 
"The commission distinguished be- 
tween active use of a position to 
secure something of value and pas- 
sive use such as receipt of gifts," said 
Stephan Stover, the group's executive 
director. 
Also discussed by commissioners 
was expansion of current law - which 
bars public officials from accepting 
valuables that benefit themselves - to 
include items benefitting their fami- 
lies and business associates as well. 
Stover said the felony proposal 
would apply only to cases in which a 
public official or employee actively 
used their position for the gain. 
"Voting or authorizing (actions) 
where it's clear that the evil is a 
higher level of evil," Stover said. 
Commission Chair Richard Jackson 
asked Stover to submit a draft bill 
next month but set no timetable for 
sending recommendations to the Leg- 
islature. 
"I think obviously the commission 
feels this is an important subject and 
that it's much more important to 
come out with a thoughtful, deliber- 
ated product rather than something 
that is in haste," Jackson said. 
"So I think the commission has 
determined to take whatever time is 
appropriate to develop a good prod- 
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• It's Friday - time to read and 
enjoy the weekly BG Newsmaga- 
zine Friday. See Tabloid. 
• The president of the Farm Labor 
Organization spoke Wednesday at 
the University about the migrant 
workers six-year boycott of Camp- 
bell Soup Co. 
Page 4. 
weather 
Mostly cloudy today with a high 
near 40-45 
Cloudy tonight with a low 
neor30-35. 
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Law field complex 
and overcrowded 
/"thief Justice Burger's speech last weekend at the Ameri- 
wcan Bar Association's annual convention castigating the 
legal profession was an indictment long overdue. 
Burger said the public had lost confidence in the legal 
profession and that reforms were needed to help improve the 
public's perception of attorneys. He also said that, in general, 
legal service was overpriced and too time consuming, and 
many lawyers were burdening the court's docket with 
frivolous law suits. 
One root of the problem is that the number of lawyers is 
becoming too large for the economy to handle. Instead of 
correcting the problem by reducing pay scales, as the 
market usually does, our society has increased the amount of 
litigation and laws to accommodate all of the attorneys. 
There are presently 650,000 licensed attorneys in America, 
twice the figure of a decade ago, and 128,000 law students, 
compared to 63,000 in 1968. Although the numbers continue to 
climb, the pay scales don't fall. 
Secondly, because of competition, many lawyers are 
pursuing law suits into court that are frivolous or could have 
been settled out of court for a lower fee. The lucrative 
payback of a long court battle is enough for many attorneys 
to pursue a case. 
A third problem which is helping to erode the credibility of 
the legal profession is the tacky advertising that is becoming 
popular on television. Since 1977, when the Supreme Court 
lifted the ban on advertising for legal representation, Ameri- 
cans have been viewing advertising by lawyers which is as 
tacky as used car salesmen smashing windshields. 
AH of these factors have worked to the demise of the legal 
profession, and the bar should begin to do some internal 
cleaning before it gets out of hand. Judges should begin to 
crack down on frivolous law suits. Attorneys who consis- 
tently pursue such cases should be reprimanded. 
The American Bar Association should set some standard 
for advertising to bring it up to at least a palatable level. 
They should also consider putting a ceiling on the number of 
students admitted to the bar and mandate that its accredited 
schools raise their standards by making legal education 
more rigorous. 
The future of the legal profession is still in the hands of the 
lawyers and they should begin cleaning up their act. If not, 
government intervention should be used to force them to do 
so. 
Watching the games 
by Art Buchwald 
"Hey kids, the Winter Olympics 
from Sarajevo are on." 
"We don't want to see the Winter 
Olympics." 
"What kind of talk is that? ABC 
paid $105 million to bring you 63% 
hours of pure sports. Stop doing your 
homework and sit in front of this set." 
"Aw, Dad. All they do is show 
people pushing turnip carts down 
cobblestone streets and sheep in 
snowdrifts, and they keep going back 
to the 1960 American-Soviet hockey 
game." 
"That's not ABC's fault. A lot of 
events had to be postponed, and it 
isn't easy to fill all that time. Hey, 
look, there's the inside of a Sarajevo 
restaurant with people eating real 
Slavic sausage and grape leaves. You 
don't see that on TV every night." 
"Can we go back to our school 
work now?" 
"Aren't you interested in how the 
American hockey team does?" 
"We know how they did." 
"How would you know that?" 
"It's already been announced on 
NBC, CBS, PBS, Metromedia, CNN 
and every radio station in the country. 
They even broke into 'Casablanca' 
this afternoon with a Special Bul- 
letin." 
"I think it's unfair for the other 
networks to announce the results of 
the Olympics before ABC has a 
chance to show them on television." 
"Maybe they do it so we won't 
watch the Olympics, but their shows 
instead," one youngster suggested. 
"That's a rotten way for another 
network to behave. I'll bet if CBS had 
the rights to the Winter Olympics, 
ABC would never do it to them.'' 
"Why not?" 
"Because Sam Donaldson is too 
nice a guy. Look, kids, they're having 
a blizzard on the screen. I'll bet none 
of yon have ever seen a blizzard In 
Yugoslavia." 
"I have to study for a math test." 
"You can always study for a math 
test. But you'll have to wait four years 
to see another Winter Olympics." 
"It's boring. The East Germans 
and the Soviets keep winning all the 
gold medals." 
"That's because they're profes- 
sionals. They practice for four years. 
Our kids don't get to see snow except 
during their spring college breaks. 
Here comes the women's luge compe- 
tition. This should be pretty exciting." 
"It's boring." 
"It isn't boring. It just looks bor- 
ing. Do you realize those sleds go 75 
miles an hour?" 
"If you've seen one East German 
woman lie down on a luge, you've 
seen them all." 
"Wait a minute. They're going to 
go to a Sarajevo discotheque after the 
commercial. Ill bet you kids never 
knew Yugoslavia had discotheques." 
"I've got to write a paper on Paul 
Volcker." 
"Paul Volcker can wait. You're 
going to stay here and watch the 
Olympics whether you want to or not. 
The cross-country skiing is coming up 
very soon and it's an educational 
experience I don't want any of you to 
"I'd rather do a paper on the Fed- 
eral Reserve Bank. 
"That's out of the question. Look, 
there's a wonderful shot of the Yugos- 
lav Army removing snow from the 
downhill race finish line. Now they're 
doing it in instant replay. Don't tell 
me you've seen that before." 
"I think I'll go to bed. Wake me up 
if an American does anything inter- 
esting."     . 
"I'm disgusted with all of you. You 
have no sense of history. Do you 
realize World War I started in Sara- 
jevo?" 
"What has that got to do with 
watching Commies win gold medals 
at the Winter Olympics?* 
"If you hang around just a little 
longer, I'm sure Jim McKay will tell 
us.1* 
Buchwald Is a columnist for the Los 
Angeles Times Syndicate. 
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Hamilton should avoid 'Bigheads' 
by Geoffrey Barnard 
Something seems to infect many 
popular, well paid professional ath- 
letes. Young adults who. under nor- 
mal circumstances, would be among 
the nicest, most gifted members of 
society become spoiled, overgrown 
children. 
I like to call this phenomena "Big- 
head's Disease," also known as "Cry- 
baby Syndrome". 
Several factors are known to cause 
Bighead's Disease. An athlete that is 
adored by millions is given a tremen- 
dous feeling of power and eliteness. 
Invariably, the in-demand athletes 
get paid ludicrous sums of money to 
display their special talents. 
Money and popularity - the classic 
agents of corruption. As if these 
weren't enough to ruin the integrity of 
the average person, the professional 
American athlete ususally faces an- 
other problem: youth- 
Is it any wonder that these athletes, 
feeling the power of their position, 
tend to act like vindictive, spoiled 
children? Consider these examples: 
•Young John El way, a senior at Stan- 
ford University in 1963, was touted as 
perhaps the best college quarterback 
ui history. Prior to the 1963 draft, 
Elway told the Baltimore Colts, who 
had the number one NFL draft choice, 
that if they picked him, he wouldn't 
play in Baltimore. Baltimore tapped 
Elway, and true to his wont he 
wouldn't sign with the Colts. The Colts 
attempted to save face by trading 
Elway to the Denver Broncos. Appar- 
ently the millions that the Colts were 
prepared to pay Elway wasn't enough 
for him. 
•A 20 year-old Ervin Johnson led the 
Los Angeles Lakers to the NBA 
championship in 1980. The following 
season, he decided he wasn't having 
any fun playing for head coach Paul 
Westhead anymore. Johnson de- 
manded to be traded. The following 
morning, the team owner announced 
that Westhead was gone. Just like 
that, poof! Scratch one bead coach. 
Two months later, Johnson was 
signed to a 25-year, $25 million con- 
tract. 
•John McEnroe proved beyond any 
doubt that Crybaby Syndrome ex- 
tends even to more refined sports. In 
1981, a 22 year-old McEnroe thrashed 
five-time winner Bjorn Bore to cap- 
ture the Wimbledon title. McEnroe 
became the first champion in Wimble- 
don history not to be invited to join the 
venerable All England Lawn and Ten- 
nis Club. During the tournament, 
McEnroe publicly maligned tennis 
officials and the press. Apparently, to 
be accepted in England you have to be 
more than good in a sport, you have to 
be a good sport. 
Of course, not all high-paid profes- 
sional athletes contract Bighead's. It 
appears to be getting increasingly 
difficult, however, for an athlete to 
accept the spoils of success without 
getting spoiled. Thank goodness there 
are still some sports whose athletes 
appear to be immune to the disease. 
Figure skating is the sport of Hie 
sophisticated and cultured. Its ath- 
letes are strong and graceful. Off the 
ice, skaters traditionally have been 
soft-spoken and modest. For Scott 
Hamilton, winning the gold medal in 
Sarajevo yesterday   was almost a 
Siven. Since the 1980 Olympics, Ham- 
ton hasn't lost a competition. After 
the Olympics, Hamilton will try for 
his fourth straight World 
Championship in March. After that, 
he'll probably turn pro. 
In a recent Sports Illustrated arti- 
cle, it was estimated that Hamilton's 
payoff to go pro will be the highest 
ever for a figure skater. 
In the same article, Hamilton said, 
"Ho-boy, wouldn't it be great after the 
Olympics and the worm's, to lump in 
my Ferrari and go whipping hack to 
Bowling Green, where some people 
used to call me a faggot and say, 
'O.K., faggot this, you clowns!' "It 
wouldn't be unusual for Hamilton, as 
a new professional and America's 
hero, to test the power of his new- 
found status. Whether he can take the 
money and remain an unspoiled Scott 
Hamilton will be interesting to see. 
Scott is an Olympic winner, let's see 
whether he can be a winner in a more 
important competition - life. There 
are too many Bigheads already. 
Barnard is a sophomore journa- 
lism major from Cleveland. 
7yp/&ftm*f 
Uncle Duke as New York mayor 
by Garry Wills 
As a Broadway musical, "Doones- 
bury" still makes a good comic strip. 
In fact, some of its beat moments just 
drop a strip-frame of the White House 
ana let the "president" speak 
offstage. In one sequence, Reagan is 
cutting commercials directed at dif- 
ferent ethnic groups. In the ad aimed 
at blacks (In which Reagan can't get 
the rhythm right), White House advis- 
ers sing: "He's your man, the man of 
action/Got more balls than the Rev. 
Jackson." 
The songs in this show are irredee- 
mably forgettable. The main plot 
element is a sappy love story. Where 
casting is everything, the show is a 
half-caste. Richard Burton's daugh- 
ter plays listlessly the part of Joanie 
Caucus' daughter. Joanie herself is 
grandmotherly, a woman who clearly 
puts on jeans to garden around her 
Long Island estate, not to join a com- 
mune: This middle-age dropout was 
born with Gloria Vanderbilt branded 
on her behind. The incandescent ac- 
tress Laura Dean gets Boopsie's part 
all wrong - she has a knowing wink 
that falsifies Boopsie's integrity of 
pretty mlndlessness. 
But the other actors are just right 
for their roles. B.D. glowers, dark 
eyes under the football helmet. 
Zonker swims spacily about in a halo 
of wispy red hair. Best of all is Gary 
Beach as Uncle Duke, literally chew- 
ing up the scenery, screaming at his 
private devils, abusing the audience, 
pampering his favorite aggressions 
like a team of pet attack-does - act- 
ing, in short, just like mayor Ed Koch. 
Koch's new book, "Mayor," is the 
talk of New York. How can a poli- 
tician be so impolitic? Why does he 
bite the hands that feed him? Why is 
he harsher on friends than on ene- 
mies? For answers to all these ques- 
tions, just consult Gary Beach's 
performance. 
The mayor, like Uncle Duke, does it 
for fun. Koch likes to tell people off 
and then boast about it, not too long 
afterward. He could not wait till he 
left office. He had to humiliate others 
in print as well as in private. 
Koch makes even his compliments 
condescending. He is actually trying 
to be nice to Cyrus Vance when he 
calls him "the best kind of WASP." 
Koch would explode at anyone insen- 
sitive enough to stereotype another 
person as r'the best kind of Jew." 
Koch takes delight in describing bis 
"hold me, I'm crazy" strategy: 
"They (the Carter White House) knew 
they had a wild man on their hands, so 
they didn't seek a showdown." The 
whole book exists to display and grat- 
ify a politician's raging ego. 
"Doonesbury" is about to close, but 
the best part in it will remain on 
display in that unlikely setting of the 
18th-century civility, Grade Mansion, 
where Uncle Duke still reigns as 
mayor of New York. 
Wills is a columnist for the Universal 
Press Syndicate. 
Referral to campus 
group not warranted 
Maybe I'm getting old. Maybe I'm 
expecting too much professionalism 
from those who work at the BG News. 
Yet shouldn't a "senior journalism 
major" be a bit professional in his 
writings? 
I'm referring to the tacky comment 
about a student organization in the 
Feb. 9 column by Mark DiVincenzo 
entitled "Nothing Bothers Me Any- 
more." In trying to be "cutesy," he 
takes a cheap shot at Choice by Imply- 
ing that its members have proposi- 
tioned him in public places. 
I recently attended a Choice panel 
discussion in Offenhauer, and Its 
members neither supported nor con- 
doned the type of activity of which 
Mr. DiVincenzo accuses them Unless 
he has asked offensive individuals for 
Clear Views 
their organizational affiliation, Mr. 
DiVincenzo might want to avoid libel- 
ous implications in his editorializing. 
Tyler Qodthall 
College Sludant Personnel 
President urges students 
to use Escort Service 
The Campus Escort Service is a 
group of dedicated volunteer students 
who escort other students at night, 
thereby lessening the likelihood of 
assaults on individuals walking alone. 
I urge our female students to consider 
using the Campus Escort Service 
rather than walking alone at night. 
The Campus Escort Service telephone 
number Is 3724360. Because of the 
recent occurrence of several sexual 
assaults on or near the campus, the 
demands on the Campus Escort Serv- 
ice have increased. Because of this 
increase, they need more volunteers. 
Volunteers should call the number 
given above. You will be doing your 
fellow students a favor by participat- 
ing in this volunteer defense against 
assaults. 
Thank you. 
Paul Olacamp 
University President 
Students get 'ripped 
off' from merchant 
This letter is in regard to an inci- 
dent that started at the end of last 
semester. Two friends and I wanted to 
take a study break so we ordered a 
pizza from Pagliai's East. When the 
pizza arrived, late and cold that it 
was, it also had the wrong toppings. 
We called to Inform Pagliai's East of 
their mistake, and they replied by 
saying they would send out another 
pizza with the correct items on it. 
When this pizza arrived, it was worse 
than the first We called again and 
asked what the problem was. We 
ourselves were wondering what was 
so difficult about getting the right 
toppings on a pizza. Surely even a 
person with an elementary education 
could put the right toppings on a 
pizza! It was getting comical at this 
point. 
Anyway, Pagliai's responded by 
saying they would give us a rain 
check for a pizza second semester. 
When I called to get the pizza this 
second semester, Pagliai's refused to 
fulfill their part of the deal. They said 
it was too late, but when I spoke to 
them in December they did not set a 
deadline for getting the pizza. 
I feel that they took advantage of 
my friends and myself because we 
are college students. Pagliai's, most 
likely, would not have done that to a 
family in Bowling Green. I am dis- 
turbed, not because we did not get the 
pizza, but because I felt they exploited 
my friends and myself. 
I encourage all college students to 
stick up for their rights and to not let 
merchants "rip them off." 
Patty Luplca 
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Language lab director helps students 
by J«an Dlm»o 
reporter  
Spanish, English, German, Latin, 
Russian and French are all languages 
offered at the University, but few 
students would try to master them all, 
Stefania Frank speaks all of them and 
uses her knowledge to assist students 
with course assignments in the Lan- 
guage Lab. 
The Language Lab, located on the 
third floor of University Hall, was 
once just a small room that contained 
10 reel-to-reel tape recorders, desks 
and chain. Students studying foreign 
languages could listen to tapes of 
lessons for class assignments, but 
never bid the opportunity to hear 
themselves practicing the drills. 
As director of the lab for more than 
-dateline- 
20 years, Frank has been instrumen- 
tal in enlarging and updating the lab's 
services so students can now listen to 
the instructor as well as themselves 
on tapes. 
Frank, a native of Poland, is learn- 
ing Italian to add to the languages she 
commands. 
"I learned Spanish when I came to 
this country because I planned a trip 
to Spain," she said. "Now I am plan- 
ning a trip to Italy." 
Frank said she studied German for 
four years, French for eight years and 
Latin for seven years as a student in 
Poland. She began studying English 
when she was in Great Britain after 
World War n. 
Frank, who has a degree in English 
theology from A. Mickiewicz Univer- 
sity in Poland, was a high school 
language teacher, a university lec- 
turer and a translator for the food 
industry in Poland before coming to 
the United States in 1961. 
"At the university in Poland, I 
taught students who were not lan- 
guage majors," she said. "Most were 
studying the sciences and needed to 
learn how to read the text books that 
were written in different languages." 
ALTHOUGH SHE has studied lan- 
guages for many years, Frank admits 
she sometimes returns to the class- 
room as a student to brush up on a 
language. 
Frank put her knowledge of lan- 
guages to use after arriving in this 
country as director of the lab. 
The lab has gone through three 
system changes under Frank's direc- 
tion. Reel-to-reel recordings were 
eventually transferred to cassettes so 
students could listen to a master tape, 
record responses to the exercises and 
then compare their answers to the 
master. 
Also, an additional smaller room 
next to the larger lab now serves 
language classes of less than 30 stu- 
"Students who really want to learn 
a language really benefit from the 
lab," Frank said. "Some students 
only come because they are required 
to, but others come because they want 
to.'! 
Most lower level Spanish and 
French classes, and some German 
and Latin classes, visit the lab as a 
whole at least once a week with the 
professor, she said. 
"About 500 students visit the lab 
each week with a class," Frank said, 
adding that about 250-300 students 
come in on their own. 
Friday.Feb. 17 
Values and Ethics Week Event - 
The University Christian Campus 
Ministry is sponsoring a discussion on 
"Religion: 21st Century Scenarios," 
at 12:30 p.m. in the University Lu- 
theran Chapel. 1124 E. Wooster. Free 
and open to all. 
Educational/Clinical Lab Series - 
Dr. Sylvia Huntley will discuss "Non- 
verbal Communication In The Class- 
room," at 1:30 p.m. in 105 Psychology 
Building. Free and open to the public. 
UAO Spring Break Trip - Registra- 
tion deadline tor Spring Break trip to 
Daytona Beach by 5 p.m. at the UAO 
Office on the third floor of the Student 
Union. A $50 deposit is due when 
signing up. 
Black Heritage Month Event - The 
Third World Graduate Association is 
sponsoring a discussion entitled 
''Pros and Cons of a Black Presi- 
dential Candidate," at 7 p.m. in the 
Amani Room of Northeast Commons. 
Free and open to all. 
Hockey - The University will host 
the University of Michigan-Dearborn 
at 7:30 p.m. in Anderson Arena. 
Concert - Concert Bands I, II and 
III will perform this evening at 8 pjn. 
in Kobacher Hall, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free and open to all. 
Education Scholarship Deadline - 
Today is the last day for applications 
for scholarships through the College 
of Education for the 1964-85 academic 
year. Applications are available in 
room 36s Education Building. Candi- 
dates must be enrolled in the College 
of Education to apply. 
Pool Enthusiasts - Starting Mon- 
day and continuing all week, Jack 
White, a professional pool player, will 
be holding a clinic and an eight ball 
tournament for all interested persons 
in the Buckeye Room of the Union. 
The clinic will run most of the day and 
is free and open to all. 
Saturday, Feb. 18 
Gymnastics - BGSU vs. Youngs- 
town State University at 1 p.m. in the 
Eppler North Gymnasium. 
Black Heritage Month Events - 
There will be a soul food dinner at 
noon in the Phi Beta Sigma House, 
Old Fraternity Row for $1.50. At 6 
p.m. there will be a praise gathering 
in Prout Chapel. Open to all. Also at 6 
&m., a group will depart from the 
nion Foyer to hear speaker Kwame 
Toure at the University of Toledo. 
Open to all. At 7:30 p.m. a dance 
sponsored by the AKA will be held in 
Amani, Northeast Commons. Free 
and open to all. 
phoio/Jean Dlmeo 
Language Lab Director Stetanla Frank assists Oscar Retterer, a graduate 
assistant In German and Russian as they prepare the tapes lor a German class. 
Pool Clinic and Tournamen 
with 
JACK WHITE 
• Feb. 20-24 in Buckeye Rm. 
All day tournament 
prizes for best male & female billiard 
players 
 Sign up In UAO office   
&h 352-1504 
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Berries 
GRAND 
OPENING 
The More The "Berrier" 
If you think it's time for a change 
then try Berries, it guarantees you 
an evening of good food and fun. 
Come and share in the excitement, it 
will be an event you won't want to 
miss. 
Berries 
Harshman Chapman Dining Hall 
Tues. February 21 
4:00 - 6:30 
* % 
DON'T BE LEFT 
OUT IN THE COLD! 
Remember your friends, 
goodtimes and events at BG 
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SENIORS: This is your 
LAST CHANCE! 
Make your senior portrait appointment NOW! 
Photographer on-campus for a limited time only. 
3724086 310 Student Services 
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Migrant workers want rights 
Former picker harvests support 
i 
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5-7 & 10 PM-MIDNIGHT 
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Baldemar Vales- 
quez, president of 
the Farm Labor Or- 
ganizing Commit- 
tee (FLOC). 
Baldemar Valesquez 
spent 20 years picking to- 
matoes. While he no longer 
picks them, as president of 
the Farm Labor Organiz- 
ing Committee he is "har- 
vesting" support for 
migrant farmers who are 
fighting to gain more 
rights from employers. 
Valesquez, speaking be- 
fore an audience of about 
20 in Moseley Wednesday, 
said that FLOC's major 
function is to negotiate 
contracts with farmers, to- 
mato growers and canne- 
ries that would guarantee 
fair wages and better 
working conditions for mi- 
grant workers. 
RAPE 
we can relate this to his 
mental state," Ash said. 
"We have learned from the 
latest girl attacked that be 
smells very strongly of to- 
bacco smoke. And they all 
said he had a smooth face 
with no facial hair of any 
kind. We know of other 
details we cannot make 
public, and we are investi- 
gating in different areas, 
but we still need people to 
call in with anything they 
The Toledo-based orga- 
nization gained national 
recognition in 1978 when 2,- 
000 farm workers left the 
Ohio tomato fields con- 
tracted to the Campbell's 
Soup Company in protest 
of their low wages and 
inadequate housing. 
The strike has lasted six 
years and although the 
farmers have been re- 
placed by others who are 
willing to cope with the low 
pay and poor housing. Va- 
lesquez said the problems 
for all migrant workers 
will continue unless they 
can negotiate a contract 
with the Campbell's cor- 
poration. 
The migrant workers are 
. . . f rom 
■ ■.•.■.V.-.-.VAV.V.^UIUJ.W.UV.-.'.V.-.V.-.-.-.V.-.-.-.- ' ;g 
..v.v.v.y.v.M.y.v.M.:ox<.:.»>:oi«^ 
EAST MERRY APARTMENTS 
516 E. Merry Avenue 
2 Bednn furn. apt. with 
garbage disposals ft dish washers 
Upper Units 
2388/sem&elec. 
Basement Units 
2028/sem&elec. 
CALL      352-0717 
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have   that  might   be   of 
help." 
Ash said the last victim 
was the only one to smell 
tobacco smoke on the man, 
but she has also been the 
only one with him for any 
length of time. 
"I think I can say with 
some confidence, though, 
that the man is not a stu- 
dent. He is probably over 
30 and lives in the area," 
he said. 
employed by the growers 
who are contracted with 
Campbell's. And although 
some growers are sympa- 
thetic to workers, two 
obstacles lie between them 
which support the farmers 
cause, according to Vales- 
quez. 
"The growers have a 
good thing going for them- 
selves. They always get a 
good return on their invest- 
ment. Not because Camp- 
bell's gave them such a 
good deal, its because they 
nave the availabilty of our 
cheap labor." he said. 
"Secondly, the growers 
know that if they supported 
us, Campbell's would just 
The possibility of the 
man not commiting an- 
other rape, or simply leav- 
ing the area is there but not 
likely, according to Ash. 
"Sometimes the public- 
ity can move a guy on," he 
said, "but you're not elimi- 
nating the problem just 
putting it on someone 
else " 
"You'll find that if a guy 
has ties here, when the 
urge strikes (to attack) 
find new growers." 
A year after the strike 
began, FLOC organized a 
nationwide boycott against 
Campbell products. 
According to Valesquez 
while the boycott has not 
seriously affected Camp- 
bell's sales, the company 
has provided the workers 
with two new housing 
camps that are located in 
Defiance. Ohio. 
THE BGSU FLYING CLUB ANNOUNCES 
THE WINNERS OF THE RECENT 
FOOD RAFFLE: 
l- PRIZE: Scott Gallier 
2-" PRIZE: Malcolm Morgen 
3" PRIZE: Janet Lytlc 
We would like to thank everybodv lor their support and 
including coach 'John Weinert for doing the drawing 
invite all those Interested in aviation to attend our weekly 
meetings In 107 Hanna Wednesday •  
After the speech, the 
University's Social Justice 
Committee, who sponsered 
the event, awarded Vales- 
?uez with a plaque for his 
ft years of service to the 
migrant workers cause. 
he'll do it," he said. 
Rumors circulated on 
campus yesterday about a 
rape supposedly occurrinr 
outside MacDonald Ea 
where a girl was stab' 
several times. This is to- 
tally untrue according to 
Ash, and is probably the 
result of people becoming 
nervous due to the attacks. 
"There is definitely a 
problem here, but still, if 
people take the proper pre- 
cautions there is no need 
for panic," he said. 
Ash did say he plans on 
cracking down on hitchhik- 
ing in the area because of 
the attacks. 
"Some people just don't 
think it can happen to 
them," he said, "even in a 
town this size. If we have to 
make arrests to get them 
to wise up, then so be it." 
OPEN HEARING 
The Arts and Sciences Council will hold an open hearing to discuss the proposal to create a 
Department of Creative Writing and Contemporary literature from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m., on 
Wednesday, February 22,1984 in the Assembly Room of McFall Center. All interested faculty, 
students, and administrators are invited to attend the bearing. Persons who wish to make brief 
(5 minute maximum), formal presentations should contact Ms. Linda Ogden, College of Arts and 
Sciences (372-2015) so that a .time slot can be reserved. Comments from the floor will also be 
accepted. The hearing will be tape recorded, and the tape will be kept available in the event 
clarification is needed during Arts and Sciences Council deliberations. (The tape ml not be 
transcribed.) Written comments on the proposal are also invited. They should be sent to Dr. 
Fred Miller, Arts and Sciences Council Chair, and will be accepted both prior to and after the 
open hearing. If possible, written comments should be received no later than Thursday, March 
1,1964. Copies of the proposal are available in the Creative Writing Program office, 1M Hanna 
Hall. 
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Place: University Bookstore 
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Wound care bg news staff/Sue Cross 
Jeanne Sample, a junior nursing major, practices 
the sterile technique for changing the dressing on a 
wound-care model. The lab tor student practice Is 
located In the Student Health Center. 
by Beth Poffenbaugh 
reporter 
Armed with medical text 
books, voluminous notes 
and a genuine desire to 
learn, junior nursing stu- 
dents spend at least four 
hours a week "checking 
off" nursing skill activities 
at the learning lab in the 
Health Center. 
The lab provides stu- 
dents with a chance to 
practice skills they have 
previously only read about 
or observed in a clinical 
setting. 
"We practice with mod- 
els ana take blood pres- 
sures and the like with 
partners," Jane Shirley, junior nursing major, said. 
Chet Roshetko, one of 
nine male nursing stu- 
dents, said "The lab, with 
its flexible hours, is a defi- 
niic asset. We have a lim- 
ited opportunity at the 
clinical setting to use our 
skills." 
Before they take lab 
skills tests, students spend 
many long hours viewing 
films and reading about 
proper procedure. A pass- 
ing grade on a skills test is 
80 percent or above. 
'"Hie tests are repeated 
until they are passed, but 
students are so well pre- 
pared that they never have 
to take them over twice," 
Rosemary Kahle, nursing 
lab coordinator, said. 
"STUDENTS ARE en- 
couraged to share informa- 
tion with others and 
collaborate on various 
skills so they are better 
prepared at test time," she 
said. 
Limited space in the lab 
Sresents a major problem, 
Dwever. 
"The lab is one of the 
best parts of the nursing 
program, but there isn't 
enough room for 75 stu- 
dents to work in," Cheryl 
Hahler, junior nursing stu- 
dent,said. 
Several students said the 
staff and the opportunity to 
use the lab equipment 
compensate for any prob- 
lems created by inade- 
quate space. 
"The instructors are 
great," junior Jeanne 
Sample said. 
"The staff is so support- 
ive and really cares about 
your progress," Ann 
Pakulski, junior nursing 
student, said. "They re- 
inforce your learning by 
giving you a variety of 
outside reading in addition 
to lab work." 
"The professionals here 
have experienced every- 
thing we want to ask 
about," Roshetko added. 
' 'Our goal is to work with 
them (students) individu- 
ally, going back to the idea 
that a student is responsi- 
ble for his own learning," 
Kahle said. "We're there 
to provide them with re- 
source people, equipment 
and instructional pro- 
grams to help." 
FEBRUARY 23, 24,2$ 
^FUN AND GAMES11 
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS 
372-2638 
Manor 
Apts. 
542 and 560 Frazee Ave. 
Upper Units - 475 mo. & e/ec. 
Basement Units - 450 mo & e/ec. 
Call Greenbriar, inc. 
352-0717 
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Tells about various majors 
Event helps students decide 
A Major Event, a program 
designed to show Univer- 
sity Division students what 
specific colleges have to 
offer will be held Feb. 21. 
"The program is de- 
signed to help the students 
along in making a decision 
about which college is suit- 
able for them, if a student 
does their homework, it 
will   be  quite  beneficial 
when they make that 
choice (on a major)," Dr. 
Joan Morgan, director of 
University Division, said. 
About 500 students, 
mostly freshmen and soph- 
omores, are classified in 
University Division, Mor- 
gan said. 
The program has teach- 
ers and advisors rep- 
resenting   the   various 
colleges instead of deans. 
This helps to create more 
of a relaxed atmosphere, 
Morgan said. 
"we've designed the pro- 
gram so students can feel 
comfortable around the 
professors... since the 
professors are talking 
about their work, the mood 
is quite informal," Morgan 
Some of the professors 
scheduled to appear at A 
Major Event are: Adrian 
Tio, School of Art; Dr. 
Robert Romans, Biological 
Sciences; Dr. John Huf- 
fman, School of Journa- 
lism; Marjorie Miller. 
Home Economics; Russell 
Veitch, Psychology; and 
Dr. Mohammad Dadfar, 
Computer Science. 
Future families topic of panel 
"Family of the Future" 
was the topic of a panel 
discussion held this week 
as part of Values and Ethic 
Week. 
The panel, moderated by 
Jan Maatman. of United 
Christian Fellowship, fo- 
cused on families today 
and changes likely to occur 
in the future. 
According to Dr. Art 
Neal, professor of socio- 
logy, becoming a parent is 
not a decision couples to- 
day take lightly. 
"Couples are deciding 
how many children to have 
and when to have them," 
he said, adding that the 
average woman today has 
her first child at age 26 and 
her last when she is 28. 
The trends for the future, 
according to Neal, point 
toward "continued ratio- 
nal decision making and 
low fertility." 
Michael Taylor, part- 
time instructor of phfioso- 
phv and clinician at a men- 
tal health center, counsels 
families having problems. 
"It used to be easier to 
deal with families because 
you could guess what kind 
of family you were dealing 
with - the traditional nu- 
clear family," Taylor said. 
"Now we more often en- 
counter the reconstituted 
Taylor said the reconsti- 
tuted family develops after 
divorce and remarriage 
occur with children in- 
volved. 
"Children in these fami- 
lies have a lot to deal with 
because they feel disloyal 
to the parent they are sepa- 
rated from," he said. 
Sharon Hanna, a layper- 
son from St. Thomas More, 
gave the Catholic perspec- 
tive on the family of the 
future. 
B6SUS STUDENT'MAGAZINE 
Heeds advertising 
sales representatives 
for its Spring Semester Edition. 
If interested contact ilia Advertising Manager, 
Student Publications-372-2601 
Noneman Real Estate Company 
HKi*t K V,l * MANAGEMENT 
&v 
NOW LEASING: 
SUMMER & FALL 
825  THIRD ST:  NICELY AR 
RANGED ONE BEDROOM APTS. RENTS IS 
S300/MO INCLUDING GAS, AND WATER. 
841 8th ST, 733 MAN- 
VILLEj 2 BEDROOM. ONE AND ONE 
HALF BATHS. FURNISHED APTS RENT IS 
S325/MO. 
755, 777 MANVILLE: 
SWO/MO. 12 MO. LEASES ONLY 2 BEDROOM I 
1/2 BATHS UNFURNISHED. 
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION 
354-3951 
I 
352-1596 352-7571 
EAST   Pagllal's SOUTH 
440 E. Court 
FRIDAY 
11 - til gone 
ROAST BEEF 
PLATTER 
$3>24 
945 S. Main St. 
SATURDAY 
Mexican Flare - At East Location Only 
Beef Burrito - Retried Beans. Mexican beef, onions, green peppers, shredded lettuce, 
colby cheese, black olives, and tomatoes 2.99 
Vegitarlan Burrito - Retried beans, fresh mushrooms, onion, green peppers, shredded 
lettuce, colby cheese, mozzarella cheese, black olives, and tomatoes. 2.99 
3Taeo« 1.50 
11 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
1984 Winter Date Party • 1984 Winter Date Party • 1984 Winter Date Party • 1984 Winter Bate £ 
2 
c 
CATCH A WAVE 
TO 
"Xi Beach Party"!!! 
The Alpha Xi's and their dates: 
Wacky and Wudy Mave and Dr. No 
Jean and Ron Care and Dave 
Jenni and Ric Peggy and Tommy 
Patty and Billy Pam and Chaz 
Dana and Dave Kim and Jeff 
Tammy and Barry Keri and Joe 
Laurie and Michael Cathy and Mark 
Karen and John Marie and Jeff 
Laurie and Phil Susan and Jim 
Denise and Brian Cindy and Steve 
Julie and Otis Chris and Tom 
Laurie and Greg Lynda and Brian 
Andrea and Mark Grubes and Fogs 
Patty and Boomer Mary Cay and Ray 
Michelle and Todd Pam and Vince 
Sue and Paul Annette and Jeff 
Beth and Dateless Lester and Fester 
Smith and Jerry Lewis Kerry and Nick 
Cindy and Pat Deb and Drew 
Kim and Brett Julie and Zilch 
Kelli and Brian Pam and Mission Man 
Tracy and Steve Cindy and 
Robyn and          Where's the Beach?!! Amy and 
Roberta and Judi and Dean 
2 Date Party » 1984 Winter Date Party • 1984 Winter Date Party • 1984 Winter Pate Party •  1984 
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Women make progress in traditionally male jobs 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sally Ride 
became the first American woman to 
fly in space. Sandra Day O'Connor 
donned the robes of a Supreme Court justice, and for the first time, talk of a 
female vice president of the United 
States gets serious attention in presi- 
dential campaign debates. 
Yet women now hold only eight of 75 
active astronaut positions at the Na- 
tional Aeronautics and Space Admin- 
istration. They constitute 52 of 677 
federal judges and 24 of 535 members 
of the House and Senate. 
From 1972 to 1982, according to the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, women 
expanded their ranks in such tradi- 
tionally male-dominated occupations 
as medicine, law, management-ad- 
ministration and college teaching. 
But most of the more than 40 million 
working women remained in tradi- 
tional women's work, comprising the 
bulk of bank tellers, school teachers, 
nurses and librarians, and few men 
crossed over to jobs historically held 
by women. 
"It takes an awful lot of movement 
(of women into traditionally male 
jobs) to show any change in trend," 
says Harvey Hamel of the bureau's 
Division of Employment and Unem- 
ployment Analysis. 
Avril Madison, executive director 
of Wider Opportunities for Women, 
Inc., a private organization which 
provides lob training consultation for 
some 140 independent women's 
groups in 35 states, said the latest 
figure "graphically illustrates that 
sex segregation ana discrimination in 
education, training and employment 
are very much alive and well in the 
United States." 
MADISON SAID SHE is pleased 
that women have been able to move 
into such fields as medicine and law, 
but added that these advances were 
possible "only when the primary cri- 
terion for employment was a grad- 
uate professional degree." 
Among the findings in the federal 
employment and earnings records: 
• Women comprised 99.1 percent of 
the nation's approximately 4 million 
secretaries in 1982, compared with 
99.2 percent a decade earlier. Among 
some 71,000 registered nurses, they 
held 95.6 percent of the jobs, down 
from 97.6 percent in 1972. 
• Females made up 35.4 percent of 
college and university professors, up 
from 28 percent in 1972. But women 
held 98.5 percent of the pre-school and 
kindergarten jobs, and continued to 
occupy the vast majority of teaching 
positions in public education. 
• The ranks of female miners ex- 
panded from 0.7 percent to "1.4 per- 
cent, while women held 6.7 percent of 
the police officer and detective Jobs, 
compared to 2.6 percent in 1972. 
• Women increased their ranks 
among doctors and dentists from 9.3 
percent to 14.6 percent, and among 
lawyers and judges from 4 percent to 
15.5 percent. In managerial and ad- 
ministrative positions, women moved 
from 17.6 percent to 28 percent. 
The bureau revamped its list of 
occupations in 1983, providing a much 
more precise definition of the various 
job categories. Thus, 1982 was the 
most recent year for which compari- 
sons could be made. 
Womens' earnings continued to lag 
well behind those of the some 55 
million working men, according to a 
recent Bureau of Labor Statistics 
report. Women who held full-time 
jobs in 1983 had average weekly earn- 
ings of $260, compared to $393 for 
men, according to the survey pub- 
lished last month 
DO YOUR SPRING 
SHOPPING AT 
RENAISSANCE 
CENTER 
DETROIT.MICHIGAN 
SAT. FEB.25 
S6/person for transportation 
payment upon sign-up in UAO office. 
Banks want people to use home computers 
DAYTON (AP)-Morton 
Epstein likes to use his 
home computer for bank- 
ing and bill paying because 
it is convenient. Hunting- 
ton National Bank likes 
home computer banking as 
a way of avoiding hiring 
more tellers. 
Epstein, manager of a 
Dayton commercial build- 
ing, uses a home computer 
to monitor his checking 
GRADUATE STUDENT 
SENATE MEETING 
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 17 
2:30 PM MFALL ASSEMBLY ROOM 
GUEST SPEAKER: 
DR. GARETT HEBERLEIN 
DEAN OF THE GRADUATE COLLEGE 
TOPIC: 
THE RIGHTS & RESPONSIBILITIES 
OF GRADUA TE ASSISTANTS 
OPEN TO ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS 
>-s xe xe xe xe xe xe xe xe xe xe xe' xe xe xe vj 
X 
THE BROTHERS OF THETA CHI 
WOULD LIKE TO ANNOUNCE 
THEIR NEW OFFICERS: 
PRESIDENT 
V.P. OF INT. AFFAIRS 
V.P. OF RUSH 
SECRETARY 
TREASURER 
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN 
HOUSE MANAGER 
ASST. RUSH 
ASST. TREASURER 
ASST. SOCIAL CHAIR. 
PLEDGE EDUCATOR 
ASST. PLEDGE ED. 
ATHLETIC CHAIRMAN 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
CHAPLIN 
COMMUNICATION 
SCHOLARSHIP CHAIR 
ALUMNI CORRES. 
I.F.C. REPRESENTIVE 
HISTORIAN 
GUARDS 
TONY ZURCA 
RICH WALLACK 
BILL SULESKY 
BRIAN NAU 
MIKE MAURER 
PAUL DeGRANDIS 
TERRY NOONAN 
MIKE LESZCZ 
BILL PULLANO 
TIM MYERS 
RON LANEY 
KEITH KNODEL 
ERIC MELKERSON 
STEVE DIVER 
JIM GERBUS 
VINCE McNARY 
CHIP RADER 
CRAIG KAMEN 
TIM McGOVERN 
JEFF MULLET 
CHUCK HARRISON 
RICKEY HUCKABEE 
THANKS TO PAST OFFICERS FOR 
A JOB WELL DONE 
rox  ex ex ex ex ex ox ex ex ex ex ex ex ex e>-o 
and savings accounts and 
to pay some bills. But be 
complains that some com- 
panies, including Dayton 
Power & Light Co. and the 
Shillito Rikes department 
store, won't accept pay- 
ments from home comput- 
ers. 
"If I want to see what 
checks have cleared, I use 
the computer," he said. "I 
can pay a bill. I can check 
on a loan." 
Huntington National 
Bank, which launched its 
"Bankshare"program in 
September 1982 to encour- 
age home computer bank- 
ing, makes a fee from 
customers who use the 
service. 
But Donald Walters, se- 
nior vice president and 
marketing director for the 
Columbus-based   bank. 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
FRATERNITY 
Is proud to announce its 
two new pledges: 
George Payamgis 
John Brooker 
said the program offers the 
bank more than a $4 
monthly service charge. 
"Banks have to figure 
out a way to promote self- 
service banking," Walters 
said. "They have to find 
some other way than using 
expensive tellers. Hunting- 
ton has about 800 tellers. 
They now make an aver- 
age of $12,000 a year, in- 
cluding benefits. By 1990, it 
is estimated that will reach 
an average of $25,000." 
HUNTINGTON NA- 
TIONAL'S program has 
more than 1,000 customers 
in 22 states as far away as 
Utah. The program goi off 
to a fast start because it is 
linked to CompuServe, a 
Columbus-based, commer- 
cial data-base service used 
by computer enthusiasts to 
gain access to libraries of 
information and news. 
Huntington and three 
other banks in the nation - 
in Tennessee, New Jersey 
and Massachusetts - are 
available to CompuServe 
subscribers for home- 
banking services. The four 
banks together have fewer 
than 2,000 home-banking 
customers, CompuServe 
spokesperson Richard 
Baker, said. 
In April Third National 
Bank of Dayton plans to 
start a one- to two-year test 
of home-computer bank- 
ing. The test is to be in 
conjunction with other 
Ohio banks, including Ban- 
cOhio, National City Corp. 
and Society Corp. 
Third National has em- 
ployed an outside firm to 
select 50 customers for the 
home-banking test. The 
bank hopes to determine 
whether a variety of cus- 
tomers, noi Just computer 
enthusiasts, will use the 
service. 
Automatic Data Proc- 
essing, Inc., is to coordi- 
nate uie test, which will be 
conducted through a multi- 
bank project called Home 
Banking Interchange. It 
will also offer a data-base 
including news, weather, 
sports,   tele-shopping, 
Cies and electronic mail- 
service, to be provided 
by Videotex of America, a 
joint venture of Times-Mir- 
ror and Infomart of Can- 
ada. 
Wilbur Shoup, customer 
service spokesperson for 
Dayton Power & Light, 
said the utility plans to 
work with the banks on 
payments by home com- 
puter. 
"We're interested in 
anything that will make 
bill paying easier," Shoup 
said. 
30 days 
hath 
Feb.? 
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN A 
PIEDMONT APARTMENT 
$375/month 
835 Hioh St 352-9378 
SPECIAL FEATURES 
• 680 *q. ft. ptr aptrtnwnt 
• 2 bedrooms - i\* baths 
• central Gassnd heating with 
individual apartment controls 
• completely furnished 
• utilities paid, tictpt for electricity 
• L-sheptd living-dining area with 
balcony 
S'GN LEASE 
W/PIEDMONT APT. 
RECEIVE 
FREE membership 
to Health Spa 
• hydro spa wlwlpod 
• Indoor heated pool 
• metros sauna 
• sun lamps 
• complete exercise 
facilities S equipment 
» wall-to *atl carpeting 
• sound conditioned interior 
■ cable TV 
• kitchencomMequipped with a 
Gei range,  stainless steel sink 
'etrigerator, toed waste disposal 
• Cltra large ckxel* 
• <nsulated window glass 
- sliding glass dodrs to balcony 
1
 twin beds in each bedroom 
i buiK-in vanity in hallway 
i linen closet 
i last recovery Gas water heating 
carpeted halls and inside entrances 
Gas-equipped laundry area 
available in each apartment 
building 
patio areas with Gas grills available 
tor each building 
PI KAPPA PHI 
DATE PARTY 
FEB. 17, 1984 
it Love At First Sight" 
WITH THE PI KAPPS 
TONIGHT 
THE FRIDAY NIGHT 
YOU WONT FORGET 
KANSAS" CITY, Mo. 
(AP) - A request by the 
U.S. Attorney's office to 
extend a deadline for filing 
papers to Feb. 30 prompted 
a poetic tweak by a federal 
judge. 
The U.S. Attorney's of- 
fice had asked U.S. Dis- 
trict Judge Joseph Stevens 
Jr. to grant an extension In 
a Social Security case 
naming Secretary Marga- 
ret Heckler of the Depart- 
ment of Health and Human 
Services as a defendant. 
"The court well under- 
stands that the secretary 
in the performance of her 
executive duties requires 
additional time," he re- 
plied in his order Tuesday. 
"But she seeks relief be- 
yond the ken and authority 
of even the judicial 
branch." 
Mark's 
pizza pub 
352-3551 
Happy Hours 
- $2.00 I 
OFF 
s 
FAST 
FREE 
DELIVERY 
r 
i I 
c 
o 
O 
o» 
E 1 
I 
352-3551    ■ 
Any X-large 
Pizza with 
2 items 
Daily 4-7 
$T"o"o S 
OFF ■ 
| 
Any Medium 3 
Pizza with £ 
2 items        1 
352-3551 
t One 6-paek 
of Coca Cola 
Free with any   | 
large or      <§ 
X- large Pizza £ 
this coupon NOT   2 
good with any 
other offer 
352-3551 
Buy any 
Sub - Get 
2 cans 
of Pop Free 
352-3551 
f 
c 
o a 
3 
O 
o 
I 
Buy Any Hedium 
Pizza (If) it rei>r price 
and relieve an identical Pizza* 
for u(y WO 
Good in-house only 
idl 
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Layoff charges denied 
CLEVELAND (AP) - 
Mayor George Voinovich 
yesterday denied charges 
he exaggerated safety 
forces' layoffs while cam- 
paigning for a city income 
tax increase, saying he had 
every intention of imple- 
menting the massive lay- 
offs up until the issue was 
defeated Feb. 7. 
Voinovich said he scaled 
back safety-force layoff 
plans after the election be- 
cause of expected legal 
action from police groups, 
and concern that greater 
cuts would hamper service 
and cause a public outcry. 
"I leveled with the tax- 
payers. I told them pre- 
cisely what I believed 
would be the critical im- 
pact of a defeat," Voino- 
vich said at a news 
conference after he testi- 
fied in a police union law- 
suit to blqck the layoffs. 
"I did not exaggerate. I 
told the truth as I knew it 
and as I saw it." 
Before the Feb. 7 vote, 
Voinovich said layoffs 
would include 600 police 
officers,   183   firefighters 
and 133 Emergency Medi- 
cal Service workers. Last 
Friday, layoff notices went 
out to nearly 600 city em- 
Eloyees, including 290 po- 
ce officers, 8 firefighters 
and 19 EMS workers. At 
that time Voinovich said 
there would be no more 
layoffs in the safety forces, 
but there could be more 
layoffs in other city depart- 
ments next month. 
THAT    ACTION 
Srompted City Councilman 
ay Westbrook to charge 
that Voinovich had inten- 
tionally exaggerated layoff 
figures during the tax in- 
crease campaign. 
The mayor said yester- 
day that he contributed to 
what he called a "misun- 
derstanding" with his com- 
ments on a Jan. 14 meeting 
with other city officials. 
Voinovich said he only told 
his advisers to do every- 
thing to avoid the massive 
layoffs. 
"I did not decide then 
against going forward with 
the massive layoffs among 
our safety forces," Voino- 
vich   said.   "There   was 
never any intent during the 
campaign not to go for- 
ward with the layoffs." 
During his court testi- 
mony yesterday, Voino- 
vich said, "I believe that, 
Siuite frankly, the safety 
orces are not taking their 
fair share of cuts that 
should be made. We have 
more police officers per 
capita than most other cit- 
ies in the United States." 
But Voinovich later 
added that if the safety 
forces did incur their fair 
share of layoffs, "We could 
have some problems." 
The Cleveland Police Pa- 
trolman's Association is 
trying to block the 290 po- 
lice layoffs, charging the 
layoffs  would jeopardize 
Public safety. Common 
leas Judge David Matia 
heard testimony Wednes- 
day and yesterday on the 
union's request for a tem- 
porary restraining order. 
City officials say Cleve- 
land faces an $18 million 
deficit this year without 
the cutbacks. 
United Way 
People Helping People 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
PRESENTS 
TARTUFFE 
February 16-18 and February 22-25 
Main Auditorium, 8:00 p.m. 
February 25 matinee at 3:00 p.m. 
Students $2.00     Adults $4.00 
CALL 372-2719 FOR RESERVATIONS 
WIHTHROP TERRACE JtPTS. 
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS FOR FALL 
"EARLY BIRD 
S P E CIAL // 
WE PAY HEAT. WATER. CABLE 
AID TRASH PICKUP 
3 Locations - Napoleon Rd., Palmer Ave. 
Summit St. 
* 10.00 per month OFF rent if lease 
is signed by March 31st. 
1 I 2 BDRM APTS 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
400 Napoiflon Rd. 
352-0139 
9-5 Evenings By Appt Saturdays 10:00-3:00 starting 2/4/84 I 
SHAKE 
YOUR 
OOTY 
If s a record sale! Get down fast 
and get your favorite alburns for 
$2.98 and up. 
4 Top Artists 
4 Major labels 
4 Hundreds of 
selections - pop to classic 
Stereo LP Albums 
Cassettes/Box Sets 
RRY! Limited offer only. 
February 20 through March 16 
University Bookstore 
Student Service Building 
Hours: Monday - Friday, 8:00-5:00 
Saturday, 9:00-5:00 
Womanhood an advantage? 
Rep. Kaptur seeks second term 
TOLEDO (AP) - Demo- 
crat Marcy Kaptur. still 
unsure whether being a 
woman is an advantage in 
politics, said yesterday 
shell seek a second term 
in Congress. 
"I would like to know if 
being a woman makes a 
difference in the final anal- 
ysis," Kaptur said. 
"Women in this district 
have really paved the way. 
In Congress, people are 
amazed that Ohio has two 
women in the House. They 
think   it's   something   a 
state more 
would do." 
Kaptur, D-Toledo, and 
Mary Rose Oakar. D- 
Cleveland, are two of only 
22 women in the 435-mem- 
ber House of Representa- 
tives. 
Kaptur said she saw a 
national poll that showed a 
woman candidate has a 16- 
point advantage entering a 
political race against a 
man where neither is an 
incumbent. 
"When I was running the 
first time, men would 
come up to me and say, 
'We wondered about you,' 
while the the women would 
say, 'Go for it, honey.' " 
Elected to Congress in 
1962, Kaptur said her sec- 
ond campaign will be eas- 
ier than the first for 
several reasons. 
"THIS TIME, we're en- 
tering the campaign in the 
black rather than in the 
red financially," she said. 
"There is name recogni- 
tion, there is an organiza- 
tion and I think there is a 
record to run on." 
Kaptur   recently   was 
picked by the Democratic 
National Committee to co- 
chair the Democratic 
Council on Ethnic Ameri- 
cans, an outreach organi- 
zation to lure straying 
Democratic voters back to 
the polls. 
She said being picked for 
a national political role in 
an election year could be 
seen as a sign of confi- 
dence in her campaign. 
"I don't think you can 
ever be overconfident," 
she said. 
So far, no Republican is 
running against Kaptur. 
"We still have time for 
an opponent to emerge and 
when that happens, we ex- 
pect to wage a very ag- 
gressive campaign,'1 she 
said. 
Uncertainty over a con- 
gressional primary date in 
Ohio because of a court 
order that struck down dis- 
trict boundaries is of little 
concern to Kaptur. 
"Our district really isnt 
a question. They tell us our 
district is off by 29 people," 
she said. "I think people 
think campaigns are too 
long anyway. 
American Heart 
Association 
WFRE FIGHTING FOR VOUR LIFE 
O- 
FRAZEE AVENUE 
APARTMENTS 
624, 656, 670 
Frazee Avenue 
2 bedroom furnished 
apartments 
Upper units $450/mo & elec 
Basement units $400/mo & elec 
CALL 352-0717 
RENT NOW! Last Week at These Rates! 
GoOn- 
Spring Break 
to
 Day ton a Beach 
only $ 
6 nights and 7 days 195 00 
direct from Campus- March 17-25,1984 
LOWEST PRICED, BEST ACCOMMODATIONS OrrERED 
^^    THIS YEAR TOR DAYTONA BEACH! 
4BP     for details, brochure and to make your reservation, c^all 
^W\      or write 
TS* vacations unlimited 
2660 Wellesley Drive. • Upper Arlington. Ohio 43221 •   (6141 488-4674 
NEWLOVE   MANAGEMENT 
GET AWAY FROM COMPLEXES. 
HOW ABOUT A HOUSE OR DUPLEX? 
801 Sixth - 2 bdrm house 
825 Sixth ■ 3 bdrm house 
315 S. Main • 3 bedrm house 
315 1/2 S. Main ■ 2 bdrm house 
317  S.  Main  - 3  bdrm house 
311 1/2 S. Main • 2 bdrm above 
a business 
328 1/2, 332 1/2, 336 1/2   S. Main • 
3 bdrm, above a business 
523   N.   Enterprise   -3 bdrm house 
119   University   Lane   -1 bdrm duplex 
327 E. Evers-Lg. 2 bdrm duplex 
243 S. Prospect • 3 bedrm house 
223 1/2 N. Prospect ■ 2 bedrm duplex 
214 S. Enterprise • 2 bdrm duplex 
216 S. Enterprise -1 bdrm duplex 
218 S. Enterprise ■ 2 bdrm duplex 
911 Mourningdove - 3 bdrm house 
120-122 1/2 N. Prospect Lg.- 
CALL 352-5620 336 S. Main St. 
Doubles Vision 
Two pizzas for one special price 
Call us. 
352-1539 
1616 E   Wooster 
out dnvfl''. .   " 
than $20 00 
limited delivery aiea 
i Dinner 
1
  for lour 
I 2 12" one item 
j pizzas plus 2 colas 
I lor only $7" 
Fast Free      | 
delivery 
352-1539   | 
1616 
E   Woost^   i 
 r 
$1 •   olf any    I 
14" doubles 
t item 
purchase 
' Free Delivery 
jf V1616 E   Wooster I 
\    352-1539 
 1 
Si00 olf any 
doubles order     I 
Fast Free Delivery    J 
1616 E. Wooster I 
i'vA   352-1539 
 1 
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leers face Wolves in home series 
by St*v« Qulnn 
Sports reporter 
Any collegiate hockey team not in 
the Central Collegiate Hockey Asso- 
ciation better be warned before they 
play Bowling Green's hockey team. 
So far this season the Falcons have 
played six non-conference games, 
winning all of them, and this weekend 
they wfll finish their non-conference 
play in a two-game series against 
Michigan-Dearborn. 
The Falcons will face the Wolves in 
their last home series of the season 
in BG's Ice Arena tonight and tomor- 
row beginning at 7:30 p.m. 
BO started the season against non- 
conference opponent Clarkson and 
defeated the Golden Knights 5-3 and 5- 
1 After four weeks of CCHA play, BG 
traveled to New Hampshire and came 
home with two more victories. 
Three weeks later, sitting in the 
number one position in the national 
polls, the Falcons competed in the 
Key Bank Tournament at Lake 
Placid, N.Y. They defeated Cornell 6- 
4 and made it three in a row against 
the Golden Knights winning 2-fl, bring- 
ing home the first place trophy. 
WHILE BG has won all of its non- 
conference games, UM-D has won 
only one game in 11 attempts against 
CCHA opponents. UM-D, who plays 
an independent schedule, is a mem- 
ber of the National Association of 
Intercollegaite Athletics, and cur- 
rently stands at 16-16. 
The Falcons will have to go into this 
series with a different look than the 
non-conference games. They will not 
DELTA ZETA ANNOUNCES 
SPRING     PLEDGE CLASS: 
AMY PESEN 
AMY COTTLE 
LAURA BADAL 
DEBBE COOPER 
SHARON BARTON 
JOAN MCKENS 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
& 
UNIVERSITY COURTS 
APARTMENTS 
have the services of their top two 
Soaltenders,   Gary   Kruzich   and 
fayne Collins, and will start Bowling 
Green native Eddie Powers. 
Powers made his first start in last 
Saturday's game against Western 
Michigan and held the Broncos to Just 
two goals, while stopping 31 shots. 
"Powers really played well for us on 
Saturday," BG head coach Jerry 
York said. 
York also said Collins will probably 
suit up as the backup goalie, but if he 
is not ready, BG club hockey goalie 
Randy Johnson might be called up to 
dress in the backup role. Johnson 
worked out with the team throughout 
the week. 
Collins and Kruzich have been side- 
lined with hamstring injuries. Collins 
QUESTION: 
Mm CM fM Iw *R-ctmf*i m i funwhW 2 Uin*m 
tfuimmfi mi rtl U nity 2 ■lattii twty frtm: 
CUttfMM - Urn. M|   Sf«fl»!»Mti 
RettmnMh - BM Onewitt 
Dry CIMMR - Unity      B«nWBmty **t 
BNII rl.r. R*nrtt - tips 
Drt} ittn "be. CWMMM itim 
•oi, wly 3 Weeb fnm town 
ANSWER: 
CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS 
505 Cfeajk St. (not ti St.rimj ft Dirtiyi) 
MMM UpM HIP. "Tit. 
PUM 352-9302 tr After: 
N«flwt MMJMMt C. 352-5620 
'NOW RENTING FOR FAIT 
'575.00 p Mt, KWH hfl*U |«* IfMl) 
stfOAL smta Mia 
has not seen action since his 3-2 win 
against Ohio State, and Kruzich took 
himself out of Friday night's came 
against WMU. 
OTHER PLAYERS 
ries but who expect to see . 
time are defensemen Mike" 
(knee). Wayne Wilson, (hand) and 
Tod Flichel (wrist). Pikul did not 
travel to WMU last weekend and 
Wilson missed some action in Satur- 
day's game. 
'•This is a hard contact sport and 
you are always going to have some 
injuries," York said. "This is Feb- 
ruary and you have got to expect 
them. It's not unusual but it is unusual 
to have your top two goalies hurt." 
A sweep for the Falcons will give 
them an overall mark of 2*3-2 and top 
last years record of 28-8-4. Last sea- 
son at this time the Falcons had an 
overall record of 22-6-4. It will also be 
the most wins the icers have had 
under York's realm 
"We want to play well, and get 
ready for the playoffs" York said. 
"We have achieved some of our goals 
this year. Our next goal is to win the 
first round of the playoffs and get to 
Joe Louis (CCHA tournament finals in 
Detroit)." 
BG travels to OhioCI 
After the last two outings by 
Bowling Green's basketball team, 
head coach John Weinert has 
sounded like a recording. "We 
played hard, smart and unselfish. 
There was no me, just we." 
Weinert spoke with enthusiasm 
about the abundance of team play 
after the Falcons man handled the 
likes of Ball State last Saturday 
and Western Michigan Wednesday. 
The problem is, both of these teams 
share the basement position in the 
Mid-American Conference race 
and don't compare with tomor- 
row's opponent, second place Ohio 
University. 
The Falcons will travel to Athens 
for a 1:30 p.m. televised contest in 
OU's famed 13,000 capacity Con- 
vention Center. 
Although fourth place BG played 
two of its best games of the season 
last week without the presence of 
its top point producer, David Jen- 
kins, his 18.1 points per game aver- 
age could prov e to be very 
important against the high-scoring 
Bobcat offense. 
Booker will probably start to- 
morrow, and may be spelled by 
Jenkins if he is physically up to the 
task. 
According to Jenkins he will play 
tomorrow, but whether he wfu 
start is questionable. 
BG WAS faced with another blow 
when Jenkins' replacement, Paul 
Abendroth, fell prey to the same 
type of ankle injury Jenkins suf- 
fered last Saturday and will not 
Elay tomorrow. He was replaced 
y Wednesday's starter Frank 
Booker. 
Booker scored seven points 
against the Broncos Wednesday 
and impressed even the best - in 
some categories. 
"He (Booker) did a good lob in 
some areas," Jenkins said, "out he 
was a little nervous at times." 
Filling the offensive void for Jen- 
kins has been the "old veterans" 
Colin Irish, Bill Faine and Keith 
Taylor. Irish had one of his best 
days of the season last Saturday 
with 21 points and 17 rebounds. 
Taylor had 15 Wednesday, while 
Faine and Irish added 12. 
The Bobcats are !W in MAC play, 
including an earlier loss to the 
Falcons in BG's Anderson Arena. 
They are led by 6-foot-9 center John 
Devereaux with 18.6 ppg., followed 
by Vic Alexander at 13.7 ppg. 
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—sports/cap— 
Hockey — against Michigan-Dear- 
born, 7:30 p.m. tonight and tomorrow 
(Ice Arena). 
Men's Basketball — at Ohio Univer- 
sity, 1:30 p.m tomorrow. 
Women's Basketball — at Ohio Uni- 
versity, 4 p.m. tomorrow. 
Gymnastics — against Youngstown, 1 
pjn. tomorrow (Eppler North Gym). 
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Graduate Students 
PIZZAPARTY 
Friday, Feb. 17 
9-12 p.m. $2.00 
St. Thomas More Gym 
ajeuas juaprns ajenpejQ aqj nq pajosuodg 
-puauj e Buuq puc >jeajq Apnjs B aJjBi 
When its gotta be pizza 
its got to be Pisanello's 
and subs too! According 
to a BGSU preference 
survey, students prefer 
Pizza to hamburgers. 
According to National 
Restaurant Association 
tests, Pizza is the better 
nutritional value. The 
WFAL survey rated 
Pisanello's Pizza the 
BEST in Bowling Green. 
Give us a chance to 
create a meal or a snack 
for you,and ask about 
our party specials. 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
A LARGE SELECTION OF 
QUALITY HOUSES AND 
APARTMENTS FOR 
198485! 
STOP IN OR CALL 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
319 E. Wooster        354-2260 
 Close To Camnus! 
Phi Kappa Psi 
presents their new actives 
Doug Post 
Rob Weckman 
Thom Kerka 
Mike Taylor 
Mike Spadaro 
Jim Shaffer 
Brad Lodge 
Steve Huffman 
Brian Ravencraft 
Jerry Gordon 
Mike Baldridge 
Robbie First 
* CONGRATULATIONS' 
Also,   announcing  our   1984   Spring   Pledge 
Class 
Tadd Davis 
Ray Roche 
Todd Dierkshiede 
Tony Rupcic 
John Alge 
Chris Gajewicz 
Mike Asente 
Pat Hanna 
Greg Cunningham 
Greg Rizzuto Eric Wilkinson 
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR NEW 
KAPPA DELTA INITIATES. .. 
ROBIN DECOSMO 
PATTY TERNES 
LAURINE PHILLIPSON 
PATTY VANYO 
THERESA ZIMMERMAN 
CAROL LANCASTER 
GINNIE HUFFMAN 
CHERI KRAMER 
SUSAN GUERRIERO 
PATTI KRAUSE 
DOREEN KING 
RACHEAL KING 
ANGELA McCOY 
JANET SLABY 
LISA SHANK 
DEBBIE TAGGART 
WELCOME TO KAPPA DELTA'. 
| 75~6FF" i 
Any small pizza 
with on* or More items 
/^"N^     or Large tub 
Free Delivery 
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA 
GOOD THRU 4/30/84 
352-5166 Voted B«*t Plzio in B.C. 
■ wm mm ■COUPON* ■■ M wm m 
I I 
I 
Plan now for the 1984 School Year 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Road   Bowling Green, OH   352-1195 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included »gas heat • laundry 
facilities • drapes 'carpet • party & game room 
•swimming pool • saunar 
$270-fumished      $250-unfurnished 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$280-fumished      $265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS 
$225-fumished      $200-unfurnished 
all utilities included, separate bedroom 
li CMrrywud Hint* SM Ml IMM. 
GARTY 
RENTALS 
APARTMENTS - 9 month individual 
leases 
2 bedroom/4 students starting at   ' 
$110.00a month/$495.00a semester per 
person 
Also 2/3 students rentals 
HOUSES for 4-5-6-8 students 
all near campus 
SUMMER RENTALS Special Rates 
Phone for Appointment or 
further Information 
352-7365 3525556 
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Ruehl rules arena 
Director wears many hats 
by Jean Dlmeo 
sports reporter 
When Jim Ruehl gave up his posi- 
tion as Bowling Green's assistant 
football coach 11 years ago, he did not 
give up his love for team sports. 
Instead, he substituted football play- 
ers for hockey players when he took 
over as Ice Arena Director that year. 
"I loved coaching, and it was the 
toughest decision for me to make." 
Ruehl said, referring to his decision to 
take over the Ice Arena position. "But 
I still have the athletes, the camara- 
derie, and the great people in athlet- 
ics which made coaching easier to 
give up." 
Ruehl played football for Ohio State 
University, but a knee injury ended 
his collegiate career. He later served 
as a student assistant for the OSU 
team, and took a BG coaching postion 
in 1955 under former head coach Doyt 
Perry. 
Ruehl said at the University he is a 
man who wears three different hats - 
one as Ice Arena Director, one as an 
associate professor of Health, Physi- 
cal Education and Recreation, and 
another as a Falcon hockey adminis- 
trative assistant for the athletic de- 
partment. 
"I teach everything from curling to 
facilities management, and any class 
they need me to," he said. 
RUEHL ALSO has served as com- 
missioner of the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association for the past two 
years. 
Although he is no longer associated 
with BG football, Ruel said switching 
from football to hockey was not a 
difficult transition. 
"Team athletics have a lot in com- 
mon," he said. "Whether it is throw- 
ing a football or basketball, from an 
administrative aspect, there are simi- 
lar problems and interests." 
Ruehl said as arena director his 
duties are varied, including budget- 
ing, staffing, programming and 
scnedualing of Ice Arena events. But 
as a coach, his duties were more 
specific. 
"Coaching is so demanding and 
time consuming," be said. "You don't 
realize how narrow your exposure is 
until you get out of it." 
Effective June 30, Ruehl will give 
up his director's position, but will 
retain his teaching and administra- 
Dg newt «on/james Voun 
In his Ice Arena office. Director Jim Ruehl proudly displays the MacNaughton 
Cup, which belongs to the 1983-84 Central Collegiate Hockey Association champion 
Falcons. 
0 American Heart 'Association 
WET* (HGHrtNG FOR VOUR UFE 
g.'% American Heart 
^Association 
WINTER SPECIAL 
94.50 13 In. One HM Plita 
Ph. 352-5166 
203 North fTlaln 
Open 4 p.m. 
additional Itxns 75* n. 
WlMirvm CNcoea »*•(■</• 
one coupon per pizza 
wiSfillpicTfli" 
•»«- 3-17-64 
33.00 IO In. One Item Pizza 
Ph. 352-5166 
203 North fTloln 
Open 4 p.*. 
SddHKxvjl K.m. SOt so. 
'•IIMuvl.r CNcatak^alM lw«   3-17-84 
one coupon per pliio  
PSCV5^ 
8th Street 
Apts. 
803-815 Eighth Street 
2 bedroom,furn.& unfurn. 
opts - a/c avail. 
Furn. - 280/mo. & gas & electric 
Unfurn. • 265/mo & gas & electric 
Rent by Feb. 24, 1984 and put down only 
a 100.00 deposit to qualified applicants 
tive assistant positions, and remain 
as commissioner of the CCHA. 
AT THE TIME he became ice 
arena director there was a move by 
the University to put BG's hockey 
program on the national scene. And 
since that time, he said, support from 
the athletic department and the fac- 
ulty has increased. 
"Our goal at the time was to win a 
NCAA championship," he said. 
"Supporting our hockey program 
has proved to be beneficial," he said. 
"BG hockey has the potential to con- 
sistently be at the top of the nation, 
and that is tremendous promotion for 
the University." 
As CCHA commissioner, Ruehl is in 
charge of schedualing, promotion, 
CCHA news releases, and structuring 
6layoffs and tournaments. "The post- 
on is only part-time, and actually I 
work for the athletic directors in the 
CCHA," he said. 
The CCHA is a relatively young 
league, and has made great strides in 
a short period of time, the second year 
commissioner said. 
"Eleven years ago we only had 
three teams in the league, and now we 
are up toll," he said. 
MCAT 
Si, 
NO.1 IN TEST 
PREPARATION 
CLASSES FORMING NOW AT 
SfaiiM IMPUM 
EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
■fesl Preparation SpKUksts 
SfftalMS 
Fammmttuon. (MH C* 
536-3701 
3550 Secor Rd. 
Suite 201 
Toledo, Ohio 
FLORIDA 
FLING "84" 
SATURDAY FEB. 18th 
NORTH EAST COMMONS 
§g*H     m p.m.-l:00 a.m.     g™|H 
FEA TURING 
DO DAYTONA RICHI IN '84- 
Sl AY 1 OK LESS AT 
OCEANIA PLAZA 
"MAUREEN DAVIS & THE MOVERS" 
$1 DONATION AT THE DOOR 
SPONSORED BY ALPHA SIGMA PHI 
& ALPHA PHI IN CONJUNCTION WITH STROH LIGHT 
 PICTURE I.D. REQUIRED 
Coining to ilif Oavtoua area during 
Spring Krcak this vcnr? Thru an now to 
avoid ilif usual motel hassle--make your 
group reservation ai Oceania I Ma/a ami 
real I v cniov  Yourselves! 
Our 2  bedroom.  2  bathroom ocean front 
suites accommodate up to -i\ for onl> 
SfrOO a week   (or   #100   a   person   for   a   lull 
week.) LIIIIN furnished and equipped. 
down   to  be  dinncrwnrc.   Private   balconies 
overlooking the ocean. Convenient i<> 
downtovui   Davlona   and   all   major   tourist 
attract ions.4 tecan front pool.lYivate parking. 
Vvoid the usual motel headaches in l>a>- 
lona   this  Spring   lireak.   (ionic   to  Oceania 
IMa/a and unwind lor less! 
<  \IJ,|i!IK)| H7I-IM3I. Wllll.i; SPACE LASTS! 
10 bg nevwJfebruary 17,1984 
CAMPUSVCITY EVENTS 
AMA Studer*Tecu»y Happy Haura 
"■ be held today. Feb  17, Irom 4-7 
p.m a Max Beaet. Beer and mun- 
OMaa aa be provided 
I   AMA    Members     Tha 
AnheMsr Duech presentation la 
rennaij to Fab 21 st me Com 
nena. There wi be a regular formal 
an sang (Fab 21) el 7:30 el Mcfel 
Center meed of me praaairtaluii 
I* Bruce Meuier from Ov/ene HnoS 
— be our anooker.  
CADOYSHACK 
FEB. 15 A 11 
Hath Science 210 
HO end 12:00 each night 
11.50 Admission 
Ml    PROCEEDS    KHEFIT    THE 
leaHBCAII CANCtR SOCaTTY 
Oat peyched to a    Major" Event 
See Tuesday « NEWS to dateta 
SNAEA and SATA aponaora 2 
workshops today. Art Ed Cun withi 
tocua on CuHure at 10-11 30 school 
orartrm 106 sac Art Educational I 
Therapeutic Uaae ol oomputara a) 
2:30-4 00 MatVSaanoe rm 340 
THE rc FANHEL LEAOCMMP 
CONPIMMCE WILL BE HELD ON 
FHHUAFY 17 and 1) M THE Ure> 
VBMrrV UMOM. REaiSTRATIOrl 
FOt*M» AVAILABLE IN GREEK LIFE 
OFFICE. 425 STUDENT SERVICES 
m Study 
Abroad Program offered In Bath. 
England Tuaaday. March 21st 7:30 
p.m. waameHeIRm 17. For more 
n contact Jeff 372-2247 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST: Pe» of rual-cotoed leather 
otjvea If found please cat 599 
2606 or contact me. my OCMB e 
Found Qok) o bracatofon 3rd and 
I Jof. cal 352-8323 
keya. Loet In front of Buff Apia. J- 
11-64, Ca« MaHl S61-77S6 
RIDES 
Riders needed to Penaacota or Fl 
WaRon Baach Area. Florida over 
Spring Break Leave March 16, Re- 
ken IA*jchJ^aBlJ54;2i18. 
Expert Typing 
naaaonatHe Rataa 
Cal 352 7306 after 6.30pm 
Ftuthlee Sewing > Mtereeone 
S  Iraygnaa   on   lackete   S 
i  gat mania  muai  be 
daan. 362-7266.  
Al your typing naada prompt 1 pro- 
leeaaiiiel. Cal 362-4017.  
NEED TYPtJO? 
8th year serving BQSU Students 
Cal Nov.! Nancy 352 0809 
PERSONALS 
ITSMfLLERTWE 
HAPPY BMTHOAY MATT MH.LER 
HAVE AOOOOONEI 
Al Cord Bagovja 20% - 50* OFF 
Jeena N Thhga - OPEN TONITE la 
6:00. . 
Al Running Shoes 
20% OFF 
Locker Room 108 N Main 
ALPHA CELTS 
You reaty let your TALENTS and 
SPfRfTS shine these peat two we eke' 
What more ooutd a rueh chairman aak 
lor? Thanks lor al Ihe help » support" 
L 4 L. Heidi 
PS A speed thanks to Martha. 
Shan. Means*. Ann W.. Ro. Tammy 
(tor your crepe paper crearrvtty) a my 
mom (tor aawtng the haarlal,  
It w* be  Love al Fret Sight' with the 
PI Kappa tonight  
LOST pair of royal blue angora 
gloves Feb 3rd or 4th If found, 
pteeee cal 364-2011 or place mam 
H OCMB >1102 
ALPHA B AND ALPHA PUB: Fee 
up to make tie) year's Florida Fang 
tha beet ever 
LITTLE CAESAR 
Angela. 
The day Is here 
The lane draws new 
Dinner to two. 
Juet me and you. 
A no-reaped show. 
Thandanoh, y'know 
Should make the everarifl complete 
Be ready from head to leetl 
Erie  
ATTENTION ALL PM ETA S*OMA 
leTa*xaTRI: DON'T FOROET ABOUT 
OUR HAPPY HOURS SATUROAV 
NtOHT. YOU NEED YOUR LETTEB 
AND AN D TO ENTER. SO COME 
OUT AND HELP (HI SUPPORT THE 
HEART ASSOCIATION.  
ATTENTION PBL MEMBERS AND 
PaTTlATESi Oet payched lor a great 
akala Friday night, February 17. 
[■1aVH.ii UA aUJ and1 
Us* Uoeor on yew at, E, - MO 
Plnnata. Beat wtehee. The I 
•IMpnl 
TCpToC-TiraSSTTO^ A7SV7 — 
PM BETA PLEDOESI OET PSY- 
CHED FOR A OREAT WEEKENOI 
L4WO-THE faAJealA PM BETAS 
Dave B 1 Steve M , 
You two 9kj Eps are lust loo eexy m 
your Boar ahotal The KD formal 
•roueaYt have been tha same wthoul 
you We should have known th« you 
wouldn't forget aw roes* Lunar Up 
looktng you  Bay?. .80 wtana tha 
reunion? Our Itral tree weekend k) 
March B. Rand Lea t Ranee 
DearSfcSfc 
Apology aucwptedl  You  guys an 
welcome anytMafl We'f* bahkid you 
100% We love You! The slatera of 
DaBaZeta 
■-The Future la Hare. THX- 
1136.' George Loess tlret feature 
movta. 2400 ALVComputers control 
society and monitor human behavior. 
Faaanga and emoSona an) eup 
preoaed through drugs and human 
bakiga are identified by number, not 
by name. Free and open to atl Frl. 
BOO PU atehFemTheatre 
Check out al tha new stytee n Spring 
Sweats-ArrMng daty at 
Jeena H TraYajB. 631 Ridge SI 
Chert and Fare: Oat fired up to a 
great lea Frtday nkjhl. Let's show our 
new ptedgea how to party' 
ThaFya  
Dear Todd- 
FBeee ar red . v»ieto are blue Yeeler 
day wee your tmhday. aid now 
you're 221 Don! tank the celebrating 
la over out* yet. the Ajpha » beach 
party ■ here~get set 11 mo. S 12 
day* ahoe our vary Brat date, hofy 
sace   It muet be late! 
Love you- Deo 
PUT* LOOK OUTI The aH 1 
el 1 
M 
Love, The ( 
FLOPJOA FUNO 1S64I 
BEE V YOU ARE THE ONE TO WIN 
A WEEKEND TPJP TO aSAM 
BEACH fT-OPAOA! BEER BLAST N.E 
COIBM0IB1 FEB. 1STH. ALL PRO- 
CEEDS 00  TO WOOD  COUNTY 
HakRTFUNO-  
FLOPJOA FUNO IBM 
SAT. FEB.IHhFROaia.1 
UVTINIIRIIBOBINT: 
ktAUREEN DAVIS 1 THE HOVERS 
The beet of to* lo you m tma oomtng 
••"••jwletifatj   Of   *■■■   PNOQBTBQ   eWOTnfMeV 
Tha a wet the start of good twee 
which we wB share together! Low. 
Moty I Karen P S BEWARE  Friday 
reaW k) atttoat here. 
Mayor Karl McOregor of MaBuncBon 
Junction la proud 10 announce tea., 
three new oound members: Dr   Ft 
Bucarran. Ann Conrad, and Kather 
■wJoaaph. Conorala FromK MoO 
MICHELLE KOPYAR. 
Happy 20th to the beet big ever! You 
can be aura tail wel go out for a 
night you 1 rawer remember! (Aftor 
you wtn you-knowwhetl) 
   Lot. Of Love.your LWle 
MM Froggy: 
llcnrjwtrwrktyaaeemtogobyeltwrh. 
but aoon you and Prince Charming 
wB Pre heppey ever after Be happy 
and patent Love Atesaye... Jab. 
kJtsak, Happy IBM Bebael Whet's 
wn»i«a,..a»a ehertT Caat wett h» 
tanajhtll We'« krmg Wotog, ami 
MMM PM * ALPHA PHI 
HWf IT ThTflR ANNUAL FLORIOA 
FUNQ PER. tlTH 11 AT THE DOOP. 
LIVE BAND   ALL 
00 TO WOOD COUNTY 
a. 
IJN^«^StTY THEATRE 
PRESENTS • 
TARTUFFtT 
Feb 1f>16 (Fab. 22-26 
Mam And., 6 p.m. 
Fab. 26 Matinee. 3 pm. 
Sejdenle S2. Aduka «4 
327-27l»lorF 
Deyton arm searching lor prorkHlk^l 
menecwmenl and supervtalon mafjora 
lor eummw poaaKna Muat mm 
tomplalaiJ >rtor year by May 1*64- 
Paya tS4-(70 par day. Cat coop 
ofltoa: 372-2461 or atop by 222 
AdhWiaMraSon BUBdkig lor more Into- 
Cray 8 week. ■ Ha DU MM RACBI 
Hn» you atorted InaVangTt?  
ONLY 4 MOM DAYS TO FL0RP3A 
FUNOI MB r YOU'RE THE LUCKY 
ONE TO WTN A TPJP TO MUUM 
BEACH FLOPJOA, FEB. 1ITH -N.E. 
CfJMMONB. 11 DONATION AT THE 
DOOR - DON'T BBSS III ALL 
PROCEEDS 00 TO WOOD COUNTY 
MaWITHINBI  
PAUL LOUIS DOCSIS JR 
Congrata on your pinning to Amy!' I 
wteh both of you tha beat of kick m 
tha Mure You've bean the beat bk) 
anybody could have!! Your Raa Bro 
KRJR  
JACKSBAKERY 
ICE CREAM DELIVERY 
364-1001 EVENfNOS 
HELP WANTED 
SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS 
JewWh Community Center 
olCtovaland 
Camp Vnaa (Reektent)- 
Arsakald OeyCemp 
SUPERVISORS.    COUNSELORS. 
SPECIALISTS    (Drama.    Boating. 
WSfa. Aria and Crafts. Music. Out- 
door    Education.    Sports.    Tame). 
Dane*,  Registered  Nurses.   Driver. 
Cooksl Contact:  Hale Park. 3605 
Mayaekt    Road.     Cleveland,    OH. 
44116 Tel   (216) 362-4000, EXT 
267. htorvtewtng Camp Day: March 
7, 1864  
Fun and hard work wtth kids aa a 
camp couneato. YMCA atom camps 
la a caring ChrMtleri tximrnunlty aerv- 
ing uos aged 7-17, a 1.100 acre 
tacflty surrounding a 200 acre leke. 
featuring horsemanship, aaking. 
aqueaoa. aUamaaa campmg. and 
outdoor adventure, with atari and 
campers from al over tha world. For 
interview appointment on Saturday 
Fab. 16. contort Chra) al 362-8767 
between 7 and 10 pm Thursday and 
E*BL  
Seers Stereo console. AM/FM, a 
Track. Phono > Cassette $200 
rwooBebte 372-6466 et 338 Kohl 
FALL S SUMMER RENTALS 
2 BORMS-Vv BLK TO CAMPUS 
352-4871 day or 352-1800 eve 
One bdrm.  turn. apt.  across from 
wMmB.   uto.   kick   $27S/mo..   no 
peta. deposit, rnmed. occup  633- 
3766.  
NOW LEAfMNO FOR SUaaHER t 
PA|J_ 1 6 2 BDRM. APTS AVAIL- 
ABLE FOR SUMMER AND FALL. 
REASONABLE RATES CALL NOME- 
MAN REAL ESTATE 354-3151. 
SOME APARTMENTS S HOMES 
STILL AVAILABLE. 
0000 LOCATIONS 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
JOHN MEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
354-2240 
rfeevy Btrthasyl Have . greet dey e 
i CM O'a i 
tTXMVJI CINEMA 1*2 
SBUi ffl-TlMMf 
Come to terms. 
You'll laugh. 
You'll cry. And 
you'll want to 
see it again. 
1^j,|rJ5 
•«^ii. H, t -it-       (S#^^or 
MBRA WINGER        ._XL- .  'Cm* ^ SHIRLEY MacLAINE     AT 7:30 & 9:50 u-=a 
SAT. MAT. 2:00 SUN. MATS. 2:00 & 4:20 
MEET LARRY HUBBARD... 
LONELY GUY 
HE WAS SO LONELY THAT HE 
DECIDED TO WRITE A BOOK ABOUT 
IT    THAT MADE HIM FAMOUS. THEN 
HE MET THE   GIRL OF HIS DREAMS 
AND THINGS REALLY   BEGAN TO 
HAPFfiNI 
STEVE MARTIN 
* .IS i B !^9' 
AT 7:30 & 9:15 SAT. MAT. 2:00 
SUN. MATS. 2:00 & 3:45 
CLA-ZEL 
LQfVELY GUY 
N MAIN    THFATRF      is» i atsi 
TO B€ or NOT TO B€ 
7^y^-7n*Wfe-/  ^"CJ^- EVENINGS 
Come One. Come Al to Hie Alphs Phi 
S Aagha Sajma PN annual Florida 
Ffeigl Fab 16 $1 donation at the 
door N.E. Commona Al pnx**da go 
lo Wood County Heart Fund Catch 
Spring Fever! Catch Rortda Feng' 
Ci'iil|»*>**»»■ Nancy Hot on your 
engegerrient lo Brad Wayne.   Love. 
Tha aaaara ol Pea* Zala.  
1    cavus 
W        FflBndSat: 
]   KTMRST 
I    7:00,fl:30,MID 
1    210 kUtiVSc* 
1     $1.50 wAD 
BE THERE FOR THE TBaE OF YOUR 
lam    WUIMORM    IV    ALPHA 
M0M» PHI» ALPHA PHI 
aamms PN'a  The Ffa are looking 
torwerd to a WO tee Seturdsy rHoM. 
Oat peyohed lor a greet «m*i Tha 
EEi  
Qrande BunBo - S3 »5 Bo are** 
month ol February SUNDANCE 
tajOTAURANT  110 N.  Main 362- 
1002. ' 
Happy February fltrthdsys to Sue A 
(in. OWa L IB), Tony*O. (10) and 
Kkn H. (12) love. Your Qamme PN 
Party Room For Rent 
4-D • Out) 
7*iandr*ah 
362-9376 afssr 6: 362-7324 
enprov* Sporta Partormance 
*/Hypno*la 
 362-6777  
SPP4NQ BREAK In Wsahlngton. DC 
"Mixing Poetics and 
-March 17-22. Sightaeetng 
and teeming wtth credit fJBBBPJh 
S130 covers meats, food, travel 
Sign up by Frl , Fab. 17 Cal UCF, 
362-7634. 
and taM *M okrk. pkM ether Day- 
lone Nseht CsMMl A trip worth 
eaaaMat kste. Cal M1SSI1 and 
Have a case of the ernoys 
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4-Bpm 
fXaWNTOWN - STROH8 
 HEY YOU AQAJN1  
Have you caeed Oala yet? Do M 
W YOU LOVE aX>METHW(l 
SET IT FREE 
IF fT COMES BACK TO YOU 
THEN ITS YOURS 
IF   IT  DOESEN'T   THEM  IT WAS 
NEVBR MEANT TO BE 
N aaa'ra aBeayee oassd be a aMkn, 
Crwaell   Deee B  really 
Com* to M*C 220 on Tuee- 
Faemary 21 al I'M PM and 
Ml 
orwaaTIII Doee H 
occur? Come to MSC 220 on 
Feoruery 21   st l:J0 pm 
RialaatlE<arna.l.» 
Abortion. Pregency Teats. 
Canter lor Choice 
Totado(418|255-776g 
• wB be Love at First Sight" wtth the 
PI Kappa lontght  
KAPPA StOMA STAROUBTER 
PLEDGES, OET READY FOR THE 
WEEKEND. THE ACTIVES ARE Aa 
PSYCHED FOB YOUR ACTIVATION. 
MIDNITE SHOW 
INIMA  I & 
FRI. ft SAT. ONLY 
ADMISSION $1.50 
THE ADVENTURES OF 
A MODEL SON. 
UECOND WEEKEND IN CINEMA III 
.a^VWATJOfl NATIONAL LAMP 
Every lummir Chatvy Chas* laktrs his 
lamlly on a IIUMJ trip. 
FLORIDA1 
DAYTONA BEACH 
SPRING BREAK 1984 
8 DAYS - 7 MIGHTS 
• Prices start at $19900       A***.™ 
• Plaza Hotel and others   TWLE 
Available 
• Limited Accomodations 
Contact: 
Tom - 352-6752 
Weekdays 
8:30-10:30 p.m. 
B**B**1 BaB CM eaeeakaj Fek. 21 
M See* Hell, rm 111 at 1*0. WM 
up on the 21.  You 
apery M parson - Com Ctty Bar and 
RasMarant DeoMer, owe. Cal Do- 
naBty M 17H671 or H64S6S. 
CAMP COUNSELORS 
OAetanreng Skn and Trim Down 
Camp*: Tennis. Dance. Semnasncs. 
WSI. Atraaeca. Nutrrtlon/Dleletics 20 
plus Seperete gala' and boy*' 
camps 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT 
on CoSego Campuses el Mesa 
Perm., No. Caroana. Calf. Sand re- 
auma: Mteliala Friadman. Dvector. 
B47 lleeten Dr.. No. Woodmere. 
N.V. 11661. 616-374-0765. 
Alranee Htriag FUeyM Attendents 
Piofaealo.* Qude S5.00 
To: Under A Co.. Boa 33411. De- 
a.OA 30033  
WANTED 
iliam OMa Baata. 
PELKJION: 21 et CEWTURy? 
Speakara: Dr  Ken Pargemerrl, CSnf- 
cal Pay*; Ftr   Bob Kirs*™)   St. 
Oemonts. Toieoo ntai.lMSlll rot 
lows Fridey 12:30 PM (noon) at 
Unrverarty Lutheran Chapel,  acroea 
Deyton. Trip' 
Be aura you know where you're 
staying. Jom ua at the Hawafti km. 
Oaytona Beach   CM 352-0032 tor 
ear* Mo.  
DAYTONA BEACH TPJP1I 
POOLBSDE WELCOME PARTY AND 
NUMEROUS    TASTER    PARTIES! 
CALL 382-0832 FOR DETAILS. 
Pregnant? Need Help? 
RHO CHI INFO   raOHT 
TUES FEB. 21 
COMM. SUITE W UMON 
RHOCH        RHO CHI 
RHO CHI RHOCH 
RHO CHI RHO CHI 
Rlc Qsistsisjsrgar. 
Oet paycnad lor a greet Bme at Alpha 
Xi'a Beech Party1 We're going to heve 
e Waal (Baa alweysl You're such a 
Pregnancy AW 
352 0662. 362O062 
2nd Annual 
Mr   BOSU PhyMque Contest 
CfTrVlaW Caatl Dal OO^aaafnaKl iTOm 
Dr. Dunn bi Ha Sporta- 
Pfryatokjgy It or found m Ha 
watght room m Eppter South 
Enkrtee are due March 6. 1B64 
6-6'er needs M. roommete to ahara 
Apt. MThuraSnManor, si00 mm al 
uB. ttoL Free Cabla TV Drop a note 
lnOCMBP8B4l.  
One F needed to ahara apt for 84- 
66. Plaeae cal 372-6Q67.  
Two F Roommate, needed for lei of 
84.   Non-smokers    Cal   Susan   or 
Mknel 372-3683  
Ferrae* RtjornM* needed now 
VBaoa Oraan Apt*   S100 per month 
1 bedroom CM Uaa* m reference to 
»302. 352-6167.  
2 ROOMMATES NEEDED IMMEDI- 
ATELY TO SUBLET TOP HALF OF 
HOUSE OR 1 FEMALE TO SUBLET 
I AM WILLING TO MOVE OUT IN 
ORDER FOR 2 PEOPLE TO TAKE 
OVER LEASE RENT: S128.00, PAY 
ELECTFBC ONLY. ¥ PlTERESTED 
CALL, 362-2013.  
2 bdrm turn, apl central al. heal for 
. for female nrjn*mokar» Fat 1984 
9/mo lease, upper S320 < utl-Lower 
S340 S UtJ. No children or peta. 
Deposit   Raq'd   363-0045.   Mon-Fn 
8 30-4:30 for spot  
SmlMVBogos Rental- 
Houses A Apt*   tor  64-65 school 
year  352-B467 between 12-4 or 
352 6917 after 6  
SpanJoua 2 bdrm. apt*, in on* of 
Bowlrvj Green's laatonc homoe. 2 
blocks from campus LroWaa paid 
Summer A/or regular school year 
Staring May 1884 Cal 352-7656 
1 S 2 bdrm apts S houses 
Ctoaa to campus 
Cal 352-7454 before 5 p.m. 
NOW RENTING FOR 1984-85 
SCHOOL YR 2 BDRM . FURN APT 
HEAT. SEWAGE. WATER A CABLE 
TV PAID BY OWNER $685 00 PER 
SEMESTER PER PERSON WTTH 4 
PEOPLE CALL 362-7182 BE 
TWEEN 3-7 PM. ASK FOR RICH 
S   Houee.   %   bk    from   campus 
S525>mo 352 8992  
2 bdrm  % house svM $380 Cloee 
to campus 382-6992.  
2-3 bdrm duple, large kitchen. Iving 
room, porch    $495 00.month   352 
6692.  
2 Bdrm   Dupes. Cloee to Campus, 
$400 00/month 352 6892  
Campus Manor now renting for sum- 
mer A fal next to Campus A Conve- 
nience Stores, dose to town. 352- 
•302 24 hr* or Newkwe Mgmt Co 
352-5620 
From your Pn Boater 
Roomkss Bath and Paul F. - Wel. your 
VsMnteve'a heart new made the BG 
Nan. but don't deeper - I didn't 
forget you two. Thanks tor making my 
senior year ao much tun' Love your 
-Tha Mure la Here THX 
1136.' George Lucaa' flat feature 
movta. 2400 AOConaxasra control 
asOCJRlfy W fT»0Oa*Oi'   nUflalP   DBWatMOf. 
FMlngt   ml   •mAona   art   up- 
pfMMd ifvough drupB end h**fneWi 
tMiriijai aVty KMnlMfKi by nunvMr, 001 
by name Free and open to atl Frl. 
8:00 PM Qtah Fam Ttvaalre 
SALE«SALE*SALE 
Al akaaa aeal aanaHspa hi asere 
LAKE EME SPORTS 
WOMEN'S CUNtC 
Co*rejr*r*m*tv* ooatetrlcs 
and OViacology 
Conlracepave Services. 
V D Tests and Treatment 
TarrraYaaona up lo 10 week* 
Free Pragrancy Taaano 241-2471 
 HEY YOLHII  
YESYOUI 
ARE YOU PUN. 
SPONTANEOUS.- 
Do you BUJ to PARTY71? 
« ao.  cat Oat* M 2-2964J or 2 
1641.   Aak rws where Be* waak- 
antfaBABHIal 
FOR SALE 
Tee*. Feb. 11 
Saturday Night Feb   16th 
Alpha Sigma Phi I Alpha Phi 
afM'l 
Featuring Ueureen Dsvta 1 
The Movers ' N.E. Commona 9-1 
Proper 1.0 Regured 
WB you be the lucky ticket holder lo 
wki t trip tor two to Ma*a Beech 
Florida? Florid. Flng-Sat Fab. 18th 
NE Commons. 9-1 Al proceeds go 
to Wood County Heart Fund. 
ATItNTTON BQSU SUNBATHERS' 
Surf* up but our prtcee arenll From 
lust S1O9 00 - spend 7 run faad 
day* m aumy Florida Cal for your 
self or orgame s emel group I travel 
FREEI Greet tor dubs, tool Cal LUV 
TOOPB  (600I 366-2008.  aak lor 
1960 Flat Strode. 30 mpg. tea- condi 
Bon, raaable.  $1500 00 Cal 666- 
StaOevenmgs  
'72 VW Bug-Excel cond $1,700 or 
beet Oder Muat eel  1 -698-4661 
luVRIwONnXAFtDON 4 ch fWcervers 
(21 400 w   total each. $228.00 
each   Offers accepted. Dave 372- 
1930.  
JVC Fiay Automatic Turntable w/or- 
toton Csrt Uk* new 11 SO 00 or beat 
orler, Dave 372-1930  
For Sate raakarrilchl 480 stereo c*a 
aetta deck. One year old, mmt condi- 
tion, metal capable Orlraonaty coat 
$460. Aatanfl $275 354-2839 
BODY FOR SALE! 
CenonAE   -   t   and  auto  winder 
$15500 354-1261  
Pr. of Mscnspemar MQ-1 apsakers 
$600.00  serious  IncMrertaa  orey. 
382*228.  
'75 VW RabM- Beet offer -Cal 352- 
6666.  
MEED A COAT? 
2 BOSU BaaeaaB Style Costs. Irow- 
■wOraaaa, aYa.arWIwI.. $48 or beet 
oBorcelSWTBB.  
16 ram Motion Ptekm Carriers fl— 
and Hrjwe* 7O0L. Exceeenl Condi. 
Son Cal Jeff « 362-1285 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
WE HAVE A LARGE VARIETY 
|*0 PLEASE EVERYONE. RENTALS 
ARE GOING FAST. FOR A FREE 
BROCHURE CALL 352-5420 
THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS 
Air concRlonad. tutv carpeted, cabla 
vaton. efficiencies laundry tacaTbaa 
Now laaamg tor summer t fal 
451 Thuratln Ave 352-5436 
2 bdrm. apt aveaabte 3/1/84 Vtoto- 
nan   home    No  pat*  or   chadran. 
260/mo Cal 352-5408  
NOW AVAIL -84-85's Summer 
2 F rrataa naaded lor kj houee et 
164 MeniBs Ownal turn . newry 
decorated. 2 car garage w/ aval. 
park. Flax, leases. NO smokers 
please   Cat A.J   after 6 at  352 
4176  
VEL-MANOR APTS 
2 bdrm*.. nicely turraehad apt. tbr 
summer and fal Al uH except alec 
Hot water heat. 362-2668  
2 bedroom newt/ turraahed apt*. 
Now ranting for '84-8S FREE sale 
Ho TV Cal 352-2663 
 Take ■ break I |om 
us at the annual Alpha PN A Alpha 
Sigma Phi Florida Fang Fab. 16 NE 
Corrynone. Al proceeds go to Wood 
County Heart Fund.  
aaaaj aa. i.irtHna U aH* Sana- 
aiaa. Take »a atIIH Biraaial 
Oraaa.  wM.Capt.EaWy Cttartar 
leraU*. riataal LMa* Aaati*. 1B66 
"|H,   eavaeen.   OM*   44667. 
OlUttMU  
NOW RENTtW FALL 1984 
1 A 2 SEMESTER LEASES 
tufty turn effic w. color TV 
cab*), al utl. paid 
ouarr ATMOSPHERE 
354-3182, 12-4 weekdays 
352-1520 ANYTIME 
CARTY RENTALS 
Apta.-Hoome Houaaa 
Al Near Campus 
B-12monlhsnd 
Summer Leeaes 
beting Avaasbls 
362-7365 or 362-6558 
For summer 2 bedroom, partly fum. 
apt bcatad on 2nd and Mgh. 
$297/mo  362-0944 aak for Deb 
Houses S apartmenls 
ctoaa to campus for '84-86 school 
year  1 267-3341  
A 
9f> A&Z3& 
i€s?<J« * 
*» 
«£$** 
0 American Heart 'Association 
lBlflliyUiiTlFlriBy^.W¥lll¥lg' 
klI4l.ll.JUUI*   HUUI.II1 
MUM    IIIII III    HUM 
HUHUM       HMCIfll'JIlUil 
I'll..Ml.)    IIIJIIHM    !INII  I 
ii     in.mi.in     HI.II inn 
I'll. ,    1IIIHII    HMD 
i nil ii III  i.uii iii'mi i 
IIUI'MMI.1    IIMMII    Ml.Ill 
IIIIMII    I II llll I      ,'.1111IM 
UllllM    I ll II Jl I    MIIMMki 
ACROM 
1 Data 
«   UlUTQICAl 
vaattnantB 
10 Etraann 
14 Have  
15 accompli 
16 Actor Ray 
17 Kind of rug 
18 Bayjlnnar: Var 
19 What buttarfltaa 
do 
20 ParsuadM, in 
away 
21 Klndotvioiat 
or graaa 
23 Graas* rnonkay's 
(ob. tor short 
26 Frorantln* 
pakitar 
27 Calartdar abbr 
30 Hawaiian volcano 
igoddaaa 
32 Daysofyora 
33 Prarnpuahar, 
In Poona ■ 
36 Conaumaa 
37 Tropical creeper 
41 Sweet smelling 
bloom 
44 Compoaeri'org 
46 Noun ending 
46 Except 
47 Baseball's 
. Ron  
49 Elevator man 
51 Musician's aseet 
S2 State 
SSIna  
57 Smith *nd Jonee, 
lor example 
60 Some workaol art 
64 Purl one, etc. 
65 Name meaning 
"retuvenatlon" 
67 Flow strtoothly 
68 Coy and playful 
69 Sharp 
70 Downy duck 
71 Dear 
72 "Picnic" 
playwright 
73 Fun 
DOWN 
1 Nickname akin 
to Slim 
2 Head or heart 
3 Sagan ot science 
4 Mountain king In 
"PoerGynt" 
5 Finishes 
6 Tar's location 
7 Non-cleric 
8 Whirring aound 
9 Larry, Curly or 
Moe 
10 Signs ol spring 
11 WMrtbute 
12 Kind ol cue card 
13 Bingo's kin 
22 Cather of 
literature 
24 Tea or steak 
25 Cheer up 
27 Room, In Roma 
28 Author Klngeley 
29 Powdered Item 
31 Culture group: 
Prefix 
34 Plants named {or 
■ Greek youlh 
36 Factions 
38 Wlngi 
39 Leningrad's river 
40 Town near Fort 
Devens 
42 "Der Roeen 
kavalter" 
43 Streak In marble 
46 Native ol Aden 
50 Superficially 
bums 
52 Glacier deposit 
53 Author Sakl's real 
name 
54 "What  
Qloryr 
58 Another sign of 
spring 
58 Garden 
59 Hitch 
61 Caper 
62 River joining 
IheFulda 
83 Spanish painter 
66 Dined 
DAILY 
CROSSWORD 
PUZZLE 
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UAO presents 
Mardi Gras: 
'On the Silver Screen' 
"On the Silver Screen." is the theme tor the 16th annual Mardi Ores pre-lenten 
celebration to be held Thursday through Saturday (March 1-3) in the Union. 
The events, sponsored by the University Activities Organization, are free, unless 
refreshments are being served or prizes awarded, and open to the pubic. 
"A Night of Slapstick," wi commence the activities from 9 p.m. to midnight on 
Thursday (March 1) In the Falcon's Neat ol the Union. The evening wi feature live 
entertainment from the Cakewalkln' Jaaa Band, a trivia contest, pie throwing game and a 
costume-imitation contest. To help set the festive atmosphere, al are urged to come 
dressed as the Marx Brothers, Laurel and Hardy, Abbott and Costelo or Charlie Chaplin. 
Hollywood wi invade the Union from B p.m. to midnight on Saturday (March 3) as 
various activities revolving around a movie theme take place throughout the building. 
The Falcon's Nest wi become an "Animal House" with live entertainment, a "goldfish" 
eating contest and a (root) beer chugging contest whee the Grand Bakoom wM be 
transformed into a movie studio housing casino tables. 
A movie museum wi be created In the Faculty Lounoe to test the brain on such trivia 
questions as. "What was Dorothy's 
dog's name in the movie 'Wizard of OzT" 
"Caddyshack" is the Tart Room's movie theme, as it wi be the site for a five hole putt- 
putt golf course. The Town Room wM have a "Dark Crystal" atmosphere with psychics 
present to read palms, tarrot cards and "see" Into the future. 
Like games and entertainment food wi also be available throughout the Union For the 
appetite as big as the West, a variety of foods wi be served in western movie style ki the 
Alumni Room. The Pheasant Room ("Casablanca") w« feature popcorn, assorted 
rnunchtos and beverages with live entertainment and the Campus Room ("Wfty Wonka's 
^S!*1?5^r) *" hou8e s""**8 co010" «* <*h«r assorted confections. 
The Mardi Qras celebration winter* the conclusion of Charities Week (Feb. 27-March 
2). Activities by various campus organizations and residence haHs wi be held throughout 
the week in an effort to raise money for designate charities 
TheCommuter Cente-wibe sponsoring several events during the week to support and 
promote the Special Olympics. Al activities to be nek* In the Maki Lounge of the 
Commuter Center are free and open to the public 
A "Dating Game," similar to the televised version, wil be nek) at 11:30 a.m. on 
Tuesday (Fab. 28). Rob Spence, coordinator of the Special Olympics, wM rjscuss his lob 
and the upcoming Olympics at 11.30 am. Wednesday (Feb. 29). 
A "Go-Fer Sato" (personal services auction) wi be held at 11:30 a.m. Thursday 
(March 1). In the past, services have included room cleaning. car washing and paper 
typing. 
m addition, the Commuter Center wi also be sponsoring a hot dog sale from 11:30 
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday (Feb. 27-March 1). Al proceeds from this 
sale wi benefit the Special Olympics fund. 
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Billiards expert plans clinic     The Barber of Seville' 
opens in Kobacker Hall Jack White, internationally famous pocket bOard player, wi conduct a seminar on beard expertise from 9 am to 
5 p.m. Monday through Friday (Fab. 20 
24) ki the Buckeye Room of the Union. 
White wi be avalabte each day to 
demonstrate his famous trick shots and 
teach proper pool techniques Ha wi atao 
conduct an S-bal, best-of-eeven game 
tournament. Al events are froe and open to 
the pubtc. Registration for the tournament 
can be made at the UAO office on the thkd 
floor o( tho Union. 
White has given demonstrations m 123 
countrtaa and arpfHjaffy performs at mora 
than 220 coesges and universities. 
Claiming never to have tost a match, he has 
played many of the great pool players ki the 
world Including Wise Masconl and 
Minnesota Fats. 
Although ha hasn't always been in such 
demand, White has been performing for 
quite some time. He learned how to play 
pool at the age of eight when his father was 
a professional and his uncle, Bi 
Ctaarwataf. WM world champion. What 
started as s fascination of the colored bats 
fafang Into pockets soon became his He. 
Even though White has played in front of 
the Queen of England, eight preaktanto 
and 4,000 recruits at the Great Lakes 
Naval Training Cantor, he Insists that 
students are his best audience 
'I've appeared before seven and a half 
presidents," says White, mocking Nixon as 
the half, "and I've never had more tun than 
with the mde. It's more Intimate. This la a 
high tor me" 
Green Sheet Is produced by the BowUng Green State University Office of Public 
Relations tor students, Iscutty and staff.lt Is produced m cooperation with The BQ 
The next issue of Green Sheet wtM be published March 2 and will cover events 
occuring March 5-26. The deadline to submit Information for that issue Is noon 
Wednesday, Fab. 29. 
AM events must be submitted In writing to the Green Sheet editor, 108 
Administration Building. In the event of apace limitations, those events submitted 
at the earliest date will be given preterence. There Is no charge to have an Hem 
Mi 
Junior Steve Cotton la lesturs editor senior RadeH Roberts Is calendar editor. 
"The Barber of SevNe," the University Opera Theater's spring production, wi be 
presented at 6 p.m. Friday through Sunday (March 2-4) ki Kobacker Hat of the Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
Tickets for the production are priced at $6. $4 and $2, depending on seat location. 
Tickets wi be on sale at the Cortege of Mueical Arts box office from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Fab. 22 through March 1.10 a.m to 830 p.m. on March 2-3. and 2-3:30 p.m. on March 
This year's annual production has many attractions for opera lovers. First. Andreas 
Pouemanoe, an associate professor ki the Cotsgs of Musical Arts, has bean cast as the 
barber. Figaro. For Poufcnenos, who has daaghtod opera aurJencea around the nation 
wtth his portrayals of seedy characters and evfl-doers, this role as Figaro Is quite s change 
of pace. 
"Figaro Is more axe me," said the baritone Poucknenos '1 dont know that I'm playing 
him. I think I'm playing myself. and would you believe it, this is the first time I've been ki a 
part that fits me!" 
'Tm a oomerJan. always trying to make things go wel and always up si the at." he aatd. 
But Pot amenos wi not be ki tne ak when the audience sees hkn on stage as the 
scheming Figaro who manages to get people ki and out of trouble, spread gossip, try to 
help a Count win a girl away from her master, and be an operatic interloper. 
Another attraction is the Spanish via set which was created by Gary Eckhart and 
Merely came out of cold storage. Eckhart created a similar set for a 1978 production in 
Fredonla, NY. which was canceled due to the Infamous "Blzzard of 78" and left the set 
snow-bound In a bam. 
Eckhart, a professor of theater design at the State University of New York at Fredonie, 
recast, "We had to snow plow It out." 
"Many designers work dkectly from the libretto which they know by heart. I'm different. 
I don't treat opera any different than a drama or comedy. Theater Is theater, no matter the 
form," he said. 
'1 think we have something special with this set, Eckhart said. "We have a beautiful 
visa, painted stark white, and when the curtain opens it wi be breathtaking. 
Friday 
F*MN17 
10 s.m.-Noon - Amertcen Meterisl Culture       7:30-0:10   pm  -   Contsaporery   Theology 
I U.4 p.m. - Mr. BGSU Phyelque Contest 
Apcecaaons >• evaaable tor thle competition 
und March 6. Open to - Male etudenta. Sports- 
Fltnsss Physiology Let), 110 Eppier South end 
Weight Room. Eppier South. 
t s.m.-5 p.m. - Women's Studies Alumnee 
Prize 
Contest submissions ere being sccepMd 
through Msrch 20 for menuscripts which dumi- 
nste the Ivee. roles, echlevements end status of 
women. Two $100 awsrds wd be given tor the 
best work by en undsrgrsduete and the best 
work by s graduate student Open to al stu- 
dents. Women's Studies Program Office. 434 
Union. 
S s.m.-5 p.m. - Alumni Book Scholarships 
Applications are available tor eight Si SO awards 
distributed on the baste of academic achieve- 
ment and financial need through March 14 
Sponsored by the Coiege of Arts and Sciences. 
Open to al students who wi have earned less 
than 02 semester hours st the end of Spring 
Semester Coiege of Arts sod Sciences Office. 
205 AdmrtslrsBon 
( s.m.-S p.m. - Talent Schokvehlpa 
Appicatione and audition slots are available for 
eleven J1000 swards distributed on the basis of 
eudWons, reaumee and letters of recommenda- 
tions, trough Apr! 1. Open to si students 
enroled for the entire 1984-85 scedemlc veer 
Theater Program Omce, 322 South Hal. 
12:30 pm-Veleee end ElMcs Week Event 
Rev. Larry Harris of University Lutheran Chapel 
w* fecWakt Ma discussion on "Ma**: 21st 
Century Scenarios." Sponsored by lie Univer- 
sity Christian Mretty. Free and open to al. 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. Wooaasr 
Mka.- EducetserWCImlcel La* Series 
Or. SyMe Huneey. aiilila I proaseoor, Educs- 
•onel Curriculum and Inekuceon.  wd rjecuea 
Nor. Verbal Communication In Me Classroom " 
Free and open to al. CMcal Lab. 215 Educe 
ReutdJaaui  begins for this two-day series of 
workshops. Sponsored by trC and PANHEL. 
Fee el $15 rctudaa two meets. Open to 
rialiiirnf partfclpsnte. Second Floor, Union 
4-T pm - staliseTinatt. Haeovy Heart 
Sponsored by the American MsrHseWg Assocla- 
ton. Free and open to al members. Maki Steel 
Bar. 117 N   Main 
I pm - IMO Spring Breefc Trip 
rlegknrelon deodfno for this Merch IS-2Skfpto 
Dayssna ■each.  Fie   Fee of  S20t Includes 
katasjaraslon, accomoaaaone. account tickets, 
and paries A deposit of $50 • due upon sign- 
up Fid payment due Merch 1 UAO Omce. thrd 
•oor, Union 
-Pros and Cone of a Stock PieetdenSal Candi- 
date- eel be Hscuessd. Sponsored by «» Thrd 
World Graduate Association. Free and Open to 
at Meats, Morthseet Commons 
7 p.m. - UAO Campus Fna 
■•Octopusey" wd be shown. $1 SO wNh BOSU 
D 210 Ml 
7:10 pa. - Hookey 
BQBU va. tie University of MtcNetw Deerbnm 
Ik*.- Master Ptane Clses 
J aroma ROM, irtBt-trr-faaidanc* m iw COSSQS 
of Musical Arts wd lead rW union  Free and 
open to al. Bryan RedM Hal. Moore Muatoal 
Aria Center. 
I pa. - university Theelre Prawuati.. 
•Tsrtufte'' wd be prsesntsd Tickete are S2 for 
students. S4 for others  Man AorjPorium, Urt- 
veratyHBl. 
I p.a. - Concert 
Concert Bends I. », and II wd perform Free end 
open to al. Kobecker Hal, Moor* Musical Arts 
Center. 
Me pa. - UAO Cempus Fern 
See 7 p.m. Friday. Feb. 17 sees*. 
Midnight - UAO Cempus Fern 
See 7 p.m Friday. Fab 17 lellng. 
Saturday 
UTMNIS 
Sam - UAO Tobogganing 
Departure trne for this trip to Strongsvde, Oh. 
Fee $7.50. Union Oval. 
S s.a.-0 p-m. - Concerto Finals 
Free and open to al. Kobecker Hal, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
Or. John Moe of Ohio State University, a 
apscislet in to* and vemacukr srchttscture. wd 
discuss Ma specially. Sponsored by the Amerl- 
cen Culture Ph.d. Program Free and open to al. 
104 Ousrisse Administration 
Neon - Mack Heritage Month Event 
A soul food dinner wd be served Sponsored by 
tie Minority Students Association Admission 
SI .60. Pit Beta Sigma House, Old Fraternity 
Ftow. 
1 pan. - Gymnastics 
BOSU vs. Youngstown State University. Eopler 
North Gymnasium. 
S pun. - Basketball 
Women'j teem at Ohio University (Athens) 
I p.m. - Mack Heritage Month Event 
Praise gathering Open to al. Prout Chapel 
• p.m. - Black Heritage Month Event 
Departure  trne for  trip to the  Univerlsry of 
Toledo. Kwame Toure (Stokley Carmichael) wd 
speak Sponsored by the Black Student Union. 
Free and open to al. Union Oval. 
7 p.m. - UAO Cempus Film 
See 7 p.m. Friday. Feb. 17 listing 
7:30 p.m. — Brock Honteos Month Event 
Dance. Sponsored by AKA. Free and open to al. 
Amani. Northeast Commons 
7:3d p.m. - Baskstbelt 
BGSU at Ohio University (Athens) 
7:S0 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU va. tie Unrvererty of Michigan- Dearborn 
I e-m. - Unkrererty Thestre Production 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Fab. 17 Ming. 
*10 p.m. - UAO Campus FUm 
See 7 p m. Friday, Feb. 17 lenng. 
I - UAO Cemp.i Flkn 
See 7 p.m. Friday. Fab. 17 lellng. 
Sunday 
r.» SA 
rtvraarjf IT 
IS am - Velenteor Servtess 
Deperture tme tor visaing tie Maumee Youth 
Center, a oorrecltonal boys larjtty  Sponaored 
ay St. Thomas Mora Parish.  Open lo al   St 
Themes More Pettoh. 425 Thursan. 
It am-Beget Brunch 
Sponsored by the Jewish Student Group Free 
and open to al. Faculty Lounge, Union. 
2 BJK. - Block Herttete stenth Events 
Departure tme tor kip lo Cleveland to attend 
The Wb." Sponeorad by the Board of Black 
Cultural ActvtOss. Tickets $8. Union Oval. 
3:30*10 p.m. - Public Skating 
Students $1 25 with BGSU ID. Skats rental 60 
cents. Ice Arena. 
0-10 pjn 
a, a bereavement counselor, wd 
toad this seeekm about daafog with gnat. Spon- 
aored by St. Thomas More Pariah. Free and 
open to al. Anttoch Ubrary, St. Thomas More 
Pariah. 426 Thursan 
7-t e-m. - Piattc Sketmi 
See 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 10 
I sa. - Bryee Chamber tertee 
Various focuty h tie Ccesgs of Musical Arts wd 
perform Free and open to at Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moors Musics! Arts Center 
Monday 
20 
S uM p.m- - UAO Pocket Billiard CNnlc 
Jack While, beards champion, wd demonetrate 
fat skds Free and open to al. Buckeye Room. 
Union. 
11:* em 
St Thomas Mora Parish, 425 Thurattn. 
7 pa. - Modem European Film Seriee 
"A Personalty Reduced from al Sides," the 
story of s Bertn woman Irving to combine career 
and motherhood, wd be shown  Frss and open 
to el. GJah Flm Theater, Henna. 
7pa.-Mees 
St. Aloyslus Church. 150 S. Enterprtae. 
7:20 p.m. - Volunteer Services 
Departure time for vtomng ths Pembervds Boys 
Ranch, a home tor deaoqusnt boys Sponsored 
by St. Thomss More Parish Open to al. St. 
Thomas Mora Parish. 425 Thuratm. 
7:1**»0 p.m.- 
Open to al. (If 
the physics snd 
Life Sdenoee. 
Sponsored by Ssrit Thomss More Perish Fsther 
Mike Tremmel and Sietor Joyce Lehmen wd leed 
tat sutler on "Church ." Sponsored by Sarrt 
Thomss More Pariah. Free and open to al. 
Anttoch Room. Sarrt Thomss Mora Parish. 425 
Thursan. 
7:45 p.m. - Charismatic Prayer Group 
Masting. Sponaored by St  Thomss More Per- 
ish. Open to al. Ifoegtous Education Room, si 
Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thurattn. 
s p.m. — sne aoiecr-e-Sport 
An inatructor wd demonetrate water voasybal 
skds. Sponaored by tie Student Rec Center. 
Free and open to al. Cooper Pool. Student Rec 
Center 
1:10 p.m. - Visual Communication Technol- 
ogy Organization 
John Handwork, a University VCT graduate and 
audio visual producer for MCG Advertising 
Agency In Toledo, wd discuss "Concepts of 
Advertising." Open to al. 233 Technology. 
t p.m. - Modern European Him Seriee 
"Amercord," s Academy Award winning Italian 
dm, wd bo shown. Free and open to al. Gatfi 
Fam Theater. Henna. 
t pjn. - Prayer Group 
Joyce Marchal. coordtoator of pariah volunteer 
programs, wd leed this weekly meeting. Spon- 
sored by St Thomss Mora Parish. Open to al. 
liturgical Arts Room. St Thomaa More Pariah. 
425 Thurattn. 
Tuesday 
21 
I e jn.-1 p.m. - UAO Packet BMard 
See 8 am  Monday. Fob 20 lalng 
11:30 s.m. -I 
St. Thomas Mora Pariah, 426 Thursan 
Faculty from over 30 departnenla wd be svsl- 
abto to answer quoottona. Sponsored by Unlver- 
aty Division Open to al. Actvtttee Lounge. 
Founders. 
1:30 p.m. -Unwerslty 4* Cteb 
Ml tang, loaowed by .oOeybal game. Open to 
al. Lounge, Student Rec Center 
7 pan. - Fellowship Service 
Sponaored  by tie  Active  Crrteoane  Today 
Open to al Alumni Room, Union 
atatM 7:30 pjn. - American Martetmg Ae 
Meeting. Bruce Muster, a ispisssntetit of 
Oweno-dtoole. wd apeak. Open to al members 
Assembly Room. McFM Center 
7:30*10 pa. -Cateeklat Treating 
"Church  Hkrtory"  wd  be tie topic  for tes 
soealon. Open to al. Upper Room. St. Thomss 
Mora Psrtsh. 426 Thursan 
7:30** pm -Mate Study 
"Moral Decisions" wd be tie topic for thie 
session. Open to al. Anaoch Room, St Thomaa 
More Pariah, 426 Thuraen. 
7:10** pjn. - Stergartnt 
Open to al. (I weather permits.) Sponsored by 
tie physics and astronomy deportments. Roof of 
UfeSdencee. 
I pa. - SRC lelscl s Ipsrt 
See 6 p.m. Monday. Feb. 20 ktsng. 
I p.m.   ttudenls For Animals 
Meeeng Virginia litauails a ispisssnettna from 
■to Wood County Humane Society, wd apeak. 
Open to al. WOHarme. 
I p.m - Enrbimsiilel Mirset Group 
Mesenu Open to al. 102 Buelnsss AcnVnaMra- 
ton. 
permits.) Sponsored by 
dspertmpnts. Roof of 
I pa. - Christian Science I 
Ml serin. Open to al. Fort Room, Union 
a-10 pm - Slating Motnjcdta 
Weekly sisslone Sponsored by the University 
Skating Club Membership fse of $15 for eprWg 
semester. Open to students, faculty and staff. 
Ice Arena. 
Wednesday 
F*»«y22 
I am-S pa. - UAO Pocket BSNard CHrdc 
See 8 a.m. Monday. Feb. 20 listing 
1:15 a.m.-Mai. 
St. Aloyslus Church, 150 S Enterprise. 
MO-11:J0 a.m. - Arts snd Icisnose Council 
An open hearing wd be held to diacuss the 
propossl to crests e Department of Creative 
Wrteng and Contemporary Literature. Trne slots 
csn be reserved for five-minute presentabone by 
contacting Unda Oaden, College of Arts and 
Sciences. Open to al faculty, students, snd 
sdrrvrtstrstors Assembly Room, McFsl Center 
»:30 a.m.-4 pjn. - Nutrition Information 
Scheduled or wsfc-in consuttstlons are avsliebte 
Free snd open to si. Student Weanees Center, 
eecond floor. Hearth Center. 
HAS am-I 
St Thomaa Mora Pariah. 426 Thurattn. 
4 pjn. - letramurel Racquet bell 
Entries dus for si playsrs First game scheduled 
tor Monday. Feb. 27. Open to al. Intramural 
Office, 108 Student Rec Center. 
5 p.m. - Block Heritage Month Event 
Ftier Wornanhood Program Sponsored by Zeta 
Phi Beta. Free and open to al. Amani. North 
Commons. 
1:30 p.m. - Baakotbetl 
Women's team va. Central Michigan Unrvererty. 
Anderson Arena. 
5:45 pjn. - Panhol Scholsrship Desserts 
Open to el Invited  award  recipients   Grand 
Baaroom, Union. 
0:16 pjn. - Volunteer Services 
Departure erne to vlelt Wood County Nursing 
Home or Community Nursing Home. Sponsored 
by St. Thomas More Parish. Open to al. St. 
Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstin 
7 p.m. - Finns 
"Men's Lives" snd "Growing up Female,'' two 
tame about societal aex roles, wd be shown. 
Sponaored by Women for Women. Fra» and 
open lo al Cempus Room, union. 
7:20 pm - Vetuntesr Services 
Deperture erne for vkuang the Pembervde Boys 
RtVaCn, s h(MT># foe dMnQUevnt boys. Sponsored 
by St. Thorn* More Parish. Opan to a*. St. 
Thomss Mora Psrtsh, 425 ThuraSn 
749 ivM. * NMlHMl CanvanWona Pra|sct 
kkiormmUcOmi maasrig. Frank Kana, rornw To- 
taoo DMOS eras* corraatpoooarrt to Wsshinptofr 
DC  wi apeak Open to si 210 Hayes. 
S tit -Cettege Republican Club 
Mating. Open to al. 200 Moialay. 
tpm-l 
Men's team vs.  Cernra) Mtohlgan UNverslty 
Anderson Arene. 
Opm- SWC Silt el t Spirt 
Sao 8 p.m. Monday, Feb. 20 lellng 
I p-a. - Concert 
CMrtnseat  Edward  Marks,  professor;   pianist 
palate iiilmui; si of the Coiege of 
Mueicel Arts, wd perform Free and open to al 
Bryan ItacM Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center. 
TM »Predurias 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Feb. 17 ssang. 
I p-a. - Werahtp MeeWni 
Sponaored by tie FetowaNp of Chrlattan Stu- 
dents. Open to al. Prout Chapel. 
a-10 pm - Pebde Skidni 
See 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 10 asahg. 
»:30 pm. - Buck Herflege Month Event 
The Nucleus Theater Company, a troupe from 
New York, wd present "Stepping Into Tomor- 
row.   Sponsorad by ths Black Studsnt Union. 
FnM and opsn to si. Nortnosst Convnono. 
ehefO p.n. — IMejWSSK WocsMp Sscvfss 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. Wooeter 
Thursday 
hknMiy2S 
I em-t pa. - UAO Pocket dHUard CtkMc 
Sao 8 s.m  Monday, Fab 20 asang 
Woman a team at MAC Cheinrnorerap (Athena, 
Oil.) 
t:1la.a.-Meee 
St Atoysius Church. 150 S Erderpriaa. 
S pm -Stock Heritage Month Event 
See 6 p.m. Wednosday, Feb. 22 Ming. 
1:30 p.m. -Intemstlonsl ReUtlon. AssecleMen 
. Open to al. Taft Room. Union. 
7 pjn. - Slack Hsrttags Month Event 
A praiaa gathering wd be held. Sponsored by 
Unity. Opsn to al. Prout Chapel. 
7 pm fame PM EpsHon Pinochle Marathon 
Four seniors wd play for 50 hours. Donations 
coaected hourly wd be contributed to the 
Americsn Hoort Association Open to al. Sigma 
PN Epafon House. Fraternity Row. 
7:30 pm -1 
St. Thomaa More Pariah. 425 Thurattn. 
7:10 p.a. - Cuttursl Conversation 
Sultan Aziz, a University graduate atudent from 
Alghsnlstan, wd discuss the culture and political 
situation of hie netjve country. Sponaored by the 
Honors Program. Free and open to al. Interns- 
tonal Student Lounge, ISWdkena. 
NMMMMMM 
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HFS A BIG-CITY KID IN A SMALL TOWN WORLD 
HE'S GOING TO LIVE BY HIS OWN RULES. 
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PflHflmOUNT PCTURES PRESENTS R DHMEL mELMCK PROQUCTON 
fl HERBERT ROSS RUT!- FOOTLOOSE -KEVH BHCONLCH SUGER 
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THE Brothers ofDELTA TAU DELTA 
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Ralph Hennessey 
Brian Holiday 
Todd Irion 
Tim Perrier 
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Greg Shannon 
Jeff Smith  ^ 
Jeff Strnad 
Bud Viancourt 
Ken Wilhelm 
Don Alspaugh 
David Chambers 
Tim Cline 
Tod Cooper 
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Tom Firment 
Mark Freund 
Joe Hartstang 
Fred Heegan 
ATA 
TWENTY MEN WHO CHOSE TO 
SET  THEMSELVES   APART   FROM 
THE     REST 
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Dance Interprets 
Composers' Music 
by Carolyn Schmtta 
The audience grew silent and ex- 
pectant as the lights dimmed and 
shades of green and pink played 
against the deep blue Background. 
The dancers, dressed in clown-like 
outfits, began their interpretation of 
music written by University compos- 
ers, creating a mood from the notes 
and sounds of the two pianos. 
"The dancers provide the much 
needed visual elements necessary for 
this piece," said Donald Wilson, asso- 
ciate professor of the College of Musi- 
cal Arts composer of "Stabile I." The 
piece was the first to be performed 
Tuesday night at the Faculty Compos- 
ers' Concert in Kobacker Hall. 
"Stabile I" is one of the first pieces 
Wilson composed involving minima- 
lism, which deals with a small 
amount of music that is elaborated 
through repetition to become some- 
whatnypnotic, he said. 
Wilson has been interested in com- 
position since he was in high school 
In college he first majored in English 
and then switched to composing when 
his short story teacher told him he 
was "more comfortable with music 
than with words," he said. 
Wilson came to the University in 
1967 because he wanted more time for 
composing and because here there is 
an opportunity to write for many 
different types of instruments. 
While Wilson's music is being per- 
formed he worries about the audi- 
ence's reaction and the possibility 
that something may go wrong. After 
the piece is finished, Wilson said he 
feels exhilarated, especially from the 
applause. 
"I get a satisfaction out of commu- 
nicating something, whether it's an 
idea, an emotion, or a message." he 
added. 
Another composer at Tuesday 
night's concert was Marilyn Shrude, a 
part time instructor in the College of 
Musical Arts, who performed her 
piece, "Shadows and Dawning." 
Shrude's composition, in which she 
played the piano and her husband 
played the saxophone, originally pre- 
miered at the 7th World Saxophone 
Congress in Nuremberg, Germany. 
Shrude often composes her music 
for saxophone players because they 
are open to new ideas and her hus- 
band plays the saxophone. She can 
always count on him for a good per- 
formance, she added. 
"I have no lack of ideas. I feel like 
my mind is being bombarded by 
ideas," she said. 
Shrude is often inspired by the 
things around her. In her "Shadows 
and Dawning" composition, a sunrise 
inspired the piece and was something 
she "knew she had to write," she said. 
Shrude said she was not worried 
about her piece because "it was a new 
performance for BG, but we've per- 
formed it on the road a lot." 
"Also you worry less when you're 
ad 
the   piece   yourself,"   she 
Burton Beerman, professor, Col- 
lege of Musical Arts and the third 
composer at the concert, began com- 
posing for spiritual groups when he 
was 8 years old. 
Beerman feels that most ideas 
come from how we feel about some- 
thing. 
"Music is a mirror of ourselves," 
he said. "It is a reflection of who we 
are as people." 
Beerman said he feels jealous of 
visual artists because their objects 
Photo/Dave Cozad 
last while "music is performed and 
then it's gone." 
His wife, Celesta, is a dancer and 
performs with him in many of his 
compositions. She is treated as an- 
other instrument on the stage instead 
of a soloist, Beerman added. 
And so as the concert draws to an 
end, the colored lights began to quiver 
and dim. The dancer, as she performs 
in silence, becomes an instrument 
and plays out the final sounds of 
Beerman's compositon, " 
Moods." 
California 
Graduate Artists     Display Work 
by Tom Augello 
A naked woman reclines sensually 
while her male counterpart waits 
pensively upstairs. In the same room 
a couple of clowns do what clowns do 
while an artist sits for a portrait 
These are all renderings on the 
walls of the McFall gallery and are 
part of the 1964 graduate art student 
exhibit. On display until February 28, 
this exhibit is varied and colorful. 
• 
Jewelry, ceramics, sculptures and 
canvaaed works of various media 
combine purposefully to provide the 
tpprecuileur with a festival of cre- 
ativity and art. Sketches, acrylics, 
enamels, woodcuts, prints, paintings, 
chalk and mixed media are the stars 
of this show. 
The exhibit is restrained, If not 
sparse. The two-level gallery pro- 
vides a refreshingly uncluttered feel 
to the event Splashes of blue and 
orange draw the eye to a finer exami- 
nation. Some works are subtle, some 
are garish; some make you laugh and 
others may draw a tear. 
Collected, constructed and coordi- 
nated entirely by graduate students, 
the exhibit is a pure presentation of 
graduate students' fine art Faculty 
participation in the exhibit itself was 
minimal. 
"This was the first year our show 
wasn't juried for entrance by a fac- 
ulty panel," co-coordinator Susan Ash 
said. "It came off well because of our 
group this year; it came out to be a 
strong show." 
Other students with specific func- 
tions in the show were Remy Miller, 
who hung the pictures and Ken Phil- 
lips, who had the job of organizing the 
opening. Each graduate student sub- 
mitted up to three works and partici- 
Kted in setting up the exhibit. Before 
! exhibit opened last Sunday, the 
works were judged and awarded. 
There are two galleries available 
on campus for exhibits: the gallery in 
the Fine Arts Building and the McFall 
gallery. Ash said McFall is a pleasant 
change for the graduate students who 
are used to using the Fine Arts Build- 
ing. 
"McFall is a much bigger space, a 
little more formal," Ash said. <rI think 
McFall is also a little more versatile a 
space to work in as far as moving 
partitions and dealing with the struc- 
ture of the space as well as where to 
hang the piece up." 
Photo/Dave Cozad 
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The More The Berrier 
by Monica Orosz 
entertainment editor 
There's a new restaurant in town, 
but it hasn't gone up on the main drag. 
Berries has moved into an unobtru- 
sive corner of Harshman Quadrangle, 
filling a space the Strawberry Patch 
restaurant occupied for a number of 
years. 
This effort by food services is yet 
another way to offer a variety of 
eateries for University students. As 
with other campus restaurants, Ber- 
ries accepts food coupons as well as 
cash, ana has cafeteria-like hours (4 
p.m. to 6:30 p.m., Sunday through 
Thursday). 
The concept? According to Dave 
Sokol, graphic and promotional coor- 
dinator for the restaurant and a se- 
nior VCT major, said Berries was 
developed to be a very 1980s approach 
to dining, with popular foods such as 
nachos and potato skins on the menu. 
Although The Strawberry Patch, 
which featured pancakes and crepes, 
had not lost popularity, it was felt the 
concept was becoming dated. 
Hence, Berries. The atmosphere is 
warm and contemporary. A blue and 
raspberry theme is accented by 
plenty of hanging plants and bright 
fabric stretched over frames. Sure, 
it's still a dining hall underneath it all, 
but average cafeteria it is not 
The menu consists of appetizers 
like nachos, potato skins, giant onion 
rings and vegetables with dip. Spe- 
cialties include burgers, roast beef 
sandwiches, omelets, chicken fingers 
or steak on a stick. There's a salad 
variety, including fruit and sherbet. 
For dessert. Berries specializes in a 
number of ice cream specials, like pie 
o.-filled cookies. 
If you want to go with a group of 
friends, Berries has a menu adapta- 
ble for a crowd. Veggies, a potpouri of 
vegetables and dip, can be ordered for 
portions up to eight. The Mexican 
Dozen consists 14 tacos, plenty to go 
around. And the Berries Sweetheart, 
a dessert pizza with cream cheese 
filling smothered in fruit, can be 
shared with up to five people. 
Berries wouldn't fit its name if it 
weren't for a few fruit desserts. Ber- 
ries' Berry Pie is brought to you in 
your choice of blueberry or raspberry 
and topped with with ice cream. In 
season, you can get strawberries 
topped with whipped cream. 
with the exception of group serv- 
ings, all the dinners are under $4.00 
and appetizers under $3.00. Desserts 
range from $1.00 to $4.95 for the Ber- 
ries Sweetheart. Two people could eat 
a meal with appetizers, dinner, des- 
sert and beverage for under $15.00, 
which is less than you might expect to 
spend in a nice restaurant. As men- 
tioned earlier, you can use food cou- 
pons or cash. 
Because Food Services is a private 
business not connected with the Uni- 
versity, they do not receive funding 
through the state and must operate 
like a competitive business, Sokol 
said. In essence, the food operations 
are in competition with local restau- 
rants and must therefore be prepared 
to offer food and services which draw 
students there. 
What you can expect from Berries 
is a quiet atmosphere and a decor 
much different from the average caf- 
eteria. The sit-down service is hound 
to be a treat for students and the 
menu offers fare far from the usual 
cafeteria food. 
What you can't expect from Ber- 
ries is food that would require a lot of 
preparation time and endless variety 
or daily specials. After all, efficiency 
and speed of delivery are still ex- 
pected. No alcoholic beverages are 
served - a liquor license is impossible 
to get for residence hall dining. 
Berries is worth grabbing your 
coupons for, however, and trying 
something different for a change. 
Hensen's 'Fraggle Rock'   Meets the World 
By Tom Jory 
Associated Prete Writer 
NEW YORK (AP) - Jim Henson 
introduced "Fraggle Rock" on Home 
Box Office a year ago, and today the 
show is available for broadcast in 
nearly 90 countries, produced In a 
half-dozen or more languages. 
"The whole idea with the show 
from the start was to go interna- 
tional," be said, "and the feeling now 
is to go to the whole world... " 
The countries include England, 
France and Germany-plus those that 
are more exotic. "I was delighted." 
be says, "when it was picked up in 
India, and what I really want now is 
the Soviet Union. We're talking with 
them now." 
"Fraggle Rock" is coiKoduced 
locally, so tile program will appeal to 
the tastes and interests of audiences 
in different countries. 
Doc, the only human in the cast, is, 
for instance, a tinkerer in the HBO 
version. "In France," Henson said, 
"he's a retired chef, and in England 
he's a lighthouse keeper." 
With each production. Henson 
said, he has sought to vary the style in 
both character and program content. 
Indeed, individual programs seem to 
be in almost constant development. 
Starting Feb. 20, for instance, the 
diminutive Doozers, regulars on 
HBO's "Fraggle Rock," will be in an 
entirely new Doozer Dome: 
"Under the dome sits Doozercity - 
a high tech. Aztec, art deco fantasy," 
the script for the show reads "like a 
space-age condominium community 
with ramps, escalators, moving side- 
walks etc., topped by a geodesic 
dome. Doozers, most of them without 
helmets or utility belts, come and go 
along the walkways." 
Doozers are manipulated by re- 
mote control. The mechanics were 
developed by another of Henson's 
wizards, Franz "Faz" Fazakas. 
"There are so many forms of pup- 
pets," Henson said. "The ones on 
'Sesame Street' are probably the 
most simple that we do. With 'The 
Muppet Show,' we used to play with a 
lot of different styles. That's what it 
was: a variety thing. 
"The puppets in 'Dark Crystal," 
be said, referring to the 1982 theat- 
rical film, "were very complicated, 
and some quite unpleasant. In that 
movie, I think we got into areas a bit 
too realistic. The two leading charac- 
ters were too human." 
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with Vic and Andy 
'Terms of Endearment/ 'Amarcord' featured 
by Vic Obfhsus 
"Terms of Endearment" is a 
movie your whole body will feel. Your 
stomach will be tore from laughter 
and your throat will ache from held 
back sobs, but you'll enjoy every 
minute of director James Brooks's 
story about a mother and daughter. 
''Endearment" traces the lives of 
Aurora Greenway (Shirley Mac- 
Claine) and her daughter Emma (De- 
bra winger) through 20 years of 
growing up, marriage, having babies, 
affairs and death. The saying that "A 
son's a SOD til he takes a wife but a 
(laughter's a daughter for the rest of 
her life" ram through the film. 
The movie is divided, with Em- 
ma's marriage and move to Nebraska 
from Houston working as the turning 
point between the two halves. Aurora 
and Emma keep in touch with endless 
phone calls. Their facial expressions 
while on the phone have you believing 
they're in the same room. 
After Emma moves away, Aurora 
discovers her neighbor of 15 years, a 
rowdy, earthy-talking ex-astronaut 
(Jack Nicholson). They become 
lovers and Nicholson's character 
opens up Aurora to some of the plea- 
sures in life. Nicholson's sinister eye- 
brows, almost leering smile and 
gritty language play against Aurora's 
sense of propriety for some of the 
funniest scenes. 
Only when "Endearment" turns 
tragie does some of its believability 
slip away. It almost turns into a 
"Little House on the Prairie" scene 
where things are a little too rosy to 
last forever. The transition from com- 
edy to tragedy is successful but 
you're asked to feel sad too quickly in 
a movie with so much happiness. 
You've still got Jack Nicholson's 
raunchy sense of humor or Emma's 
delicate affair with a banker (John 
Lithgow) on your mind. Director 
Brooks uses a light touch to create 
gloom, but Us timing is off. 
Nit-picking aside, "Endearment" 
is perfect from the details of mid- 
Western, middle class life to the cred- 
ibility of the characters played by 
MacClaine, Winger, Nicholson and 
Lithgow. Seldorohas family life been 
given a more honest treatment. 
'Terms of Endearment" is play- 
ing at the Stadium Cinemas and is 
rated PC.  
by Andrew Dardine 
On Monday, Feb. 20. Frederico 
Fellini's "Amarcord" will be showing 
at the Gish Film Theatre at 9:00 pm. 
"Amarcord" is an autobiographi- 
cal tale about coming of age in Musso- 
lini's  fascist  Italy.   Despite   what 
might otherwise have been an oppres- 
sive atmosphere, given the time and 
setting, the film is actually warm and 
extremely funny. It Is an idealized, 
childlike look at the world that any of 
us could appreciate. 
In Fellini's tiny, coastal village, 
almost everyone dreams of being 
somewhere or someone else. The ado- 
lescent Titta dreams of the town's 
beautiful hair dresser, Gradlsca. In 
her turn, Gradisca yearns for a Gary 
Cooper to come take her away and 
save her from becoming an old maid. 
Most of the other townspeople have 
their dreams personified In Mussolini 
and the brave, new world be promises 
them. That all these dreams turn out 
to be impossible and unobtainable is 
of little consequence. 
In one scene we are shown the 
young Titta's educational atmosphere 
mat is as funny and irreverent as any 
"Animal House." Titta and his 
friends are dairy confronted by a 
gruesome, domineering, alluring and 
alcoholic assortment of instructors. 
Any possible lesson is shattered for 
the youths by the incredible vision of 
one teacher's generous bosom. 
Titta's family is no less eccentric. 
The grandfather constantly reminds 
everyone of his past sexual feats. The 
mother melodramatically vows to kill 
herself whenever anyone disagrees 
with her. Titta's family life almost 
consists entirely of loud battles fought 
over the dinner table. 
"Amarcord," which translates "I 
remember," is narrated by several 
characters looking directly at us and 
speaking in a familiar, nostalgic tone. 
We learn from them about the day the 
town dunce got to sleep with a sheik's 
harem. We learn about the night 
Gradisca meets her Gary Cooper. 
And all along we are reminded of 
Titta and his teenage friends who 
want above anything to enjoy the 
comfort of a woman. In the middle of 
a gloomy, winter's day they come to 
the boarded up, luxury hotel, where so 
many dreams were realized, and 
dance slowly with imaginary part- 
ners. 
Fellini's "Amarcord" is a lovely 
anthology of memories from a time 
and state of mind. There are fantastic 
apparitions, like the peacock in the 
snowstorm, that make the film unfor- 
gettable. As Fellini would have it, 
these visions are as worthy of recol- 
lection for him as they are for us. 
"Amarcord" will be preceded by 
the German film, "A Personality Re- 
duced From All Sides" at 7:00. Ttts 
double feature is an offering from the 
Modern European Film Series' excel- 
lent, new schedule. In coming weeks 
we will have the opportunity to see 
works by Fassbinder, De Sica and 
Truffaut, to name only a few. 
Oscar Nominees Include Few Surprises 
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP) - 
"Terms of Endearment," led the Os- 
car nominations Thursday with 11, 
followed by eight for "The Right 
Stuff." 
Best picture nominees were 
"Terms of Endearment," "The Right 
Stuff," "The Big ChilL1' "The Dres- 
ser." and "Tender Mercies." 
fhirley MacLaine and Debra 
Winger both were nominated as best 
actress for "Terms," and Jack Nich- 
olson and John Lithgow were named 
in the best supporting actor category 
for the same film. 
Other contenders for best actress 
are Jane Alexander, "Testament," 
Meryl Streep, "Silkwood," and Julie 
Walters, "Educating Rita." 
Four of the five nest actor nomi- 
nations went to British stars - includ- 
ing Albert Finney as the aging 
Shakespearean actor and Tom Cour- 
tenay as his devoted servant in "The 
Dresser." Also named were Michael 
Caine, "Educating Rita," and Tom 
Conti. "Reuben, Reuben." The only 
American on the list was Robert Du- 
vall, the country singer of "Tender 
Mercies." 
Five relative newcomers were cited 
for best supporting actress: Cher, 
"Silkwood;'rGlenn Close, "The Big 
Chill;" Linda Hunt, "The Year of 
Living Dangerously;" Amy Irving, 
"YenU;" Alfre Woodard, "Cross 
Creek." 
The other nominees for supporting 
actor were Charles Durning, ''To Be 
or Not to Be," Sam Shepard, "The 
Right Stuff," and Rip Torn, "Cross 
Creek." 
First-time director James L. 
Brooks seemed the favorite as best 
director for "Terms of Endearment." 
Other nominees were Bergman ("Fanny & Alexander"); Australian 
Bruce Beresford ("Tender Mer- 
cies"); British Peter Yates ("The 
Dresser"); and American Mike Nich- 
ols ("Silkwood"). 
"Yentl" landed two of the five song 
nominations: "Papa, Can You Hear 
Me?" and "The Way He Makes Me 
Feel." "Flashdance," the surprise hit 
of IMS, also placed two songs: 
"Flashdance.. .What a Feeling" and 
"Maniac." Also named was "Over 
You" from "Tender Mercies." 
TONIGHT IS FRIDAY 
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It's All Fun & Games 
by Greg Klerkx 
Don't let the title of "Fun and 
Games" fool you. The whimsical 
name of this original musical comedy 
might lead you to expect a production 
loaded with spicy songs, flashy danc- 
ing and dazzling production numbers. 
Well, the truth is that "Fun and 
Games," slated to debut on February 
23 in the Grand Ballroom, does have 
all of these things. But it's also much 
more than just a cabaret review. 
"The show focuses on success," 
explained Larry Harris, creater of 
"Fun and Games. "There's no deep, 
miixlftaggering moral here, but the 
idea is that it's important to work 
hard and have fun." 
The show focuses on two college 
students, Neil and Jessica. Neil 
(Keith Cornelius, freshman journa- 
lism maior) is a musical playwrite 
working feverishly to make his fledg- 
ling production succeed. Jessica 
(Carolyn Clark, senior music major) 
is Neil's leading lady, in both his show 
and his life. The situation is further 
complicated by Wendy (Jeanie Ma- 
sin, junior art therapy maior), who 
has a crush on Neil, and by Alex (Bob 
Duhamel, freshman music composi- 
tion major), Neil's womanizing room- 
mate. The show follows these 
characters as they experience the ups 
and downs of achieving "success." 
According to Harris, "Fun and 
Games" is actually a show within a 
show. "The playwnte Neil, is writing 
a musical called 'Straight To the Top, 
be said, "and at certain times it's 
hard to tell whether you're seeing the 
musical that he's written, or the one 
that I've written. It's interesting." 
Harris, a junior public relations 
major, wrote the script for the show 
and co-wrote the musical's 13 original 
songs with his long-time friend Jen- 
nifer Reitzel, a junior music educa- 
tion major. Both Harris and Reitzel 
are from Stony Ridge, Ohio, and the 
two have been working together musi- 
cally, since age 12. The show was 
choreographed by Harris, along with 
cast members Carolyn Clark and 
Erica Ehrlichman, a freshman broad- 
cast journalism major. 
Harris and Reitzel began working 
on "Fun and Games" in August of 
1983. Harris said, "The show was 
originally on a much smaller scale. 
But we kept finding that we had to add 
more script and more songs to set 
what we wanted out of it." The script 
has been revised once from the first 
draft, and Harris said that he has 
made alterations throughout the 
course of the production. 
If Harris seems to have more than 
a bit in common with his character 
Neil, the similarity may be more than 
coincidental. "A lot of the characters 
are based on people I've met," be 
confessed. "I've always believed that 
the best way to write is from experi- 
ence." "Fun and Games" is Harris' 
first original production, although he 
did direct UAO's Cabaret show last 
year. He admitted to being more than 
a bit nervous about such an enormous 
undertaking. "A few weeks ago I was 
really worried about how the show 
would be accepted," he said, "but 
now I'm just worried about having it 
ready to go!" 
The production of the show hasn't 
been all... well, fun and games. "We 
(Harris and Reitzel) didn't actually 
start   scoring   the   music   until 
SSttP'S ¥***' ""d we discovered that it just wasn't enough time" 
Harris said. "It's reallyXr!Uow 
because we're taking classes doine 
revisions andfinishing the music' It's" 
an amazing, amount of work." On top 
of their scripting and scorine chores 
Harris and Reitzel are directing' 'Fun 
and Games," as well as working on 
staging and technical problems. 
If "Fun and Games" turns out to 
be a bit, Harris and company hope to 
take the show beyond the confines of 
the University. The production will be 
videotaped by the School of Journa- 
lism, and Harris and Reitzel also plan 
to record a soundtrack. Harris has 
invited several area theater critics to 
see "Fun and Games." If the musical 
is a success, be hopes to sell it to area 
dinner theaters. " 'Fun and Games' 
would be perfect for performance in a 
dinner theater environment," Harris 
said. "It's set up in three acts, which 
is basic dinner (neater style." 
Tickets lor "Fun and Games" are 
on sale through UAO, and can be 
purchased by calling the Cabaret 
Hotline (372-1838). All tickets are 
$2.00, and all seats are reserved. The 
show la being presented on February 
23, 24 and 25 at 8:30 p.m. in the 
University Union's Grand Ballroom. 
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Sound & Vision 
Ads Pervert Olympic Ideals 
iy Fats Millar 
Music Editor 
DOWUNG (SEEN - Researchers 
it Bowling Green Slate University 
m found no conclusive evidence to 
confirm the ugly rumor that exposure 
a heavy deaea of Ohyinpte-ralated TV 
advertising causes cancer in labo- 
ratory rate. 
We can all sleep a little easier now, 
right? 
The obvious key to this research is 
the phrase "heavy doses." During the 
last several months television view- 
ers have been bombarded by adver- 
tising tied in to the 1*4 Olympic 
Games and the ideals of sport and 
competition. The word 
tionrt quickly comas to 
cringe to think that the 
pleted winter Games are Just a pre- 
lude to the big daddy Summer Games 
to be held inTos Angeles in July. No 
doubt this siege upon our sense of 
patriotism ana spwtsMaMPte, will 
only escalate during the next four 
months. How will we endure?! 
It seems every year I breathe a 
sigh of relief on January 2, knowing 
that the holiday season is over. I can 
only feel anger that the over-commer- 
gjjsjtlei of the winter holidays has 
turned me into a virtual Scrooge. No 
matter what I do I can't seem to avoid 
the media blitz that leaves my holiday 
spirit sucked dry. 
Now, similar feelings are stirring 
inside me with regard to the Olympics 
- outrage that my love for sports and 
country has been exploited, triv- 
ialized and dissipated by American 
Big Business. Once again the adver- 
tisers have unduly rained on our pa- 
rade, and it's been virtually 
impossible to avoid the downpour. I 
inch perilously dose to becoming an 
Olympic Scrooge, anxiously awaiting 
the completion of the Summer Games 
and hopefully, though not necessarily, 
the end of toe muddy Olympic band- 
wagon ride. 
We have always feared the in- 
trusion of politics into the Games, 
though PSWMCM JattMssste are inevi- 
table considering the global nature of 
the event Hitler's spectacle in '36 (Berlin), raised black-gloved fists in 
'«(Mexico Cfty). bloody terrorism in 
72 (Munich) ana a complete Ameri- 
can withdrawl from the Summer 
Games in '80 (Moscow) are the most 
dramatic recent examples. 
Yet lurking In the dark, unantici- 
pated, was a more covertly menacing 
disruption - the economic warfare 
waged through the media that has 
been snowballing in recent years. 
Now it's here, threatening to over- 
shadow the games themselves. The 
Los Angeles Olympic Organizing 
Committee's (LAOOC) decision to 
have the 1984 Summer Games 
vately financed (traditional 
sources nave included govi 
sponsorship, lotteries ana charitable 
donations) seems to have opened the 
floodgates for which we're now feel- 
ing the torrent 
Pint it should be acknowledged 
that corporate sponsorship of the 
Games is nothing new. In fact, there 
were 381 official sponsors of the 1980 
Winter Games in Lake Placid, NY. 
But the LAOOC's limiting the number 
of official sponsors to 30 -each paying 
a cool M million - assured us the 
companies would make darn well 
sure the public knew who was paying 
for the games (hello, AT&T). That 
means television advertising. 
ABC reportedly paid $91.5 million 
and $225 million for the rights to 
broadcast the Winter and Summer 
Games, respectively. It's obvious 
they need the cash handed over by 
corporate sponsors in the form of ad 
sales. Yet despite their extensive 
prime time coverage (and utilization 
of a new logo perverting the sacred 
five Olympic rings), audience ratings 
have sagged well behind ABC's ex- 
pectations. Are we burned out on the 
Olympics already (or just bored by 
their interview/magazine-style cov- 
erage)? Regardless of ABC's current 
woes, Olympic-oriented ads are aired 
on all three major television net- 
works. 
Further, it's no great surprise that 
moat of the official sponsors are mul- 
tinational conglomerates - AT&T, 
IBM, Xerox, Transamerica, Ameri- 
can Express, McDonalds, Coca-Cola, 
etc. - and it's easy to laugh at the 
apparent absurdity (lack of rele- 
vance) of some of the products. Ath- 
letes from foreign countries viewing 
any television during their stay in 
L.A. wfD wonder how the U.S. could 
win so many medals while training on 
a diet of Big Macs. Budweisers and 
M&Ms, not to mention the occasional 
Snickers and Coke (all consumed 
while watching David Letterman, the 
self -christened official late^iight talk 
show of the Olympics). And what does 
fiberglass insulation (another official 
sponsor) have to do with sports, or 
copiers or stereo equipment? I guess 
when 84 million knocks on your door, 
quality control gets thrown out the 
window (although the LAOOC did 
reject sponsorship offers from foreign 
car manufacturers). 
But this was only the beginning. 
American and foreignrhased compa- 
nies need not be an official sponsor to 
heavily milk the Olympic theme in 
their TV spots. Did executives from 
all the major ad agencies in the eoun- 
try attend the same board meeting or 
something? Now everyootfy is getting 
into the act. There's even a Toledo 
automobile dealership claiming to be 
the official car dealer of the Winter 
Olympics. Many non-official sponsors 
are airing melodramatic ads tri- 
umphing the virtues of sports- 
manship, romanticixing the hopes and 
dreams of athletes who have an eye 
on the gold. 
Additionally. Olympic-oriented 
ads began months before the opening 
ceremonies at Sarajevo, and cer- 
tainly are not run exclusively during 
Olympic broadcasts or other sports 
the Winter Games are 
scheduled to conclude on Sunday, I 
don't anticipate the Orym0cs-toting 
advertising community will give us 
much of a breather before the upcom- 
ing Simmer Games. I don't intend to 
ignore the vital contributions the offi- 
dal sponsors have made to enable the 
US. to host these games and to help 
our Olympic athletes train and partic- 
ipate kTthe 1984 Olympics. Yet the- 
matic overkill seems to have already 
reared its overcealous head. 
Individually, many of the ads ap- 
pear effective. My favorite is the one 
showing a devoted father sitting in the 
rain, stopwatch in hand, white Us 
hopeful son runs laps. Bat the sheer 
volume of ads threatens to neutralize 
the potency of these campaigns and 
jaundice our eyes toward Olympic 
pa—aw or the Games themselves. 
tne rank and file American public is 
only so gullible, and exceeding their 
level of tolerance is more than just 
economically deatiuctiw for the ad- 
vertisers. 
So bow accurate is the advertising 
community's estimation of our coBec- 
tive saturation level? It all brings to 
mind one terrific scene from George 
Romero's grizzly horror film "Dawn 
Of The Dead" (toe sequal to the 
classic "Night Of The Living Dead"). 
From an aerial shot, hundreds of 
previously dead lombies march in- 
" r, from all directions, back to 
-, long-deserted shopping mall. 
AT&T, 
aids, General Motors and all the other 
official and nmMMmt Olympic spon- 
sors must doubt well even flinch, but just keep marching. 
OFFICIAL VACUUM TUBEtfc 
\m OLYMPICS 
Clash Survives Punk Revolution 
by Yardena Arar 
Associated Press Writer 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The Clash, 
hardy survivors of the British punk 
revolution, are regrouping as they 
continue their battle against compla- 
" Punk is an attitude that kids 
need," said singer-songwriter-guitar- 
ist Joe Strummer, still an angry 
young man at age 30. as he sipped a 
wine spritzer at a Hollywood hotel. 
The band was using the hotel as 
headquarters during a recent series 
of California performances. 
The shows were The Clash's first 
since the departure last year of gui- 
tarist Mick Jones, who co-wrote many 
of the band's best-known songs with 
Strummer. and who shared wad vo- 
cals as well. 
"A friend is someone you can tell 
anything to," Strummer said, whose 
Mohawk hairstyle has given way to a 
more modish crop of orange-dyed 
hair. 
"For example, I told him be 
couldn't produce, and instead of say- 
ing, 'Oh yeah? Let's talk about it,' he 
went off and sulked for several 
weeks.'" 
There were other problems as 
well, Strummer adds, including 
Jones' reluctance to share sons- 
writing credit - and revenues - with 
other band members, in the spirit of 
the group's avowed socialist philoso- 
phy. 
According to Jones' lawyer, Brian 
Carr, the rock star filed a lawsuit in 
High Court In London, which has 
frozen the band's profits from their 
hit "Combat Rock" LP and the US 
Festival. 
"Jones is seeking his entitlement 
for bis share of the income as a 
member of The Clash." Carr said in 
an interview with the Associated 
Press in London. "He still regards 
himself as a member of The Clash. 
There has not been a contractual 
breakup between the other members 
and himself." 
Strummer said the band has spent 
most of the seven years it has been 
together in debt, and only recently 
began raking in big money with its 
last LP, "Combatftock." It also re- 
ceived a reported $500,000 for per- 
forming at the US Festival last 
spring. 
Two 
ardand 
-NkkSnep- 
replaced Jones. 
Both are "punks from 77," Strummer 
said proudly. Pete Howard is the 
latest to man the band's drums, and 
bassist Paul Simonon is the only re- 
maining original m^nthrr besides 
Strummer. 
The current round of concerts fea- 
tures tried and true Clash material - 
older colt favorites such as "London 
Calling" and "Oampdown," and the 
recent hits "Rock the Casbah" and 
"Should I Stay or Should I Go."     _ 
Strummer said the band's next LP 
win be different from "Combat Rock" 
and its predecessor, "Sandlnista!" 
I the two albums are credited 
withw&ening The Clash's audience in 
the United States, SUummer is far 
"SanmSsta!" - a threeVecord al- 
bum - was far too long, he said. 
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mm    INSIDE    THE    POA 
TOUR (HI (THUI 
HMCI MOVIC IMON. TUtl 
S:O0 
{THIS IS THELIFE (mil 
VH1> ALE ORE IMON) 
SUNDAY   BEST   (TUf, 
WED) 
I A SETTER WAV (THUI 
PATCHES ANO   POCK- 
ETS (WED. PRII 
•   THREE    CHEERS    FOR 
LIFE IMON) 
i COMMENT (TUEI 
ALL THING* NEW (THUI 
JMMY SWAOOART 
I 
i 
(TMO MOVIE (WID. THU) 
0:00 
■ CBS EARLY MORNING 
ROW! 
fJO MINUTE WORKOUT 
NSC      NEWS      AT 
■ ASC     NEWS     THIS 
MORNINQ 
• HEALTH FIELD 
TOO MOIRE 1FRII 
OPM 
f FARM REPORT 
09 A M. WEATHER 
7:00 
• ■      CM      MORNING 
NEWS 
« TODAY 
GOOD      MORNINO 
AMERICA 
• SESAME STREET mi Q 
rtm 
■ SESAME    STREET    Q 
IMON-THU) 
■ GREAT SPACE COAST- 
ER 
■ SUS1NE SS RE PORT 
BSPNI BUSINESS TIMES IRI 
m*a MOVIE (MONI 
7:10 
[INSPECTOR OAOOET 
OUS.TSMIPRD 
MARKET   TO   MARKET 
IMON) 
• AEROSIC      DANCING 
(TUE. THUI 
• MOTORWEEK (WED) 
rma MOVIE out. WEDI 
OJOO 
i MISTER ROOERS mi 
THE FLINTSTONES 
SESAME STREET ml Q 
(MOM. POO 
■ SESAME    STREET   Q 
(TUE-TMUI 
(SSPMI     SPORTSWOMAN 
(PRII 
IISPR)     SPORTSCENTER 
IMON-THU) 
ma MOVIE (THUI 
Si IS 
■ ED ALLEN 
F 
lOOPR) SWSLINES (Rl (TUB) 
ISSPHI TMO WEEK IN THE 
NOAM (WED) 
(ESPN)     HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY (Rl (THU) 
0:30 
■ ELECTRIC    COMPANY 
ft) 
■ SUOS SUNNY 
mm   SPORTSWIEK   mi 
won 
(TMO MOVIE (FRII 
0:40 
■ CMCK VAN DYKE 
(ESPN)     SPORTSCENTER 
(TUS-THU) 
OsM 
■ BREAKAWAY 
■ WOMAN TO WOMAN 
•■DONAHUE 
m HOUR MAGAZINE 
OS ■ EDUCATIONAL PRO- 
GRAMM'NG 
00 001 WAN'S ISLAND 
■EPNI    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL 
(TMO MOVIE IMON) 
- 8 16 
09 WOK WITH VAN 
B:00 
0> LAVERNE S SHIRLEY » 
COMPANY 
• BEVERLY H1ABLLIES 
(TMO MOVIE (TUE. WEDI 
0:40 
O FRIENDLY GIANT 
MMO 
■ ■ TMO NEW S2E.0OO 
rvRAMlo 
CANADIAN SCHOOLS 
THE FACTS OF LIFE (Rl 
HERE'S LUCY 
ANDY GRIFFITH 
HMO MOVIE (THUI 
10:00 
■ OS PRESS YOUR LUCK 
fjMR   DREBSUP 
■ SALE OF THE CENTURY 
■ EDGE OP NKJMT 
■ MORNINQ BREAK 
(TMO MOW (PRII 
• ISM 
■ ■ THE PRICE IS RIGHT 
B SESAME STREET 
• WHEEL OP FORTUNE 
■ BENSON 
• 700O.US 
BJPNI    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL (TUE. THU. FRII 
SEPRI SKIING (MONI 
IBPMI     SPORTSWOMAN 
IWEDI 
(TMO MOV* IMON. WID) 
11:00 
DREAM HOUSE 
LOVING 
NATURE (MON) 
NOVA (THU) 
IIEPN)     CHEERLEAOINO 
IW1DI 
(TMO MOVIE (TUEI 
PY  
I 
IJ:O0 
SOJOJNEWI 
MOVIE 
FAME.YPEUO 
EDUCATIONAL     PRO- 
GRAMMING 
tBOBNEWHART 
WHY IN THE WORLD? 
IPRI) 
(CROP GAME (TUE) 
THE      LAWMAKERS 
(WED) 
(TMO MOVE (THUI 
12:00 
■   ■   THE   YOUNG   ANO 
THE RESTLESS 
NOW 
RYAN'S HOPS 
I LOVE LUCY 
EDUCATIONAL    PRO- 
GRAMMING 
OWN   COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL (MON) 
■SPM)   ENOURNACE   RUN- 
NINO (R) (WED) 
ITHO MOVIE   (MON. WED, 
FRII 
ION 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES 
ALL MY CMLDREN 
RUV 
F 
i 
ITA 
AF 
OF 
■SPM 
I RODEO (FRII 
B.SPNI SKKNG (TUEI 
■SPM TO SE ANNOUNCED 
(THU) 
1:SO 
■ ■    AS   THE   WORLD 
TURNS 
O   MARY   TYLER   MOORE 
(MON. WED. PRO 
•BPNI SIDELINES ml (WEDI 
(TMO MOVIE (TUE) 
MO 
I KE 30 
I NOTHER WORLD 
l NOUPETOLIVE 
TWO WEEK IN THE 
NBA Oil (WED) 
(TMO MOV* (THU. FRII 
Ma 
(•CAPITOL 
CORONATION STREET 
■SPM    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL (MON. WID) 
IISPNI     HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY mi (THU) 
(TMO MOVIE IMON, WEDI 
MO 
«• GUIDING LIGHT 
OPSOfStAP   REVISIT 
ED (FRII 
• TALES OP THE   UNEX- 
PECTED (MON) 
SIBUCTUEI 
MINDER (WEDI 
ALL CREATURES OREAT 
ANO SMALL (THU) 
• MATCH GAME / HOLLY- 
WOOD EOUARSS HOUR 
I GENERAL HOSPITAL 
I TOM ANO JERRY 
MAKING THE MOOT OP 
THE MICRO (FRII 
IVAN CAN COOK IMON) 
SQUARE    FOOT   GAR 
SNINO (TUEI 
AMERICAN   INTERESTS 
(WEDI 
■ THM IS SQUASH (THU) 
■SPM COLLEGE BASKET 
BALL (TUE. THU. FRO 
0:00 
ITTTANSIMONI 
I0CO00Y0O0 
10-2-1 CONTACT 
(TMO MOVIE (TUEI 
4:00 
OS FANTASY EOLANO 
■ DO IT FOR YOURSELF 
• LOVE BOAT 
■ THE WALTONO (MON. 
WED-PRII 
« SPECIAL TREAT (TUEI 
FANTASTIC FUN "EST1 
VAL / CARTOONS 
• ■ SESAME STREET 0)1 
□ (FRII 
• • SESAME STREET Q 
■SOII THU) 
• PINK PANTHER 
(TMO MOVIE (MON. THU, 
PRO 
4:00 
■ GRANGE HEJ. (FRII 
■ JUST DOWN THE 
STREET IMON) 
2J" I! 
■ THE    EDISON    TWINS 
(TUE) 
IGOING GREAT (WEDI 
WHATS NEW (THUI 
MU0RVS30O 
■SPM TOP RANK   BOXING 
(MONI 
■OPM SPORTSWOMAN IRI 
(WED) 
(TMO MOV* IWEDI 
Ml 
■ ■   WKRP    IN    CINCIN- 
NATI 
■ COMING ATTRACTIONS 
(MON. WEO. FRII 
■ REACH   FOR   THE   TOP 
(TUEI 
O AROUND TOWN (THUI 
• HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
• SJ/LOBO 
■ • MISTER ROGERS (Rl 
• MONK ANO MINDY 
BSPNI   COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL (TUE. THU. FRII 
OSPN) VIC'S VACANT LOT 
01) (WEO) 
S:30 
• THE JEFFERSONS 
W) 
■ LAVERNE  S  SHIRLEY B 
COMPANY 
■ DEBUT (PRII 
• CROP GAME (MONI 
■ ON THO UNO (TUE) 
■ ART BOAT IWEDI 
• TIME OUT (THUI 
•SPM   PLAY   YOUR   BEST 
GOLF (WEDI 
(TMO MOVIE (TUE) 
FREMY 
PEOPLES COURT 
M-A-S-H 
ELECTRIC    COMPANY 
|V 
NEV 
8: 
ii 
MO 
OjNtWS 
I WHCEL Of FORTUNE 
MACNCL    /    LEHHEP. 
CWSHOUI. 
. HAPFV DAVm AGAIN 
I AEPrOSrC DANCING 
CSPNI SPOnTSLOOK (P.) 
MO 
XOJ COS NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
i ABC NEWS C? 
WKFIP IN CINCINNAII 
BUSINESS WEPOP.T 
■SPN) OPOWISUNTEP. 
fTMO MOVTE  * * #     IhoMan 
*•>  Two  tVa-oj     (1M3) SOOJVO 
Maran    KMMosn  lurno.    A bra-> 
l> ■ wratChad mottox) 
-*o     tot*    m    lov«   wotfl    0   p**.ad 
<-*n ■>■■>> thM ■«>•*•■ to horn 
MO 
Q      OJ     ENTERTAINMENT 
TONtOHT Laua  B<ar>gan   ta»i 
■bout bar ftotn dabot   • vaM ->th 
•do.   aAchaal   J     Fos    (   ramify 
TOM   I 
O WINTEP. OLYMPICS    S4 
WmmmWi « on hocaay 
■Worn on ataana afcang.  Icn. moo 
hob III i». iMiftox rosay comport. 
tsii. 
IF AM oL Y FEUD 
PINK   PANTHER   SRE 
CML 
(ESPN)     SPORTSCENTER 
''Osy<npoe €o*Oon'' 
7:SO 
OJ  P.M.   MAGAZINE  A  man 
with   DUM   alar Patncfc Duffy 
{OJ THREE'S COMPANY 
BARNEY MILLER 
XIV WINTER OLYMPICS 
Today a acrwoUad ovantt Ico 
hotbay play off*.; woman . laatom 
■» atpsna along tour-man Pobasad 
DM and 2nd run,) 4 X 7.8 km 
rooty bsMNon (horn Saraano 
Voa>oala*ial 
OJ WILD. WHO WORLD Of 
ANIMALS 
1ESPN)   COLLEOE    BASKET- 
BALL REPORT 
S:O0 
■ OJ THE DUKE S OP HAZ- 
ZARO BOM Hogg a naoty naph- 
•v.   ahowa up in   Hauard   and 
nafcaa UouMa tor tha Dukaa 
O TOMMY HUNTER Ckoaau 
lorry     SurnaNtrv     Gad*     Tapo 
■Achaai Mupnoy   Cuart, McChBn 
and Kruty Lynrkl. 
0 LEGMEN Jack and David 
oro aoapactad of a>dM~g and ao*H- 
i«*B a pr>aon aacapM. 
(St     OJ     WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 
OJ   MOVIE *** "Fun VtnW 
Dor*  And  Jano     (19771  Gaorga 
Sagal.   Jana Fonda.   An   unam- 
ptoyad aaroapaco) a-acuin-i and 
two «*da   turn TO retbmy  m a 
maana to aupport if*asr Mnaioua 
Waatyta 
HSPNI BEHIND THE S-SAJJ. 
*  tor*   oi  aoma al  tho boat  6- 
■vdaanoonri 
rTMO   MOVIE   ***     Fiaah 
lanea)'   IISB3)   Jsmndar   BaaM 
M<rvaa"   Noun    A  young woman 
•ho •orti ao a aoaldat atrroaa lo« 
ouccaaa aa a r-ghick* dancar   " 
S:SO 
OJ OJ WALL STREET WEEK 
Tha Twranty-Vaaw Caniury 
Guaoi Fo*. G Rofiaiy" aanav 
Povtnar. Latard Franaa a Co 
BrOO 
O OJ DALLAS Sua Eaan • noi 
aura who got hai pragnani and 
Bobby   bagma   to   liava   doubra 
■bom Charka a parantaga 
"(FAME 
I THE MASTER Tha Maatar 
rnuai aaam up vMth an ok) adv* 
aary IO raacwa a Sanatara aid- 
nappad oawaNoa 
OJ INSIDE STORY Good 
Copy Sad kaadkeona' Tna con 
aacwanoaa of maMbcal raportaga on 
tha pnaaa that traakiiai lanouaii 
m paopoa « aopoorad. and afforia 
10 maka sjurnafcam  and ma<fccsria 
S' 
8 
OJ MOVIE *** A Chump 
Ai O.ta.0 (19301 Stan Laval 
Ohvar Hardy Tha romanca of two 
irOungatara •% ancouragad by two 
acanarbraoiad moichmoaon 
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
MAo Tmo», and Doug Davntt 
aouar. on m a r«na>dulad 12- 
round ESPN middki i' aifttit crvom 
psonahsp bout Ibwa from Atfaniic 
City  N J) 
B:SO 
OJ   ENTERPRI8C     Foatf    A 
daapondant Nad asotcutnpa who 
muat pul hoTiaaW   togaWiai   and 
fttd anothar oab .a proMad  IR) Q 
.       10OO 
OJ OJ FALCON CREST Maka 
M a «gumani wth Lo-ida cam. 
isoii 
BUSINI 
SANFO 
M»A-S*H 
FAACNEH      /     LIHRCR 
darn    and Angola  m praocCuOsod 
wrah drrvsng Tarry out Of town 
OJ THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL 
OJ THE NEW SHOW Guaat. 
Stava   Maria    Caiharow  0 Maro 
Cyndl Laupar I Ota Juat Wanna 
HpMaFun') 
OJ    AUSTIN    CITY    LIMITS 
"Tha Whrtaa / Tha KVaw Qraaa 
Rovrval       Tha    VVrMaaa    comO-na 
pura coon try   WM tor n awing and 
b*uoo.oo>a oi r-— .ocaio  Tha Naw 
Qraaa Bavwal parforma non-vaov 
bonal bouagtaaa lnaWurtvj)ntal har- 
monoaa. 
OjNEWS 
fTMC) MOVIE **    Tha Baaat 
v>Whon    (19821 Bonny Coo SBa 
Baach. A woman a> rapad on har 
Iwnaymoon   by   a   Ka^-tooood 
oaatura and producaa a laawwtg- 
ry normal aon who growa up to 
fobow    at    Na    dad'a    Moody 
root its»p»   R 
10:06 
OJ EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
SERVICE (Jomad In Prograaa) 
10-30 
OJ OOTTA MAKE THIS 
JOURNEY: SWEET HONEY 
IN THE ROCK A Waarongton- 
baaad Black woman a a capo*. 
anaambla vaaa muaK to rrvako 
atroroo aooal aiatamanto  g 
11:00 
lOjNEWS 
I O t ESfJ REPORT 
i RO ANO SON 
l1:OB 
O NEWS 
11:30 
I MAUDE 
MOVIE ft* Doary « A 
TOO-I ago HuchnAai ' (1979) Dot* 
Van Pattan Charlana TRon A 
young gal put i liar IN « doogo* 
whan aha acoapta a roda from a 
aatangar (R) 
OJ TONIGHT Guaat aevaaa 
Madafcna Kabn. Bsngar Tracy m- 
man 
OJ XIV WINTER OLYMPICS 
Hsghkghia of aoma of tha day a 
auanta (bom SaraaM) Yugoafa 
Ml 
OJ OJ LATENrGHT AMERI- 
CA Guaata mag-c*n Harry lutca. 
aiorw J>, ahataa aoma of hat 
aaoata of utciii Arch luat- 
barg. rnotMawmal aaean and 
autltor of 'IrVavang At Conbonta- 
bon.'' ofNra tajta tor wmmng argu 
mania on a ona-io-ono baaat 
0 BENNY HaU. 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:40 
O NIGHT AT THE RACES 
11:4B 
ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (R) 
loMO 
0 MOVK **'> Sanara- 
11973) Margot «-Joar Janndat 
Sakt 
SABC NEWS NrGHTVINE 
THREE STOOGES 
(TMC)    MOVIE    ***    'Tha 
Rutaaa     (1978)   rokcbaal   Pakn. 
Nadlnnaa 
12:18 
ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
M-. Tata* and Doug Dawrti 
aquava oft a> a acha«aad 12 
round ESPN mtddkawaighi oham 
painahsp bout Itrom Atlantic City 
N .Jim 
12:30 
OJ FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
V-dawa oxkida Koo> B Tha Gang 
1 Tonight   |. HaB k ObtOO (Adult 
Cducatoon |   and     38 
( Sack Whara You 9 along') 
SWAOGART 
12 40 
OJ        GOOD        ROCKIN- 
TONIOHT 
llOQ 
IROCKPAIJkCS 
MOVIE   *•*    BaRoW A 
Pala    Heraa'    (1984)    Gragory. 
Pack. Anthony Ouann. 
1:30 
fTMC) MOVIE *#*ThaMan 
With Two Bras**' 11983) Stava 
Marbn. KafNaan Tumor 
1:40 
OJ DAVE ALLEN AT LARGE 
Faaturad:   Rc*-n Hood. Shartocfc 
Hobnaa. Tanan. pvata. 
1:48 
OJNEWS 
2:00 
OjNEWS 
2:30 
OJ MOVIE**    JunglaGanta 
(19541    Bowary     Boya.     Patnck 
OMoora 
2:4S 
E9PNI SPORTSCENTER 
3:O0 
ESPN)    COLLEGE     BASKET- 
BALL REPORT (R) 
(TMO MOVIE **   ThaS-yord 
And Tha Soroarar'   (1B82) Lao 
rkoraaav. Kaihtaan Babar 
3:30 
(ESPN)    HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY (Rl 
4:00 
OJ MOVE  ** V,     Oowhovan 
Farm   (19701 Hopa Lavaja. L-Oyd 
Bochnor 
ESPN) SPORTSWEEK (R) 
4:SO 
ESPN)     BASEBALL       Oackar 
Jack  Old Tonara    CbMax"  I from 
Waar-ngton. 0 C llfli 
SATIJRDAY 
FE9RUARY IB, 1SS4 
9:00 
I SESAME STREET 
OJ    GREAT    SPACE 
COASTER 
SSMURFSC? 
SCOOBVOOO 
EI5UCATIONAL    COM 
PUTING PROFILE 
S:30 
OJ   OJ   DUNGEONS   AND 
DRAGONS 
OJ PAC MAN / RUSK 
CUBE / MENUDO 
OJ ACADEMY ON COM- 
PUTERS: BITS AND BYTES 
SBLACKSTAR 
FINANCIAL 
ENTERPRISE 
10:00 
OJ OJ TARZAN:   LORO OF 
THE JUNGLE 
O MAJA. THE BEE "Tha 
Bug 
OJ SMITHSONIAN WORLD 
' Croaamg Tha Oatanca' An 
OB-am-lai-on ■) praaantad of *fta> 
ant way* that panpta hawa laaad 
avaanoa art and taohnology to 
concM" cMtanoa. stickadad m an 
■■itarvsfoi wnh Anna Morrow LariaV 
bargh and •atota to tha Panama 
Canal and Sanda* Paak Trajnvaay 
• MOVIE **vt     BavaSdo 
V I N 1  A ( . I      hASHIONS 
NEW TO YOU 
FEATURING PA'.HIONS 
fr..m  tcJBO'b thru 19'. cr$**$f 
For a lun weskend- 
Rant a video cassette recorder 
and 4 movies ol your choice.   : 
1        abt $30.00 lor 3 days      | 
Over 1.000 movies 
to choose from. 
\ The Video Spectrum I 
119 S. SNIItr 3514171 
tu ataat av MOM cartrtaH naat 
a                                                                 s 
"     '                       B 
-* FLAPt*bH LahfcSSti*   — - 
H      We would like to 
m
 "JO'S BIAS 'JUI SATINS 
-Bsort SUITS - 
BTl lllfiUlBr  
T^j'™*!'.!?!1?!1'8   i inanK everyone wno 
helped make our 
5th Anniversary a 
great success. 
Daro In be Dif '• rent' 
s*^^f/aaa\ t • .   is7.1   4o tt;              •E9 
latest in Military Aitire 
10 bq news magazine/february 17, 1984 
(0 ALL NEW THIS OLD 
HOUSE Bob .... V-MII the 0* 
fan,.   MWK-» home of architect 
F»er* IWyd Wf.ghi  Q 
10:90 
0 9 BUGS IUNNV / 
ROAO RUNNER 
O SPREAD YOUR WtNQS 
A young Moroccan boy confetiei 
to i* i lachar • deare to be doe* 
W horeae than he >a ai a txaoa 
and toopof appranbco 
fj ALV1N ANO THC CHIP- 
MUNKS 
1 THE LITTLES 
HEARTBEAT 
ESPN)    COLLEGE     BASKET- 
BALL REPORT (R| 
(n*q   MOW #**V»     Pot- 
taraait   DM2) Craaj T. Nekton. 
Jobatfi Wabeme 
It.-OO 
I CORONATION STREET 
1:30 
8 GRIZZLY ADAMS 
CH6.DREN S FILM FES- 
TIVAL 
• THE    MUPPETS   Guaat 
Dy en Cannon 
• ALL   NEW   THIS   OLO 
HOUSE Bob V«e « on the toed 
2: 
I I purrv / BCOOBY ooo / 
SCHOOL MOU* ROCK 
■ UNOERSTANOINd 
HUMAN BEHAVIOR 
■ MAI CH6PS Of IAN 
FRANCISCO 
■SPNI SPORTSWCM (HI 
11:*0 
S CORONATION STREET 
AMAZING SPIOeR-MAN 
/ INCREOIM.E HULK 
CD     MATINII     AT    THI 
BIJOU 
(9 MAGIC Of ANIMAL 
ANO LANOSCAPt PAINT- 
INO 
•SPHI PLAT YOUR M*T 
OOLF Wood, and long kona" 
Voraiuo tot lor Mwctaving to* 
gomt. mi 
ArrewooN 
ItsM 
O MOVIE   *•    Dial 01 TM 
oonPoN"MB79)OowdChiono. Ti 
luno- Wtng Pang. 
TWfMTLINO 
| THE •ISKITTI 
I WEEKEND SPECIAL    II. 
Dog Oovo 01 Antar Can* ' AMI 
it-it 
Ma for tha varaaormabon ol a 
cyn.:* youngat* tnto a aheggy 
dog (Part IIQ 
m MOVIE *# Tvran And 
Tha Jungle Boy MHH Ma. 
MetKy. flea* Johneon 
• QU-LTINO 
(ESPN)      10B4      WINTER 
OLYMPICS PREVIEW 
12:SO 
• BENJI. ZAX AND THE 
ALIEN PRINCE 
)THUNOARR 
I XIV WINTER OLYMPICS 
Today a MheduM evanta Wom- 
an • baa (-ogram m figure aka>- 
■-j. 90-matar at. jumping; man's 
10 000 matata n apaad *nig 
four-man bobaaid U<d and 4th 
runt), woman'a 20 am <n croee- 
country tkang (bom SaraanfO. 
Vugoeiewel 
IB VICTORY GARDEN Bob 
Thomson teat how to gat aarty 
s; 
and yi*U lha Royal 
Horhctriwo Sooaty Gardan at 
England (ft) 
(ESPN) BEHIND THE   B-SALL 
A HX* it aoma ol tha baat b* 
bartM ahootara IB) 
(TMC) MOVIE **    Motown 
• ■may ftotoneon (19791 Roban 
Logan. Suaan Oamanaa Shaw. 
1:O0 
O CELEBRITY TENNIS 
■ FAT ALBERT 
■ KIOSWORLD 
• EVERYDAY COOKING 
WITH JACQUES PEPIN 
Jacejuea Papm domonebataa awa- 
ry aaap *• making chtefcen over 
HW.M 
CB COMPUTER PRO- 
GRAMME late PribjbB- An 
n,miviirji o* computer gamaa 
and aawtfaaona thai proida an 
etc-row modal of the raal flung 
I     IO    .1 ■B* anoth* 
dent* budding an* net**  Q 
SB MOv«    **■■.   *Xhambar 
01    Morrote       (19861    Patrick 
O Ned  Sury Pa..* 
• COMPUTER PRO- 
GRAMME Tha Th.nk.ng 
Mfatbina" An amammabon M an. 
tap*) eyaeBgartoa. p 
■SPR1 OYMNASTICS "UCLA 
Inwiehona.    lft| 
MO 
• MOVIE *** 'Wrote Una 
<e** (1S7BI Jbn Maohaal Vm- 
oant.KayLant. 
I NCAA  BASKETBALL W 
ISTHE MUPP«T» Gueot: Otb-" 
"aRoaa- 
• A HOUSE POR ALL SEA- 
SONS Solar ll • rVtbhpSttns" 
Poput* aolar add-on idaM tar 
hontee ara etpakaaaad. and anargy 
■paciafcet Phe" Starn ptVMdaa boa 
on rnaksng a aolat ptaohaaa. Q 
m AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Gary Mo.ni / Gad Oovtaa" Mor- 
na parrorma a aanaa of hai rata 
nAMftng Mia Bad For A HMr- 
tacha' and Tha Lowa Sha Fowv3 
in Mi. and Oari Obwaa doaa 
'Somaona la Looking For Soma- 
ona l*a You and "Vow'ra A 
Hard Oog To Kaop Undar Tha 
Porch" 
2 SO 
I WILD WORLD 
I YOUNG PEOPLE'S SPE- 
CIAL "Tha Day Oad Got Faad   A 
wab-to-do taan-aoa git abjgplii 
to oopa «Mh har famay't amo- 
4 SO 
•fj SAVING ENERGY Inh* 
trabon And Wmdow Traatmanti 
M*« Gray ahowrl how to dbbKt 
and aaai off araaa wrhara loaa of 
aw ocean. 
(TWO MOVE * h Tha Un- 
colnConap.acy MB77I aYadford 
Odanan. John Oahnar. 
BOO 
• WIOE WORLD OP 
SPORTS Schadviad: US va. 
Cuba at amataur bowrn Owa from 
Rano. Ni> l. IrMamabonal Inywa 
honal Indoor Track and F<aW Maat 
Itrom San 0«go. CdM.I 
I MICROWAVE COOKERY 
A HOUSE POR ALL SEA- 
SONS "Mora On IraMaabon 
Mathoda for dobhraj «M(t draft • 
ccad rooma and >nafbuant mohda 
homaaaradiiBiaiiilCJ 
MS 
(TAKING ADVANTAGE 
MAOfC OF OS. PAINT- 
ING 
■ PORK PIWPfTS 
CSPM      NFL-S      GREATEST 
MOMENTS ■  F.IHborgh 
SMW!     fSrkd^U     IRI 
CSC NI 
BLIND 
8^ 
banal bauma thai am PSJB 
ftat iMhar baoomaa L^amployad 
S9 HALP-A-HANDY HOUR 
(TMCI MOvrE **   Tha Sword 
And Tha Sorearar"   (IBS2I In 
MO 
SPORTSWEEKINO 
Toronto Star Map* 
Loaf Indoor Track and FtaU (from 
Toronto. Ont.): Cbrbng DKbbfa 
fn-a-om bbwbng char>x>x>narMpa 
hwa bom Toronto. Om ). a hw- ' 
ViflBN Wortd Watdaurhng 
compatitrona (from Kavgaton. 
Owl 
JFISH 
COMPUTER PRO- 
GRAMME Sound And Moytng 
Picturai A took at tha world of 
compuaar a/aphtca. computar- 
ganarawd aownd and vona raoog- 
rabon. Q 
m DON'T KNOCK THE 
ROCK A noatatojc ax* at rock 
and rol aura inctwdaa Jarry Laa 
L*w« and B* Haw. and tha 
Cornata. 
3:90 
CD  COLLEGE    BASKETBALL 
LovMwaa at Mamphai Sim 
0 PSA BOWLING 
SIS00O0 Trua Valua Opan" 
(k«a bom LatfKfertark Racraauon 
Pbua m Pacna. M I 
I NEEDLE ANO EYE 
USPL FOOTBALL Pra- 
SaaaenGama MicfuBb" Panthara 
vi Oakland Invadara 
■SPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Norm Careanb vb. North 
Caroana Sim ISubdct to t-ack 
out) 
4:O0 
• • PGA GOLF lea Anga- 
•M Opan" Thatd round (ava Irom 
nVwara Country Oub « PackV Pal- 
Nadaa.CaM.I 
• FRONTLINE 'On-aMaThbl 
Bag T«na Rawoton Thta program 
kaoka M rbfegfoua fund rbdaig on 
Idinnan. ooncanarabng on avan- 
Sil Ammy Laa BaBaBJM Q 
CALLIORAPNY 
EVENfhKl 
BOO 
(NEWS 
: EWS 
I U SUNDAY A batn- 
« apanda a day «n tha wortd of 
tha arghtlaaa to oat iw undaratand 
tm gr*wnd a handKap 
■B    MATTNEC     AT    THE 
BIJOU    Faaturad       Mvaury 
Pbjna    M 939) inrrmo. John Tiant 
and MdDurn Stona; two ohorta. 
"USS     Akron"    (1B34)    and 
Haaody m May    111361    and 
Chaptar    7   of     Tha   Ur-Baraaa 
Kbngoom   (19361 CPU 
(ESPN)     SPORTSCENTER 
OfympK Edrtion 
MO 
Im CBS NEWS 
THIS WEEK IN PARLIA- 
MENT 
SB" IS REPORTS SPECIAL 
"Whoaa Gama la it Anyway? 
Horn John Oaanwn tataa a leak at 
pararrta gatbng awokrad at oM- 
dnm'B apona. 
OJ   BafJKEL   ft   EBERT   AT 
THE MOVIES 
OJ DANCE SHOW 
B3SPN) BPORTBCENTER 
(TMCI   MOVIE   **   "triiani 
Pity    ItSSl) Jm Mama   JanrM 
Haanck. Tha palbtanda of aofaMI 
pbjyara daoda to form rhas own 
noo 
O THE MUPPETS Guaat: Roy 
Cart 
0 WINTER OLYMPICS S4 
5cnaouiad rMgnagnta bO rrwtri 
tki jump*na. woman'a biiakbki 
•n hguta akabng. man'a 10,000 
maba m apaad akabng. bobataajh 
and aou-country Mtang 
8HEE HAW 
WEEKENO MAOA23NE 
09 XIV WINTER OLYMPICS 
Schadtaad Updatad cowaraga of 
woman ■ baa program r. hgura 
akat>ng 90 < mat* atu iwmprng: 
man'a 10.000 maaara at apaad 
•kiting tour-man bObakM 13rd 
and 4th .unal. woman'a 20 km n 
oroaa-coumry akmg (bom Sara- 
lauo. Vugoaaataol. 
01 LAST   OP   THE   MOHI- 
CANS Magua oamanda. und* 
Ir-tan law.   that Cora bo grwan 
oaar to han by nght of conguaat 
• SOLID OOLO 
ffBPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL lowa va   OuoStata 
7SO 
01   THE    MUPPETS   Ouaot 
EthalMarman. 
tM'A'S'H 
LAST   OP   THE   MOHI- 
CANS Magua takaa ha "adat' 
Cora b> aha Huron yaaaaa and pra- 
paraa    to   battla    hor   vangahj 
fath* 
09 JACK* OLEASON 
BOO 
01 S WHIZ KIDS rartav and 
RicfM uranaak a band of nyadam- 
day Room Hooda who atad mon- 
ay and food for a group of aaraor 
oNuana who *• bamg daprrvad of 
thar BBBBl Sacunty baradaa 
0 NHL HOCKEY Hartford 
IrVhalara at Toronto Mapta Laaft 
01 DIPF'RENT STROKES 
Orummond and Maggti maaf M 
Loa Angataa. patch up tttak <BP«r- 
ancaa and amoanob bkaV vaad- 
4ng plana. (Part 21 
• SMITHSONIAN WORLD 
"Croaamg Tha Dwianca An 
aaarntnabon M prabaavaad of aVbar- 
conou* dkaunoa. BBBPSPJ m an 
bjBtbBW warn Anna MawawUnaV 
Can« and Sandat Poah Tramway. 
iFAME 
MOVIE ** "Stmtattmg To 
Smg About MSM) Jamaa Cig 
nay. VVaaaan Frawbjy Joy. and 
woaa puraua HoaVwood abrta 
paopbt. 
fTMa MOVIE *#*H -Pol- 
i*g*at 119821 Owg T. Nataon 
Jobath Wakama VangafUl ghoata 
taka ov* a ■ubunaan Caaforma 
home and abduct tha mi Jam 
famaV's youngaat chad    PG 
MO 
01 SILVER SPOONS VVhae on 
a hunong tnp wtdi Na *andfo- 
tftar, Faoky bjama that ha doaan't 
anioykabngdaar. 
OtOO 
01 01 AIRWOLF Oom and 
Hawfca atvbabgaki a rrtebbn pte- 
naa team wfiara Ova morta Mn't 
raal but tfaa >obbar| m tha aonpt 
wdacbaatytahaoaaoo. 
• WE  GOT IT MADE Mckay 
whan aha hnda a nawborn baby 
• MOVIE ** H    Tha Praat- 
obnt's   Lady'    (1953)   CharHon 
Jaokaon atbjmpa to prova Bvat 
hai wdaai avnooant o* acanobbjua 
SB WHITE SHADOW 
ESPN)    COLLEGE     BASKET- 
BALL irrtana va   laorbYwaabrn 
(Subpct to btackout I 
9;30 
• MAMA'S FAMILY Mama 
rune for mayor but. after wMnmg 
the aatcbon. dectdee tha job m not 
for hor   (Part II 
10:0O 
0 ■ MIKE HAMMER f*ke 
■nvaaitgataa the murder of a 
young anger whoaa oareor « cut 
ohort by a fatal ohag ouarooaa. 
9 THE YELLOW ROSE 
Chance. Roy and Quaato muet rea- 
lm L C bom bamg forced mto a 
chad proabtubon ravg. 
01 KUNG FU 
0 FRONTLINE Gnu Ma That 
Bag Tana Rakgton" Thai program 
•ooki at rahgwua fund raamg on 
bAwabon. concentrating on evarv 
gabat JMrtmy Laa Swadjgart. Q 
10:30 
01 MOVIE *** Couragaout 
M- Pam" 119441 Orfford Evana 
Doborah Karr. Waaom Fartn acta 
at tha pwnaar Quaker of Pannayl 
(TMCI MOVIE •* Tha Sword 
And The Sorearar' (1BS2) Loo 
I tar day. Kathleen Baaar H*o* 
raaobi by to ObbVone an awl 
tyrant who hoe ubbd aotcary to 
tntbwa a medawat lungdom. R' 
UiOO 
(NEWS 
! NATIONAL 
I TWM.IGHT ZONE 
' PYTHON' S PLY- 
ING CIRCUS 
■SPM)    COLLEGE     BASKET- 
11 
• ••OIF 
■ THE K 
• URUQ  
Si MONTY " 
BALL Caktarn.a »i USC (Subject 
to blackout I 
11:1S 
(NEWS 
ABC NEWS 
11:90 
BJ   SISKEL    ft   EBERT   AT 
THE MOVIES 
• MOVIE *tt*V, Saturn 
11973) Laurence Ov— Mchoot 
Cam A tuaponaa vanaar etvNM 
Na aana paramow to hat home 
for w evening of daadh/ fun and 
m SATUROAY NIGHT LIVE 
Heat: Jamat Lap Curt* Gueeta 
Tha f... I Rod SUN". One 
Tlang Laada To Another 'I com. 
m XIV WINTER OLYMPICS 
HNjMghtt of aoma of tha day • 
¥. 
BOO 
SUNOAY MORNING 
I- 
I TOLtOO SINGS GOSPEL 
M   V¥ORlO   TOMOR- 
ROW 
! SESAME STRUT (Rl Q 
ROSERT SCMULLER 
MISTER ROGERS {Rl 
V1C-I VACANT LOT 
IRI 
(TMOMOVK **» 0«»«ln 
•MB" (19791 Oavti Swna. Art 
Camay 
Thai 
I THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
KIOSWORLD 
: 
tTWKIOHT ZONE 
AUSTIN    CITY   LIMIT! 
'Tha VRalaa / Tha MM OraM 
rtevivef Tha VReaajaj oaaabpai 
pva coaivv. IIIIIPII aaang and 
Haagraaa m na> MOM; 1*a Ma» 
Qraaa Rawaal pi Kama nonfcaj- 
Mnal Wni|iii aiaamiiiml Har- 
11:40 
■ HAWAII FIVE-O 
12:00 
* MOVIE ***Vi It* Par 
■««■ WJW" (1.741 Warran Saat- 
rv. Paula Pramaw. 
fj STAR SEARCH 
* THREE STOOGES 
(TMCI MOV* ****    taca 
M" (IM4I Rrahard Bunon. Paw 
aTooai. 
12:40 
0 HAWAII FIVE-O 
1:00 
I FISH 
I SOUL TRAIN 
MOVIE   TMv Cama From 
Wrtf-n     (19751   Paul Hampton. 
San»aS»*a. 
■SPNI   COLLEGE    SASKET- 
•ALL lowa v«. Oho Son N 
ISO 
■ BIG TIME WRESTLING / 
* KJ TIME COUNTRY 
■ NEWS 
am 
01 MOVIE   •«     cii.au I 
(19741   OMhann Cam*.   Jamaa 
hUta 
2:10 
■ LOVE CONNECTION 
rrMci MOVIE  »•   It  
■!»»'■ I1M1I Jm Homo   Janra   . 
Hotnok. 
JflO 
■SPM   COLLEGE   BASKET- 
BALL CaUornro it USC «l 
4:00 
■ MOVIE •>•» low 
Looo" (IBM) John Poyno. Don 
Duryoa 
(loKl MOV* **VI "TMHJO 
«#a Touoh Al O-0» (19921 Reg- 
ard "Chooch" Monn. Tommy 
Chong 
SUNDAY 
FEBRUARV IB. IBS4 
i 
I KENNETH COPELAND 
NEWTON'S APPLE 
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL North Carobna va North 
Carobna Slate IRI 
10KX> 
I PERFORMANCE 
I DAY OP DISCOVERY 
NOVA "CtatB-B Only Chad 
The impkatnna of the one-cho* 
par-lamay  pokey  of  the Paopfcl a 
Ikapr^Mc of Ciwxu ara e«anunad 
JO. JAMES KENNEDY 
WORKING WOMEN 
10: SO 
OJ PACE THE NATION 
■ BONANZA 
■ SUNOAY SUPPLEMENT 
OJ ORAL ROBERTS 
W FANTASTIC PUN FESTI- 
VAL/CARTOONS 
• PRESENT* 
HiOO 
I OLE VELANO CAUCUS 
COMMENT 
WORSHIP    POR   SHUT- 
INS 
0 THIS WEEK WITH 
DAVID BRINKLEY 
IB ACADEMY ON COM- 
PUTERS: BITS ANO BYTES 
0 MOVIE **M "Zebra In 
The Kiicrvm (ISS6) Joy North. 
MarbnMen* 
• TONY BROWN'S JOUR- 
NAL "The Longoet Struggle War 
VWth Jkm Crow'' Tha throe dot 
edee foaowmg tha race note dur- 
■tg The Red Summer of It IB ' 
are e« tinned, tracing tha 
NAACPa ccntBTHong corr-paoon 
agaxtt lynthotg. eogragabon and 
dRtaarwwkon. (Part 1) 
ITMCt MOVIE **H 
-'Scmpangar Hunt" H979I FHpV 
*d Banatmm. Jamea Coco. 
ItefJp 
1 SUNDAY BEST 
ADVENTURES IN BRIT- 
ISH COLUMBIA 
| FACE THE NATION 
I SUNDAY MASS 
ENTERPRISE "Faad" A 
oaaponoant frad aaaasubva who 
muet put Nrneaff togeth* and 
And anoth* job <a proNed. IP,] Q 
• THE LAWMAKERS 
ESPN) FISHIN-   HOLE   Trout 
l^aiong at the Arfcanaea Or art* 
AFTBVaOON 
ia»oo 
■ 9 OAYTONA BOO Tha 
28th   rvnrang of   dM   NASCAB 
roce Bm> bom Oaytona Fib.). 
O MEETING PLACE Tha Bav 
George Bait* offtciataa bom Fnt 
Baptii!    Church    M    Baglna. 
Saekeuhawan. 
• HIGH SCHOOL QUIZ St 
■John i va. Syhrama Southvww 
S XIV WINTER OLYMPICS 
Today i acfMMiuM aoama: Man a 
daaom at dpatB afc-ng tea hockey 
pbjyoffi. hgura akabng ad>brbon. 
man ■ SO km at otoaa country du- 
■ng. ckabng cotemonBee (bom 
S*e-vo YuooatavBa). 
I ASCENT OF MAN 
I NOVA 'Cruna'a Only ChoCf 
The •mpkcainna of the ona-chdd- 
pw-tamay pokey of the People a 
Wepubkc of China ara aeanwied 
Q 
ESPN)    PLAY     YOUR    BEST 
OOLF   Mat and Shon bone''(Bl 
12:30 
• MEET THE PRESS 
■SPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12: SO 
ESPN) THE NBA TONIGHT 
noo 
O WINTER OLYMPICS 'B4 
Scheduled htgraeghto   fbtal at too 
hoot ay man a aavum et eabne 
akang: rtgure akahng aabeMbone: 
men' i SO km at oreee country aa> 
•ng   ava cowaraga of the doong 
H  
SI 
• S WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 
•1 MOVIE *#•> pamt Your 
Wagon' I19BI) Lea Marvtn. Cbnt 
Eeetwood 
ESPN) NBA BASKETBALL 
New Vorh KntoU bt FlUBadetproa 
76*t (Subject to baaokoutl 
(TlaO MOVIE ** H Thinga 
Are Tough *■ Over" (1H2I Rich- 
ard "Chaaeft" Marat. Tommy 
Chong. 
ItOO 
(THE MUPPETS 
m WALL STREET WEEK 
Tha      Twenty  Vow     Century" 
Cueet   Fofei 0.   Bohatyn   oanior 
parvtar. Laaard Frano ft Co. 
MO 
• COLLEGE   BASKETBALL 
01 TONY BROWN S JOUR 
NAL "The longeet Svug#e: War 
VVrth ohm Crow The babe dec- 
edee kdowtftg the two nebt dur 
->g The Red Summor of IBIS" 
ara atammad. tractng that 
NAACP't c*tttbn*ang campalpi 
aaatnat lyaaaang. aagragabon and 
dhtcratunation (Pan 3) 
• AMERICAN PLAY- 
HOUSE Pop-A* Nautobea" 
Stamng Jeff GokSdum and MM 
Kennedy, riva wrtty pam by 
Aubrey w».thaar. porbeya "ho 
de.etppBng retationensp between 
two young neurcajca. Q 
2:30 
(fj STONY OP WINE 
(TMCI       MOVIE      *B Tha 
HaarM ' 11980) Trhth Van 
Deuwe. Joteph Cotton 
OBSO 
0 COUNTRY CANADA An 
eMmawwon of Agropur founded 
at 1B3I. the largaot daey Ob- 
oparabva at Canada end Ita 
eftacta on aha accnafiy af Oua- 
bac. 
■   MOVIE **a>H    rtaa-fon 
Know*   Mr. ABU on" 11B67) Bob- 
art Mrtchum   Deborah Kerr 
m TAX LINE   Tr-e Iwa-bour 
mama to anewer your EBaBeaBI 
about taaaa and tea htrme. 
S:SO 
O HYMN SING Tha Hymn 
Sing Chorua and Orcheetre antar- 
bbn w«h aaNcbona incfuolng 
-Hafaauath Day -Mob/, Holy. 
Holy ' "Wo Ara Mercfwtg Home 
To G-ary and Make A Joyful 
Howe." 
«PN) TOP FULNK BOXING 
MM Today and Ooug Oawtn 
aguara off at a echaduled 12- 
round ESPN Tiidda.waoaht cham- 
paanahap bout Hrom Attanw: City. 
N JlfRi 
S:4B 
• ■ PGA GOLF Loa Anga- 
taa Open' Fetal round Ova from 
R-vw/a Country Club at FaoaV Paf- 
•eadae. Cebf.) 
OfEEJ 
O LEGACY OP TIME Three 
motor atagaa m tho growing pro- 
coea - bacortwtg a parent, tu-rwig 
40 and approachmg tha betpr 
voara of bN - ara aa^arnined a. a 
docurrwntary narrated by June 
Cebwood CR>g 
0 SPORTSVNrORLD Schad- 
ubd: Jamaa "Herd Rock'' Onon 
and John The Soeet Mugab. at 
a acftaduaad lO^round aovo. 
m.ddHw*ght bout lave bom 
Tampa. Ha.I. the Dfaem Mia' 
outnt at Ota Kr-ghu Of Cokjrttbue 
Track Meat (kua bom Cajwoand. 
Or-oi Japaneee Sumo Wroethng 
(horn Tokyo! 
• MOVIE ••* "The Pa* 
Panth* 11964) Oowd Nwon. 
PeavSaBara. 
4:SO 
(TMC)    MOV*    **    "F*nrat" 
(1978) Pater O To* 
(T>«MUPPET» 
BOO 
| CSC NEWS 
TRY 
SOMETHING 
DIFFERENT!! 
* unique atmosphere 
* excellent entrees 
appealing appetizers 
SUNDANCE 
110 N. Main 352-1092 
MAIN ST. 
WE'RE BACK BETTER 
THAN EVER! CHECK 
OUT OUR FANTASTIC 
DAILY SPECIALS! 
OUR FEATURE BEER 
THIS WEEKEND IS 
STROH'S 
117 N. MAIN 352-3703 
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL 
(Mon. 20* ■ Sat. 25'-) 
BROOMS & BR00MSKIRT8 
FOR COUNTED CROSS STITCH 
20% Off 
in countbd crosa atitch 
190 8. Main, BQ 
Check our specials at 
our Toledo store, toe 
3310 Qlanzman 383-7299 
bg news magazlne/februory 17,1984 11 
■   WIDE    WOULD   or ■MMT*    liaHilU:    MM Mrmim* 
MO 
CTNa...   TrwHawwOTTw, 
»- tissn ■■_ iMft- 
t:SO 
ma **H  -in. ■* or 
tow"   HMD   In   SMiartmi. 
Ml 
mm ** - 
MlklMXM" II 
IM **» 
W   h   W 
IIMII   Sort 
11:00 
•  **»      l>a aWn-w. Afiar 
11*741 DM Van OHM Ln Cn>- 
—   tort.   ■   to       '" ** ' isifroa | 
o** 
Mi 
(TMO ** H III lull KM 
AM n» Havaa 01 Na" IIWi 
I" I IMS 
2:X> 
tNTlK 
Ml 
MTM   CCUKi    BABUT- 
11.00 
coma*- ■ABUT- 
DH€M*U 
>m mm M «•■ 
MXKitolMII. ■«■■    I mm Lna MMW. 
Ml 
mtO •*>• -0» M   (1*771 
fHOIUM 
N 
I'WNI        TMI        WORLD 
• rrs TOUT. ■ 
• MMIUWaCf    TW- 
AIN ~TtoMO IM.- !«.■ 
Tarry i 
• tort amwja.     ■ ■ ••ana*-    a TAKINO ADVANTAGE Tooaiai 
Ml 
(TMO   •• 
AM n. torn rtiarir HM» 
tort MM> Mfrt Iran. 
(TUO MOV* *** "Tto 
Mania 01 Tto IHIF mi" 
IHJtl   to 
tort art Kurt— tor fc » to rt 
•Ml 
COLLMi   SASKIT- 
*aa» «a ~|—| « • aaana 
wjrtSstortl 
MM 
■    LATt     NMHT    WITH 
DAWS   LiTTtWMAN   &-« 
[MO   -**•     -Tto   torn 
■tor-  11—  toto  OTtok. 
11*0 
•   • ••« tmm'mmr 
liwcntoAUtoCM 
(MB ••  i w- 
art"    mill    Taton   ana* 
rto rtrt« rt *• Crtaan <M> 
tartM ka tort X • rttot aoc. 
toM. toi rrtai m unto am 
UrrtNj    art    aaana:    lormw 
ran4*ilg 
Ml 
• WALL  STrairr  jourt- 
MAL WORT 
IftOO 
• MAJT1RPHC1     THf- 
ATMI Tto m* «.M." «■ • 
■    CHUMN    MTWIIN 
UKAMOMATM 
IM* Lar* HMW In ■ tons 
oMtoa ■nnilmiii rtl • 10.000- ■•«•■* 
Ml ■ ■■OHINimi 
Flurry i nrt awn w w» 
I   aMawMan. • 
isaitiQ 
IDM «rr am aartj ronon* a OK 
*•* rt • ova mm ■■■>■■ art 
orato. ■ RWT CAKMAI t 
(IMQ MOMi • * »    Gong M 
■>*•" nt7» a»o tum. An 
Camay. terad wan a*to* rt Say 
an a torrti a rto park, tow rt> 
IO IUIM DM tow rt rtMtotoja 
Sotoa. a panto al Tato 
"aiL a Oainai aw wta aato 
rta ana worUa rt rart aarta art 
rtMax.'KV 
10: JO 
I MAN MM Tto aorta aM 
M> iraroMovn *# w ' 
llrtian AMTto VonwOITarrar' 
HtoJI    la 
Ml 
•        csa        NIWI 
WQHTWATCM 
Mwmm —l 
Mi 
(TMO MOMi *** ■-ttontorti 
Hetoaa Ana Tto Taarl 01 Oaaat 
Ma44i   tort   MOato,   Wart 
Sjaja. 
4.-O0 
inooeoini 
i WHf.lL Of TOflTUNf MACMH.    /    LEHrttT. 
! 
HATTY DAYS AGAIN 
AfNOWC OAMCMQ 
Ml ■ OS NCWS 
NIC NIWI 
Mcwwig 
WKto> IN CINCINNATI 
•USTNf M RfPOriT 
• SUMP. NMHT OF NOCK 
'N-   ROLL   Mowaa  
•a X, 
atanvaara Chart San/. Jrmaa 
Brown. Granam Hart and ofhara. 
■   OHAT   LITTLE    RAa. 
WAV* 
•    THi     SHAKESTEAHI 
•LAVS Tto CanaoV 01 braa 
7fl0 
■    ■    IHTlarrAINMiNT 
TONTOMT A raanaaica ■ or »» 
ajataatorairrl   Mraar   aWM 
WorldWa utfari Irttl. 
I HAWAII 'IVI-0 
I FAJAHLY PfUO 
I imu HOUta ON THi 
work 
I 
I 
MchMl KiKfMn and Cyri CuMCk 
•i* » DM pwy *ou« rwo M 0* 
l^atrtata*   a*r>NJ>N-Ml  l*l  IMMM  Sf  ftwarV 
»"««o 
Ml 
• SOS MOWS laaW 
Sfla wan wah ratow raroaaji 
Saa Wat* rtai aaiaian Na 
Onana raw a»i Ms w KMa- 
Sws art a iir nun an rto 
OnavOISaaaa- 
•:4S 
•M 
■ aJOVa *• H Tka MeCvt- 
arta" I1l7al lorraa Tarta, 
Mai Saa 
•  MOV*   •• H     TM kto* 
On*M" (1S6S1 Sartli Laan. 
AnaionvOuan. 
1:10 
■ JMMMY SWAOQATrr 
mat) MOVH ••   Turaua To 
Alow*     111451  S 
rrajasraea 
1:M 
Ml 
•    **»  'Tto LMh tsT 
11SS4I Jam. Da.  ha> T»- 
Sa. 
MP (TMO ••• Tart IT    in 
"•llSSJISrwaDan,. 
4:10 
*•)*   Tto   totoa" 
STSPas saCrtTaTClNTf fl 
■maOkSOVai ** vi    wwtort 
Hrtnaa AM Tto trtnM Claw 
AT CiNTM fTAOi IM art- 
■Y a aMa, Taa. Saana. a«- 
rt Vaaatoa MS Har. Cato la a 
Ml ■ NCWS 
2:10 
• CSS NIWI 
NK3HTWATCH 
1:4. 
Saaai STOTTSCiNTfrl 
M> 
• CSS NIWI 
NataTTTWATCH 
aa»*> CDUJMi   aVUKiT- 
IAIX CSaaaaaTrt rt rYowrano. 
M 
(TMO   MOVM   •*   "aaana- 
■art   van"   lisra   Taaaa 01 
i WHKL OF Kjarrurie /    UHTM 
« HATTY DAYS AOAIN 
COMTUTIN     TUO- 
■jaVkMMi "M CanM" A art 
a aw wand or iWirtmaaaaaa 
mn asova »*n   »•.» 
n a Laa" IIBSU MIIIIMI 
rt Sa toto k art aaaal at a 
Ml 
THi MaVfTAHV Tnaa OaU 
Sara Ta tow. Swr.' To, saw. 
I aa 11 iin a a» 
aaaimsiiiilliiii 
•BIISIHO 
rTONIOMT 
7:10 
• P.M. MAIAHia A war or 
•a Cl llll     Hart rt Aaaac 
artart sa aaaaa rt Sa TV aanaa 
10KJO 
I THI NATIONAL. / JOUft- 
I SAUAO Of AN AJwtJIh 
IT 
11.1W4 
urtoM 
l CSNCarttATI IINSaw falTOai I 
THM WK m THI 
»AU.CnMiilmrt.»nil«iiiir 
10: »0 
ITMCI      MOVII      *a)*H 
AaYaalaraa    Or    S»^lac« 
f IV 
Nwai tnaa. TNaaa H to Sa 
Or. 
aaaatortatoartag 
IISTNI      STOflTSCiNTIS 
s.oo 
■   ■   «4A-T1T.   Of   TM 
• IM 
■ ■ AJwtTwCA S .MAT       Sa 
0m .  .Naiia ■ Vltort a** s ran 1 rt U. 
art 
toa-toj 
alartUO.OOOH 
art aaa rt Sa anawTa aartrtrtl 
INTSRNATIONAL 
I 
! 
It AaVNLY T1UO 
UTTUt HOUaaONTMi 
, Stanley H. Kaplan 
The Smart 
MOVE! 
PREPARATION FOR: 
GMAT-LSAT-GRE 
1 gjfaQluM. «19) 636-3701 mfmrnSTMrnm 3550 SECOR ROAD l-rll#l#ll-l TOLEDO, OHK3 43606 CDUCATIONAl CtNTt" 
PAGLIAI'S PIZZA 
TWO LOCATIONS TO 
SERVE YOU 
EAST    SOUTH 
440 E. Court  945 S. Main 
352-1596       352-7571 
AVOID   LONG 
WALKS 
TO CAMPUS 
FOLLY CARPETED • AIR CONDITIONING 
2 BDHMS • CLEAN BUILDINGS 
520 E. REED 
525 E. MERRY 
507 E. MERRY 
NEWL0VE MANAGEMENT 
336 8. Main 
352-5620 
12 bg news magqzlne/february 17,1984 
BVN| BPORTattSNTER 
7:50 
0 P.M. MAGAZINE Rppng ■ 
'■m-h. on ■ oeeert land; how to 
BUTTM a broken heart. 
{• TNME'8 COMPANY 
BARNEV MILLER 
WaLO. WILD WOW.D OF 
ANIMALS 
■BPN) INSIOC THf POA 
TOUR'R) 
MO 
•J 0 MASTER OP THf 
GAME (INI twin (rinO- 
cPugMer* (both pteyad by Uom 
langtend) go tteough thaa ks-aa 
■ran on*. Eve.  ■ohommg Kt nan 
enempt io control the deotany of 
*P Krug*-Brant «mpn. <»ert 3 
0131 
0 TNI FIFTH ESTATE Inc 
UeRng -■pom on Aro*nane'o 
• •turn to dorrtoorecy. Hana 
Gartner reporte on the ao—n 
nunaMr of people who dre "pat- 
ang •*•* watt rnurdar.' and SOB 
Mc*»ow" lafti with an AeNn 
rna*oroer bnda and hw CanadWn 
• THf A-TEAM Tha leant 
oonlronta a Hrroiiai group that 
nee krdnepped an haaaaa and 
thraatan. to Mow up a dam. 
0 FOUL-UPS, BLEEPS * 
BLUNDERS 
• • NOVA ' Ha About 
Tsrne'Actor Dudtoy Moore gutdoe 
wearer, on a ojuaat for tha mean 
mp, of time - a oonoapi wtaoh haa 
long baffled ManuM. pMoao- 
ph« • and paopa. a.ai ,»hpo. M 
• MOV* *** Cama 
H9TBI Spay Space... Piper Lau- 
na A tanaf teen-ager bpoomaa 
rha bun of a cruaf p*om-n-ght 
p>ara> and rotokoeeo egemat har 
with   a   deveeteang 
riSaw. 
tEBPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Oaoroatown ve Si John . 
(Subject to blackout) 
(TMC) MOV* ** Tha Sword 
And Tha SoroaW (1SS2) lee 
Horaiay. KafNaan aadar. Haraic 
■aoata try 10 dafhrona an evd 
tyrant who haa uaad aoroan/ to 
anala.a a rnodpnd k mgoom A 
S:SO 
• RIPLE VS BELIEVE IT OR 
NOT Featured: a leek « a 
waovafy equpped FBI rtaooroorn 
thai teachee agent* to dataci 
oarnbang chaaaara; a Japan... 
menegement rra.o.ng school 
whara cartatn workara muat wear 
badgaa of ahama; a report on a 
doctor whokapl the corpaa of • 
pat-aii on dPpLey m a o/andfathar 
dock. 
MO 
O BLUE GRASS FESTIVAL 
Wl 
• RIPTIDE 8of and Coram an 
aakna atowardaaa. ara hatd cap 
t'va by a Uter who wanta to 
•etneve a toed of dkarnonda 
• THREES COMPANY Jack 
fatgne a auddan attereet m ■ t ao 
ha can puna a baautiful on 
in* true tor  p 
• OB AMERICAN PLAY- 
HOUSE Tha Ceeetene F-ptw- 
etg Bob Ophy and 2ohra I ampar t 
thp atory by Nebp) Pma apepj 
Naac leohovp Sngar mwrii 
Now York City cafaiana whara 
tanaf* people aaah otwnporaon- 
•tep.Q 
MO 
O TOM JONES Goeet   Mana 
Oamond 
OB OH. MADELINE On a raghi 
out with tha gna. Madaani danc- 
aa wm an aa-met. revue and than 
toeee a fortwno at money at a 
gambangohjb. 
IOBM 
O TUB NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL 
Oil REMINGTON STEELS A 
"~ '"*"* T~n Tamed npiPeaaai 
for mwrdar euddenfy appaare and 
thraaiana to k * Laura and Seaaat 
V HART TO HART wtvk. on 
vacation on tha ialand of Flhodaa. 
the Mart* bacomo caught up In an 
•aaaa^moggang opwaaon g 
OB • INOUOH TO SHARE 
A porwari of eeM-eufftcprtt Kono 
nai Fann, a Chnaoan cornrrtuna at 
Amw-rua  Gaorgta 
OB NEWS 
CSPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
l ■»• hom DafaM. Tea. 
(TMO MOV* **** The 
Stunt Man' MtlO) Fata* 
O'Teaaa. Shraa RaaaAack Wanaad 
by tha pokca. a oathabad VaMnarn 
wataran hnda an unaura hauan on 
a mowa aat whara a World War I 
ar-c a, bwng famad    R" 
10:30 
OB      AMERICAN       MAOE 
MARVSVK.LE       AND      THE 
HONOAPLANT 
0» NEW TECH TIMES 
11«0 
(NEWS 
ESS REPORT 
I SANFORD AND SON 
ILINE 
11:OS 
ONEWS 
11:90 
t MAUDE 
MAGNUM, P.I. A 
OOBtBOB* 
• BUSIN  
• O
W ON THE Lll 
: 
AnMncv huMMnd m luftiapowl 
m 
• IONKJHT Hoil Mm 
Canon   Guam:   ■twin   MWMM 
fABC N€W» NIOMILINE 
• IATJNKJHT AMERI- 
CAHost DnHHtan ■ KNNVHU. 
11:40 
Wt HAWAII FIVt-O 
12:00 
\ HAWAII FIVt-O 
ISJ/LOSO 
I THMI rroooct 
11:30 
■ LATI NIOMT WITH 
DAVID LFTTinMAN dan 
MMM DrO !<■■■ UKrMM. 
vMonarv araOia. msodors. 
an •raxTSLOOK mi 
(TMO MOVIE ***. "Oh 
Go* 1197 71 Qm,„ bl> 
JoMCMm. 
12:40 
I HAWAII FIVE-O 
MCCLOUD McCloud . 
MlM MMp—I to N«w 
To*'» mowMsd pohoi pavd ■ 
onoM«i«l b. • ManM pox. 
•onuo IK) 
1:O0 
■ MOV* »»» "tAo» 
■on" Ilf6il Katfvyn (k«v«on. 
nommoKmt. 
(JIMMY SWAOGART 
MOVK    ••*   -Cmnm" 
119581    M,   UtUn.    ton. 
■HI COLLiOt 1ASKET- 
BALL GoagoKwwi -i ST John a 
IHI 
tan ■ NEWS 
2:00 ■ NEWS 
MO 
■ CIS NEWS 
MOKTWATCH 
nua MOV*  **# 'TKM 
Oi*ripiorMt<v   SMH.     (IM2I 
■run Don. Stacy KMdi. 
J:00 
■ CIS NEWS 
NtQHTWATCH 
•SMI SEHIND THE S-SAU. 
A took M mm* of fha oaal tMV 
b»0S ohooMre. Wl 
4:00 
■tnO COUJOt SASKfT- 
SAU. Gooronowm va. Si. John i 
N 
rM«UASY«. 1SS4 
8:00 ionaNEws 
WHf EL Of FORTUNE 
MACNCI.    /    LEMRER 
NEWSHOUR 
SMAPfV DAYS AGAIN 
AEROSIC DANCING 
■ SFN)   FltHIN'   HOLE     ttook 
saai Ma| •> laa AI •■ 
MO 
• •CSS NEWS 
• NSC NEWS 
• ASC Ntwsg 
• WKRR IN CINONNATI 
• Business RtroRT 
■SfM SRORTSLOOK 
(TMCI MOV* ••» TMoa 
AnTouohAIOtar MM2IRa» 
•4 "ChaKfl" Mam, Tommy 
Chono Tare man hava nvntaroua 
m-MOYanluraa a*ia cjrnanf an 
Arab-ownad mtmtt Mad amo 10 
Laa Vasts II' 
7.-00 
• • CHTtRTAINMENT 
■TONK1HT An no.... »«, 
Eckaa Murphy: a raaroapachva or 
tha amana.anai.1 wduaary rfcamo 
World War N (Pan S of 6). 
"I HAWAH FIVt-O 
I FAMILY FEUD 
I LITTLE   HOUfje ON THE 
PFlAIRie 
i BUSINESS REPOFIT 
M'A'S'H 
MACNIL    /    LEHReR 
NEWSHOUR 
am SPORTSCEFITIR 
TOO 
O P.M.   MAOAZINC A «M 
anth   Arwba'a   Iraaoom    hghior 
Sooco Croat   hoar aroman can 
mamian good tooha and fabmoua 
■ ■ THREE'S COMPANY 
■ BARNEY MILLER 
• RIGHT SIC* UP 
■SPNI COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL REPORT 
aao 
• ■ BUGS BUNNY ALL- 
AMERICAN HERO Suga Bun- 
ny alarvda to for Undo Sam and 
oYAaara a rAohir, «arad loan 
of Amanean hauory. Ill 
B NATURE OF THINGS A 
"T-aoann. aaiton latlura. ■ Waal 
Garman ram about gray lulu 
antntad   Garma Gant.    a proNa 
a ! 
I! 
Of BCrtntsata ttuoyng makon aaaa. 
old human ramaata and an aaoar- 
anani a^yyohnng aawaga Paatir—nt 
•n Uatowal. Oniano IR) 
00 HE AX PEOPLE Faanurod: a 
New York phoatayapha, (amoua 
for takaig lagh amiud. pfieaoa. a 
Bapta amputaa who pieya tanne. a 
10 yaw old CanadHn who butda 
modafc) of old laanq tftipa. 
OB THE FALL OUY Whaa Ian- 
«g a ip, ir«Ma n rfong Kong. 
CeM muat ISnd a bad Mnpar 
•eo-jad of kaang a Oanoaa 
r*aa«nal and ataaang throa pnoa- 
waa art-far.r, 
OB 01 A WALK THROUOH 
THE 20TH CENTURV WITH 
EMLL MOVERS "The Raa. 
World Of Nawi ' M Moyan laha 
to tha •nnrjuneara. cmrmmmi 
and cornpeaara who workad on 
tha, lO^nmuaa nawaraaai that p<a 
ca-aad man faahaaa at rnovw rha 
aaara tor Mty yaara untJ tha mid- 
HMOa g 
m MOVIE ***H Tha 
Howang- (191!) Dae Wateee. 
Ppfnck Macnaa A woman report- 
er m meneoad by a MNr who 
aasarna to be a warawotf. 
ffSPHI COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Ifefagen State v. Oh-o 
Staaa iSubfact to UeokouO 
(TMC) MOVIE •* The Beeat 
WMan" 119*21 Ronrry Co*   B«- 
•each. A, 
rMtnayrnoon    by 
creature and producaa a eeerwtng- 
ly nermaf aon who vow* up lo 
follow    m    rue    dad t    bloody 
loot .tap.   R 
S:SO 
OB 9 MOVIE * * H Tape ' 
MMll Georga C Scott, I-noth, 
Ifution MMary achool cadet. 
take ower thav i<hoc* to prevent 
plane to twn the acadamy propar- 
ty atto a condo deyaajprnani. 
■vOO 
0) MARKET PLACE faaaurad 
SB Paid rapena on —BtSBfl 
orthodonoc aaaanwim. Chneakta 
•arranea *e ra*a 
o-aaa-ang *or a loan, 
and *m whrte Muae a lash at 
why hoaaf ntorna coat ao irtuph. 
OB THE FACT! OP LrPf The 
art. ba-pn io lamaa^a aboui wha. 
thaa aaaaaaaaal marnad baae w* 
bathag 
OB DYNASTY Faaon ■ 
wan Peter oaahae with 
mg ooncluenn. aaaka aake AhMa 
for hea>. and Trapy oraaaaa anoth- 
er acendN for she (^rtMoapne. g 
■ STRINGER: F-ORTRAtT 
OP A TOLEOO NEWS REEL 
CAMERAMAN 
QB MARK RUBSS1L Weehing- 
(on 1    top   poHBe>   MlrsM   poke. 
fun at maier lauea and newe no- 
riaa of tha day 
B:X> 
O     FRONT     PAOE     CHAL- 
LENGE 
• NIOHT COURT When Har- 
ry eaeme to ehow attareat at a cad 
farl   Lena becomea petoue   and 
SB OB SPACES: THE 
ARCHITECTURE OF PAUL 
RUOOLPM Nar.atad by Cefl 
Robertaon. th.. ctociynantary 
aaerranea the career of contempo- 
rary architect Fowl RuOcaph g 
10.00 
OB THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL 
0 ST. ELSEWHERE A at. 
■neeked raput ccaitinua. to terror 
ue St Ekgwe. and Or Mormon « 
baffled by a conetructpon worker'. 
rrrratwioua Mechouta 
493 HOTEL On the eve of e epec- 
laovaar waocang at the St. Grego- 
ry Mre. Cabot aharee a eecret 
with a woman whoaa Dua -daniity 
wd affect the avae of many of the 
irwmbora of tha wetWng party 
&. I MARK RUSSELL Waah-no 
asn-a top poatscei Mtrat poke. 
fun at m. (or weuea and newe Bto- 
rataof fhedey 
©NEWS 
S A TRIBUTE TO ALEC 
WsLOER Parformarioaa by heat 
Marian Mc Par Hand, .ocelot 
Suaanneh McCorkle and tha 
•Vtangar. Hokdey Ochaatra are 
leatured a. an attaneta look at the 
ete end work of the American 
eornpoeer. 
■MPW COLLEOE BASKET- 
BALL Dayton va. OaPad 
(TMC) MOVIE *** Jeremy 
119731 Fiobby Beraien. Oh-Me 
O'Connor. Two leen-aeawe 
ancounaar krva tu rha fa.t tana 
but not wtthout lacsr-g many awk- 
ward artuaoona along the way 
P6V 
10:S0 
OB A FINAL EDITION: 
DEATH OP A NEWSPAPEP. 
A took at the reaaoni bafwvd the 
led of a ntefor rejwepep* at Buf- 
■ato. NY faetiatng inierview. 
wah toetkng edHora pound the 
country. 
II.-OO 
0 OB OB (9 NEWS 
m BUSINESS REPORT 
m SANFORO AND SON 
• ART BEAT 
11:OS 
ONEWS 
l«iJ0 
OB MAUDE 
■   POLICE   STORY A   drug 
adken rnurdara a poaaaanan and la 
a«Mt*ed ot tha onme. (Rl 
•     TONIGHT    Heat:    Johnny 
Careen. Queue, ecireee Ann-Mar 
S. artwt Akc. Naaf 
ABC NEWS NKaHTLINE 
0 LATENtOHT AMERI- 
CA -toai Dannie Whcaty. 
0 BENNY HEX 
(TMC)   MOVIE   **   'Scjueen 
PVay    (iHii Jm Hw.aj   Japra 
Haenok   Tha praYaanda of aoffbad 
p*ayw. derada to form  thaa own 
aaam M a arey ef avengaig ther 
r*s, 
FfSRUARV ».  1BB4 
Caat-api'tafPTv —ae.       • 
m 
J000F 
WHEEL OF 
MACNEH 
•■00 
I NEWS 
FORTUNE 
SE.     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUPI 
I HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
COMPUTER     PRO- 
GRAMME    Th.no. To Coma    A 
took at th* anpact of oe»TT.puaar. 
jn the hMure. g 
■SPH) SPORTSLOOK (R) 
(TMC) MOVIE ** V,    Gtang In 
Style" (1979) Qeonja Burne. Art 
Carney. Bored with prang ad dpy 
on a bench in the perk. thro, eld- 
erly   gentlemen cerefudy plan a 
bank heap   PQ' 
SJOO 
00 CBS NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS qj 
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
B3SPN)   COLLEOE    BASKET- 
BALL REPORT (R) 
FaOO 
0 0 ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Fcmar SatmOay 
N-ght Gve'' lepfcaar Jane Cwtn 
daKsaaaae her new eenee; a 
ratroepectrva of the eriterteawnent 
atduetry ckr«g World Wer II (Ppt 
4 of 6). 
i HAWAII FIVE-O 
FAMILY FEUD 
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
{BUSINESS REPORT 
M»A»S"H 
MACNEt.    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
ffSFN) 8PORTSCENTER 
7:30 
0 P.M. MAGAZINE A took at 
the eland of Arube - rte gaming 
tabeje.   ddcoe end   fine restau- 
rant* 
iG THREE'S COMPANY 
BARNEY MILLER 
RETIREMENT:   MAKING 
IT COUNT 
«SPN) INSIDE FOOTEALL 
OtOO 
10 MAGNUM. P.|. 
THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE 
The hal tts>eawen>en of Burma. 
Laoe and Thaaand who grow and 
horveoi tha poppy pod for the 
world heron trade are earned: 
atdudad >a an aiiervtew wnh e 
young women VtiprMnned m a 
Thp pneon (or poeeaePan of 
haroat g 
0 GIMME A BREAK bt die 
prooaee ol trying to gat "d of the 
druge they pioked up at the ew- 
pert, NeS and Addy ran tote a 
r-pptulcasat.,1, (Pan 21 
0 LIFE'S MOST EMBAR- 
RASSING MOMENTS Steve 
Aaan hoete thp kneel edrtion 
wNch teeturee a "imoa of lalavi 
aton etate and other cefebrttiea 
caught   m   the   rrHdat   of   pubhc 
SNEAK PREVIEWS 
Nap Gab-v and JaSroy Lyona 
mak. ttwr chc-ctu ot the beat and 
worn fame of IH3  (Rl 
0 MOVIE ***■., The 
Oreduete'' 11967) Duettn Hoff- 
men. Kethenne Roee. Whaa bang 
Seajeiaa *>axh   nerreepn   by   Den 
Aykroyd. Geda RaaVwr. and John 
tar. a young oredueea p IVMng an 
efhw wph her mother. 
ESPN) BEHIND THE B-SALL 
A look ot eome pf the beet bd- 
MrdaPwotw.  (Rl 
(TMC) MOVIE ♦**    tovue 
I'977)    Rtchard   Berten.   Pater 
FWl   A piycNeem  Mtampt. to 
Hnd the reeeon whapi capeed a 
youth to convr-t   e vaMnt eel 
Hii'Hettabwefhorae.   R 
S:90 
0 FAMfLY TIES EeoMd m the 
proapaci of rewavepj her eavajng 
cerep. Elyee (Meredith Batrter- 
Baney) rnuet face the aMpttoprn 
o* iwr chadran aa wel aa an ««>, 
• ACADEMY ON COM- 
PUTEP.S: BITS AND BYTES 
• ENTERPRISE t> KeV' 
Ned Shwewrgar. owner of a anted 
bummiM that ptoduoee erj aetova 
ova and eatremely populp etoctnc 
beee outer rnuet oope wtth artpa> 
bant cuetomera and new oornpeo- 
bon.g 
B:00 
■ • SIMON B SIMON A 
euraaon htree A.J. end R-tk io 
prove that e men etang hen p lak- 
ma ppepNoae. but avan pal 
OBmona' beet b«oha can't ooea the 
fraud to atand up. 
O HAND AND EYE Scutp- 
tor.   Ptpta and otothavg daaajtv 
hbra tvt (Part 3 of 7) 
■ CHEERS Norm p afrpd that 
d he doaen't eeow tt.ni id to be 
eaduced by hp beee he'd loea hp 
F* 
0 DOM OELUISE AND 
FRIENDS. PART H The come- 
cfcen arprea the pxithght with 
Shaaay Wlntere. Zee Zee Oabor. 
Taay Savataa Oeen Inenan. Oreon 
Waaee. Rtch irnt. Marian Mercer 
end Scott laa m a eertee of com- 
eo> ekeaehaa. Q 
0 0 MYSTERY! "flatty Ape 
Of Spte. Ruepea mtnlHar of 
rnenne egreee to drvoroo hp wtfe 
Neda who P at love wnh RePy 
•« a rnutuafy banehcpl bergpn for 
hawealf end Reay (Pan e of 12) 
Q 
«SPH) COLLEOE BASKET- 
BALL 
S:S0 
0 BUFFALO   BILL A raging 
anowMorm foroea Karl to tajtend 
the raghi et Jo-Joe caeca 
lOOO 
0 0 KNOTS LANDING 
Mack goee undweovw wnh Tom 
Jenk to bra* the WoNbndga 
caganuaoon after eettayg up Abby 
and Siannp aito befce.Bng they 
neve oVrerted hart hom the ceea 
0 THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL 
0 DEAN MARTIN CELEB 
RITY ROAST Joan CoBna la 
roe.tad by a panP wfach aKhjde. 
Fwrterd Ssmmone. Bee Arffw. 
Mstton Berte. Angp Dletuneon. 
Anna Se-tar and Oreon Well! 
(20/20 
MOVIE ##*   The Black 
Swan''   (1942)   Tyrone   Power 
Meureen 0 Hat.   A handeome eee 
captain reaortfl  to  kidnappsng  to 
prevent hp   girl   from   rnartytng 
anodprmen. 
• MOTOR WEEK 
10: SO 
0   ALL   NEW   THIS   OLD 
HOUSE Bob Vaa vaate the Oak 
Fark. aanon home of pcfthect 
Frenk Lloyd Wnght. g 
(TMC)     MOV*     ***      The 
Rim*.     (19 7fll   Mtoheal   FUn. 
hW mnee. A cornadtc look et The 
ll:00 
• •••NEWS 
0 SANFORO ANO SON 
0TIMEOUT 
•SPN1SPORTBCENTER 
IfaOO 
• NEWS 
1I:1B 
SJEPM)    COLLEOE     BASKET- 
BALL krtghem Young ve. Cobpe- 
oto State 
11:SO 
f MAUDE 
TRAPPER   JOHN.   M.O. 
■ 
0    TONtQHT   Heet    Jtvepty 
Careon 
0 ABC NEWS NWHTLINE 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
0 BENNY HEX 
0   LATENIOHT   AMERICA 
11:40 
I HAWAII FIVE-O 
laMO 
[HAWAII FIVE-O 
sj/Loeo 
LATENIOHT   AMERICA 
(Jomed In Ptograe.) Moat   Damp 
I 
• THREE STOOGES 
OMCI   MOV*   »**     Hpan- 
danca     I1SS3I   JannMor   Baaia. 
•Aajhaal Noun. 
11:30 
■ LATE NIOHT WITH 
DAVID LETTEFIMAN Ouapt: 
oomadan Toddy Boroaron. 
12:40 
(HAWAII FIVE-O 
MOV*   «»M    "« Thlnga 
War. Diffarant" 119791 Sutarmp 
PlaPhPtta. Don Murray 
1:00 
■ MOVK o>* » -Pat damm 
And B4y Tha did" 11973) Jam*. 
Cobum. Kna IGaMayTlarppn. 
(JIMMY SWAOGjkRT 
MOVIE *»»* *ran«p™ 
On    A   Trpat      I1SSII    Faraty 
Grangar. fvjhart v/pkar 
1:1* 
BB*. SPORTSLOOK (Rl 
1:30 
■ NEWS 
Its. 
KSPM FISHIN'   HOLE    llacA 
laa. Fofang «| Eutaula. AI." 01} 
2:0O 
■ NEWS 
fTMCI MOVIE **h OoinBln 
HHP" (II7SI Gaorja on, Art 
Campy. 
tu 
•SPNI SPORTSCENTER 
M. 
■ CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
■SPNI   INSIDE    FOOTBALL 
Wl 
aee 
■ C.I NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
•SPNI   RINGSIDE    REVBIW 
oil 
4:00 
■SPNI   COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL Brrgharn Young va. Cptorp- 
do Slat. INI 
ITMCI   MOVIE   **    Echopp' 
IIB7SI KOiard AJhar,   I 
McCamondpa 
**** 
. *** 
. **H 
. .   ** 
. .   *H 
... a 
VoryOoM. 
Good .... 
Not Bad    . . 
BGSU'S STUDENT^MAOAZINE 
fVtfttfif iJnrtisitij 
s$l$s representatives 
for rts Spring Semester EJrtion. 
If interested ewito/jf tha AaVertititpj Manager, 
7:80 p-m. - MM Blur War Lecture SarlM 
Carol Klmborough. co-chalr or the Toledo Job* 
With Peace orgertzsaon. wd lead • panel dh> 
rusetori an nucleer freeze  Sponeored by tw 
Pwt CoaMon. Fraa and open to el.  114 
I a-m. - SRC Select e Iport 
Saa 8 p.m. Monday, Fab. 20 ttang. 
I p.m. - UAO Campus FHm 
■Jungle Book" wd be ahown. Fraa and open to 
M Gtoh Fin Tnaator. Ham. 
■ p.m. - Queer Rachel 
PitVaW RonaM WaVT6f1 4VHJ nUMSt JMIt WaVTSfl, 
alumni or the unrvertefy's Coaege of Musical 
Arts, wd pertorm work* by Bach and Schubert. 
Fraa and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
( p.m. - Untvsrslty Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Fab. 17 kiting 
8:30 p.m. - UAO Cabaret 
"Fun and Games." a original musical written and 
produced by students Larry Harris and Jenrster 
Reitzet. wd be presented. Snack foods wal be 
sold. Admission $2. Grand Baaroom, Union. 
8:30 p.m. - Bible Study 
Discussion ol Revelations. Open to ai. United 
Christian FeaOwship Canter, 313 Thursttn. 
9 p.m. - German Club 
Meeting, with "StammhscrT (social gathering) to 
losow Open to at. Psgeai's East. 440 E. Court. 
Friday 
ravf9Mry *^ 
IU4SK-I 
See • am. Monday, Fab. 20 being 
Women's team at MAC Cnanetamsraa (Atone. 
Oh.). 
12:88 p-m.-Maes 
91 Thomas Mora Pariah, 426 Thursdn. 
1:66 pjn. - learsdiiiidCd.liil Lab Sorts* 
Unda Lander, aailiawl pullimi In the School 
olHPER.wddkK^'lJet^Mtaecxxnputortaa 
an Aid to Record-Keeping.'Free and open loal 
215 Education. 
6e^-Paa»aeyaaM»ss»PmatejSiilil, 
aaaton. Open to al. 
tMKremoher 
8:88 p-m. - I 
Sponeored by Jews* Students Group Open » 
at Faouky Uureje, Union. 
"Trtdraj Ptace*" wal be ahown.  $1.50 
BGSU 10  210 Ma* Science 
BGSU at Western Michigan University (Kalame- 
100) 
7:10 p.m. - Heokn 
BGSU at Mtomi Unrverslty (Oxford. Oh.). 
8 p.m. - Meek Heritage Men* Event 
A uuuanenbay Urn examMng gospel music wd 
be ahown. Sponeored by toe Minority Student 
Aaeocadton.  Free and open to al. Cash Flm 
■daatoSba 
Varioua graeuete etudents wd pertorm works by 
Bach, Mozart, and Dobuaey Fraa and open to 
al. Bryan Rectal Hal, Moore Musical Ark 
Cantor 
I e.m. - IMemrim, Theatre Pre dunlin 
Saa 8 p.m. Friday Fab 17 Mans 
8-16 •*> 
Saa 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Fab. 18 Ming. 
6:88 »-■. - UAO Casts**) Fata 
Saa 7 p.m. Friday, Fab. 24 laang 
18 MS.- 
Oance. Sponaorad by Zeta Phi Beta Admission 
wd be charged. Northooat Common* 
I-UAO 
Saa 7 p.m. Friday, Fab. 24 
Saturday 
FiWy IS 
Women's Warn at MAC Championship (Athens, 
Oh). 
i PI Tee I 
Open to at member*. Prout Chapel. 
18 am - EpeHon Ft Tau Initiation Brunch 
Or. Jeffrey Lured, eeeoctote dean of Eastern 
Michigan University's Colege of Technology. 
wd dtocuss "The Role of UniversmeB In Industrial 
Training." ReeervaBona $3.50. Open to mem- 
bers with reeerveDone  Pheasant Room, Union 
11 a.m.-1 p.m.-C»n4c tor the Handicapped 
Sponaorad by tw School of HPER. Open to 
etudents eeejgnid to the canlc. 201 Hayes. 
Matt Mi 
1:884:88 p-m. - Public Skating 
Saa 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Fab. 18 laang 
I at Meant Unlveriety (Oxford) 
A chSdren'e story hour wd be held. Free and 
open to al  Phi Beta Sigma House, Fraternity 
1 p.m. - Sleek Heritage Month Event 
A Goapal Singing workshop wd be held Spon- 
aorad by the Unrverslty Gospel Choir Free and 
open to al. Union 
2 p.m. - BaaketbeH 
Man's team at Miami LMvertety (Oxford) 
84 p.m. - EducatJenel Memorabilia Canter 
Various historical articles wd be on display Free 
and open to al LMe Red Schocthouse, west of 
Commona. 
8 p.m. — unrverslty Theatre Production 
Sea 8 p.m. Friday, Fab. 17 leeng 
4p.m.-Mass 
St. Thomas Mors Pariah, 425 Thursttn. 
5:80 p.m. - Maas 
St. Atoyslua Church, 150 S. Enterprise 
7 p.m. - UAO Camp ill FHm 
See 7 p.m. Friday, Fab. 24 listing. 
7:88, 
BGSU at Marm Urdverat, (Oxford). 
I a-m. - Stack llerltaia Month Event 
-4B Hours" wal be ahown. Sponsored by tie 
Mtoorlty  Student  Aaaocladon.   Admit lion  SO 
. 1161 
See • p.m. Friday. Fat). 17 laang. 
8-18 pjn.-Pa* 
Saa 3:30 p.m. Sunday. Fab. 18 astng 
8:88 a-m. - MAO Campus FHm 
Saa 7 p.m Friday. Fab. 24 laang 
t - UAO Campae FHm 
Saa 7 p.m Friday, Fab. 24 toting. 
Sunday 
FtWM-yM 
8:88 a-av, 8 a-m. - Warship Services 
Grace Brethren Church, 121 S. Entorpraw. 
18 a-m. - Winkle Service 
Sponsored by tie Agape Church of Prayer. 
Chepei. United ChrieeanFelowehip Center, 313 
Thuraan 
11 a-m. - Warship Service 
Dayaprhg Assembly of God. 4-D'a BuMng. 700 
16 mm - WaraMp Service 
Flat Preebytarian Churoh. 126 S. Church. 
10,1l:1»e.m., 1:11p.m.-I 
St. Thomas Mara Pariah, 426 Thuraan 
ifcMaja 
UnrveraHy Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E Wooeter 
Peace Lutheran Church, 1028 W Pearl 
Sponaorad by AcSve Chris ban Today. Alumni 
Room, Sard Sour, Union. 
16*6 aJR 
Sponeored by Septet Student Union. Northekle 
t Churoh. 701 W. Poa. 
11J6 ut - MAO Tatads Art Ma I lam Trip 
Departure area. Fee of 62.50. Union Oval. 
Swtmrvang egnaaSKim. Ooneeone wd be oon- 
tributad to the Ohk) Society lor Sight Conserva- 
tion and Aid to tie Bind. Fraa and open to 
apeclatoie. Cooper Pool, Student Rec Cantor. 
1 mm. - Mack Heritage Mem* Event 
A minority organUattoiaa workshop wd be held. 
Sponaorad by the Minority Student Association. 
Free and open to al. Amanl, Northeast Corn- 
mono. 
2 p.nv - Design Exhibit 
Student design projecta wd be on display 
Sundays and 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays 
through March 16. Free and open to al. Fata 
ArtsQaaary. 
86 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Varioua historical articles wd be on deptay. Fraa 
and open to M. UWe Red Schoothouss, wast of 
Commona. 
1 p.m. - Prevail 
The Bowing Green Brass Oulntst wd perform 
works by Karl Pats, AMn EStr, and Vagn 
Hoknboe Free and open to al. Bryan Recital 
Hal, Moore Musical Art* Center. 
4 p.m - University POM 
WWOrTWNOfmm TPWHIIQ tPOUt MS pa^OatMOfi d*VaC# 
team Open to al. ll6Educaaon 
M mm. - Lasses 8nli|i 
Sponeored by tie St.Thomaa More Parieh Fraa 
and open to at St. Thomat Mora Pariah, 426 
Thuraan. 
I p.m. - Vesper. 
United Chriaam Fetowship. Open to M. 313 
Thuraan. 
6 mm. - Worship Service 
Sponeored by "Unity," a navdermminational 
irsrasby. Prout Chapel 
7 p.m. - Worship Service 
Sponeored by the Baptist Student Union. North- 
side Baptist Church, 701 W. Poe 
7-8 p.m. - Public Skating 
Saa 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 19 sating. 
6 pun. - Social Justice Committee 
Meeting.  Open  to al.  Fireside  Lounge,  St. 
Thomas Mors Parish. 425 Thursah 
Monday 
MfMiy27 
4 a-m. - SMC tiliet a Spirt 
An Iraaructor wd demonstrate paddtabal sMat 
Sponeored by the Student Rec Center Free and 
open to al. Racquelbal Courts, Student Rec 
Cantor 
St Atoyaiua Church. 160 8. Enterprise 
»MI 
A side prtttntalan on Paul Robsson wd be 
praoentad. Free an open to al Phi Beta Sigma 
House. Fraternity Row. 
Fist scheduled game. Open to al registered 
pertkapante Racouetrjel Courts, Student Rec 
Center. 
7 p.m. - Aasscistton ter ChUdhood EeucatkM 
Ms sang Open to education majors  140 Over- 
7:28 a-m. - Votuaessr Ssrvlcss 
Daparturs time tor vtaWng the Pombervde Bays 
Ranch, a home tor daanquanl litnagi soya 
Sponeored by St. Thomat Mora Parish. Open to 
M. St. Thomat Mora Pariah. 426 Thuraan. 
7:86 p.m. - Necteer War Lecture Series 
Dr George Rendine. professor of chsnvsty, wd 
dkrcust 'Verilatoaty of a Nuclear Freeze: Do We 
Have to True! the Russmns7' Sponsored by die 
Peace Coataon. Fraa and open to M. 114 
Businsss Admmstratior, 
7:30 p.m. - Woman In Business 
Liz Coonoty. a repressntstrvs for Casual Corner 
In  Toledo,  wd discus*  wardrobe investment 
seminars. Open to a). 105 Hayes 
7:»0 p.m. - Modern European Fan. Serie* 
"Chlneee RoUatto," a Gormen Gothic thrdar, wd 
be ahown.  Free and open to al   Qlsh FHm 
Theater. Henna 
7:86 p.m. - Women tor Women 
Community night Open diecuseion and retreah- 
manta available. Open to el. Campue Room, 
Union. 
7:88*80 p.m. - Star paling 
Open to al. (If weather permrtt.) Sponeored by 
the phy*ics and astronomy dspertments Roof of 
Ufs Sciences 
7:10*88   p.m.   -   Cialimpirtry   Tbastofly 
Anne Karcher, pariah oVactor of fanwy pro- 
grama, wd lead that session on sacrarnentt and 
prayer Sponeored by St. Thomat Mors Pariah. 
Free and open to al. Anboch Room. St. Thomat 
More Pariah, 425 Thurstm. 
7:10-10 p.m. - Squsrs Dance 
Sponsored by the Fooaooae Falcon* Square 
Dance Club  Fraa and open to a*   Northeast 
Commona. 
7:48 p.m. - Charismatic Prayer Oraaa) 
Meeang  Sponsored by St. Thomat Mora Par- 
dh. Open to al Religious Education Room. St. 
Thomat More Pariah, 426 Thursttn 
1 p.m. - Quest Recital 
Saxophonist Jama* Hd wd perform works by 
Nancy Laird Chance, Ann Stsbee. and Thorn 
David Mason Free end open to al Bryan Recital 
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Canter. 
9 p.m. - Senior Art Therapy Workshop 
Sponeored by the Student Art Therapy Associa- 
tion. Free and open to M. 110 Fine Arts 
8 p.m. - Prayer Group 
Joyce Merchal, coordinator of parish volunteer 
programs, wd lead that wsekly meeting Spon- 
sored by St. Thomas Mors Parish. Open to al. 
Liturgical Arts Room. 425 Thursttn. 
Tuesday 
Un«y2S 
10:80 a.m.-l:S0 p.m. - Recyoang Program 
Aluminum cane wd be collected st 20 cents per 
pound. Sponeored by the Envkomental Interest 
Group  Forum, Student Services. 
11:80 a.m. -Dating Qenw 
Sponsored by the Commuter Off-Campus Orga- 
nization.  Free an open to al.  Main Lounge. 
Commuter Center, basement ol Motatey 
11:80 a.m.-Mass 
St. Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thursttn 
4 p-m. - SRC Salact e Sport 
See 4 p.m. Monday, Feb. 27 listing 
7 p.m. - Fellowship Service 
Sponeored by Active Christians Today. Open to 
al. Alumni Room, Union. 
7:80 p.m. - Peace Coalition 
Meeting Open to al 200 Moseley 
7:10*80 p.m. - Catechlst Training 
"Models of the Church" wd be the topic lor this 
session. Open to M. Upper Room. St  Thomas 
More Parish, 425 Thurstm 
7:30-8:30 p.m. - Bible Study 
Woundedness" wd be the topic for this set 
Hon. Open to al. Anboch Room, St  Thomat 
Mora Pariah, 425 'Thuraan. 
7:884:80 p.m. - Stargazing 
Open to al. (8 weather permits.) Sponsored by 
physics and astronomy departments. Roof of 
Uf* Sciences 
8 p.m. - EavWomontal mtareet Group 
Matting. Open to at. 102 Bushiest Admmietre- 
8on. 
8 p.m. - Oueat nee Hal 
Cadet Angela Schwartz and planet Paul Posnal 
wd pertorm Free and open to M Bryan Recital 
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Cantor. 
8 p.m. - Cnrledin Science Organization 
g. Open to M. Fort Room, Union 
I a-m. - Envkemontal Mtareet Group 
Meeting Open to at. 102 Business ArMraatra- 
8IIM 
Weekly sessions  Sponaorad by the Unrverslty 
Skstng Club Mernberehip tee of $15 tor spring 
umiaair. Open to ttudantt. facuty. and atari 
toaArdna. 
8 a.m. - University Cheerleaders 
Intormebonel meetng  Open to al  115 Educa- 
Wednesday 
MnMiy 29 
8:88 a.m.-4 p.m. - Nutrition Informatlen 
Saa 8:30 a.m. Wednesday, Feb. 22 listing 
11:10 a.m. - Coffee Break Serlei 
Rob Spence, a representative of the Special 
Olympics wd discuss the program. Sponsored 
by die Commuter Off-Campus Organization 
Free and open to al. Main Lounge, Commuter 
Cantor, basement of Moseley. 
11:80 a.m.-Meat 
St. Thomat More Parish, 425 Thurstm 
4 ajB. - SRC goltct a Span 
Saa 4 p.m. Monday, Fab. 27 feting 
4 pjn. - Intramural VoNeybea. 
Eranaa due for M pktyert on women'! and coed 
teems First game scheduled tor March 5 Open 
to  al.  Intramural  Office,   108  Student  Rec 
Cantor. 
8 p-m. - Sssketbelt 
Women's team at Eastern Michigan University 
(Vpasttal). 
6:15 p-m. - Va 
Departure Dm* to visit Wood County Nursing 
Home or Community Nursing Home Sponsored 
by St. Thomat More Parish. Open to al St. 
Thomat Mora Pariah, 426 Thurtah. 
7 p.m. - Ckib Volleyball 
Men', teem vt Ohio State Unrverslty. Anderson 
Arena 
7:20 p.m. - Volunteer Servlcet 
Departure Hme for visiting the Pembervde Boys 
Ranch, a home for delinquent teenage boys. 
Sponsored by St Thomes Mors Pariah Open to 
M. St. Thomat Mors Parish, 425 Thurstm 
7:80 p.m. - Basketball 
Mans  team  at  Eastern  Michigan  University 
(Ypaeard). 
6 p.m. - Concert 
The University Jazz Combos wd perform. Free 
and open to al. Bryan Recital Hoi. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
Lessons in leadership offered 
What does It take to be a leader? What 
are the key elements In making an 
organization run smoothly? Whet legal 
responsibities does an organizational 
leader have? 
Those questions and more wi be 
answered at the 1984 Annual Leadership 
Conference, which wtl be haM today and 
Saturday (Feb. 17-18) In the Union. 
Sponsored by Inter)raternity and 
Panhetonic councils, the two-day series of 
workshops and seminars is open to an 
students. There Is a S20 registration fee, 
which w* cover a) workshops, a Friday 
dinner, Saturday lunch and an information 
packet. 
Information nights tor both the 
cheerieading and pommerette squads wHI 
be hold at 9 p.m. Tuesday (Fab. 28) and 4 
p.m. Sunday (Fab. 28) respectively in 115 
Education. 
Try-outs tor cheerleaders an open to 
any undergraduate student planning to 
attend the University during 1984-85. The 
pommerettea. a precision dance team that 
performs during halftime at basketball 
games, Is open to al undergraduate 
women planning to attend the University 
during 1984-85. 
Students Interested In attending the 
conference can register anytime before the 
conference begins at 3 p.m. A registration 
table win be located on the second floor of 
the Union. 
Twenty-three speakers of national and 
regional note wM address a wide range of 
topics, including minority student issues, 
alcohol awareness, women in leadership 
rotes, legal liability, running a meeting, spirit 
and motivation, and promoting a 
professional imago 
Guest speakers Include Salty Nitschke, 
national president of Kappa Kappa Gamma 
sorority; Barbara J. Tootle, coordinator of 
greek affairs at Ohio State University; 
Carter Womack, regional director of Phi 
Beta Sigma fraternity; Leon Bibb, 
anchorman for NBC In Cleveland; David 
Westol, national vice-president of Theta 
Chi fraternity; Aloe M. Swain, grand 
besHeus of Sigma Gamma Rho sorority and 
Raymond GaJbreth. executive director of 
Delta Chi fraternity. 
"Fun and Games" is the title of the 
annual UAO sponsored Cabaret, which 
wfl be present at 8:30 p.m. Thursday 
through Saturday In the Grand Ballroom 
of the University Union. Admission is 
$2. 
The production will be presented In- 
the-round, with the audience sitting at 
tablei for two, four or eight persona 
Snacks and non-alcohoic beverages wM 
be served by waiters and waitresses. 
Reservations are now being taken at 
the UAO office, third floor of the Union. 
Unlike the previous tour productions 
of Cabaret, this year's performance Is 
an original musical written and directed 
by University students Jennifer Reitzel 
and Larry Harris The collection of 
songs ten the story of coaege life for a 
group of friends. 
Songs In the show include "You 
Don't Have to Be Band to Go on a Blind 
Date," "Paradise For Two," "Zap the 
Cat'and "I Want It Al." 
Premiere of 'Negatives' Feb. 29 
rv<2? ?&***m. °! "Neoatlves." a play written by former University student Dennis 
O Del. w* be presented at 8 p.m. Wednesday through Saturday (Feb. 29-March 3) in 
Joe t. Brown Theater, University Hal 
Tickets are $1.50 and may be purchased beginning at 7 p.m. on performance nights 
There are no reserved seats. 
"NegatJvea" is the fourth tul-length script O'Del has written; his first script, "Once 
More, For Yesterday," was performed for the first time by the New York Theatre 
Ensemble in New York In 1979. 
Directing the production wiB be O'Oeas wife, M. Terese Hanson. A graduate of the 
University, Hanson has been the artistic director for the Urban Arts Program In Chicago for 
four years where she directed eleven productions. 
The play, set In New York, la a comedy-drama about a playwright who writes an 
autobtofjrapnioalpajy which addresses the problems he encountered as an abused chad. 
A struggle occurs when his brother objects to the play's production because It Invades the 
family's privacy. ■■Negatives," In short, is a story about love, compassion and understand- 
ing. 
Scholarships and prizes available 
Three sources of funding avaaabie for 
students of varying Interests this semester 
include Women's Studies Alumnae Prizes, 
Co*ege of Arts and Sciences Alumni Book 
Scholarships, and Theater Talent 
Scholarships. 
The Woman's Studies Program 
sponsors an annual competition for the 
best scholarly manuscripts. Two $100 
awarda wH be presented tor the beet 
undergraduate work and the best graduate 
work. Al entries must be submitted by 5 
p.m. March 26 to the Women's Studies 
Program Office. 434 Union. 
Applications are now available at the 
Coaege of Arts and Sciences Office, 205 
Administration, for eight $150 Alumni Book 
Scholarships Completed applications must 
be returned by 6 p.m. March 14. 
Eleven $1000 scholarships wfl be 
presented through the University Theatre 
Program based on auditions, resumes, and 
letters of recommendations. Applications 
and audition slots are now available for any 
student enroled for the entire 1984-85 
academic year In the Program Office, 322 
South Hal. 
Auditions wi be held 12.30-4 p.m. 
Saturday Apr! 14 In the Joe E. Brown 
Theater, University Hal. Al applications 
must be submitted by 6 p.m. Apr! 1. 
I p.m. - University Theatre Production 
"Negatives" wet be presented. Tickets $1 50 
Joe E  Brown Theater. University Hal. 
8 p.m. - Worship Meeting 
Sponsored by the Felowhlp of Christian Stu- 
dents. Open to al Prout Chapel. 
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 3:30 p.m., Sunday Feb. 19 Hating 
«:30 p.m. - Midwest Worship Santos 
University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. Woceter. 
Thursday 
NM-1 
• ajB.-iwfeMMkki 
Men'a learn at MAC Chemptonehip (Kant. Oh.). 
tUam -Meee 
St. Atoystue Church. 160 8. Enterprise 
11:10 aJB. - "Oo-Fer" Ms 
Sludentt w* be avasebte for hked service. 
Proceeds sea support Via specie! Olwaptcs. 
Sponsored by tie Commuter Off-Campua Orge 
rizaaon. Open to al. Man Lounge. Commuter 
Center, bannum of Moeetey. 
4 aja. - faaiarel Arse laftsal 
Entoaa due tor al ptayara m Mi winter version of 
ta outdoor sport. Open to al. Manure] Office, 
106 Student Rec Canter. 
4 p.st. — SnC Setscre Opon 
See 4 p m. Monday, Feb. 27 Using 
i pJB. - UAO Spring Break Tito 
ueadane tor paying balance ol lee lor tree Merch 
10-26 trip to Oaytona Beech. Fee of S208 
Inductee transportation, eccoinudaBone. de> 
oount Sckets. and perese. Open to registered 
pareapents UAO Office, third floor, Union 
Wtm-l ■SB 
Mi swig. Open to al. Taft Room, Union. 
S p.m. - Volunteer Senates 
Departure time for visiting the Northwest Ohio 
Development Center, a residential facility for the 
mentally retarded. Sponsored by SI Thomas 
More Pariah. Open to al. St. Thomas More 
Pariah, 426 Thuratin. 
I p.m. - UAO Caetpua Fibn 
"The Sound of Music" w* be shown. Free and 
open to al. Oiah Film Theater, Henna 
■ BJB. - Uawemt) Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 29 toting. 
• BOB. - OernMM Ctob 
Meeting wtti "Stamrnlfech" (aodat gathering) to 
Mow Open ID al Page* a East «40 E Court 
0 i.e». MtoalaM - UAO Marat Ores Basalt 
The CeJiewaliln' Jazz Band wl perform, and 
various contests wO be held m "A tight of 
Skpaaok." Coetumes encouraged. Free and 
Opon to at. Falcon's Neat, Union 
Friday 
NM.1 
taJB.< 
Men'a team 
1:»B,vm.- 
Beverty  Zanger 
School of HPER, wl 
New Approach to 
at 216 Education 
at MAC (>amptonehtp (Kent Oh.). 
1 Bja. - Ttaw Ma f 
■Interactive Video 
" Free and open to 
IWorkahc 
M Can. assistant director of Housing, wl lead 
Ihia session Offered by The Qraduete Welneea 
Teem, a division of the Student Weaneae Center 
Sponsored by tie Qraduete Student Senate 
Free and open to registered graduate student 
• a.». - Fantaey and note Playing Sa 
Son.  Open 
KMe^-Hsofesw 
BQSU m CCHA Quarter-finale ice Arena 
I pjn. - University Theatre Production 
Sea 8 p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 29 Hating. 
I p.m. - Opera Theater Production 
"The  Barber  of SevUs"  wl  be  presented. 
Tickets. $6. $4, and $2. are avaaabie at the 
Coaege of Musical Arts Box Offlcs. Kobscker 
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
S p.m. - UAO Campue Film 
'Road Warrior" wl be shown. Si. 50 with BQSU 
D. Man Auditorium, University Hal. 
10 pjn. - UAO Campua Ftam 
See 8 p.m. Friday, March 2 eating. 
MkMgM - UAO CAmpus FHei 
Sea 8 p.m Friday, March 2 
Saturday 
NMAS 
lajs.-aMe.ate 
Man's team at MAC 
tt 
Championship (Kant, Oh). 
Or. John Moe of Onto Sta 
olecuee "Folk Art" Sponsored by In American 
Cuaure Ph.d. Program. Free and open to el. 
109 Buemeea AdrraniekaBon. 
Ifctoaja-MuMkaM 
Woman'a team vs. the University of Toledo. 
MVatWaMn Aftfll. 
MBJB.-I 
Various historical aristae wl be on dHptay. Free 
and open to al. UMa Red Schoonouse. wast 
Commons. 
1 e m     last Milan 
Men'a teem vs. tie University of Toledo. Ander- 
son Arena. 
• PJ». - Oymnastlca 
BQSU va  Ohio State university  Eppter North 
Qymneelum. 
7:*» BJH. - Hockey 
BQSU m CCHA Querterffriete ice Arena. 
S p.m. - Opera Theater Production 
Sea 8 p.m. Friday, March 2 laang. 
I p.m. - university Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday. Fab. 29 listing. 
« p.m. - UAO Campua Film 
See 8 p.m. Friday, March 2 siting. 
S p.w. SIdnlBhl. UAO Merdl Ores Event 
Casino games wl be avaaabie In the Grand 
Batroom Games. eiHortaaiasiH. and food wl 
be Included In Ihia year's actMBes with the 
tieme "On The Saver Screen.' Free and open » 
sl. Various rooms throughout tn Union. 
II Bja. - UAO Campus Nn 
Sea 6 p.m. Friday. March 2 laang 
t-UAOt 
See 8~p m Friday, March 2 laang. 
Sunday 
MM.4 
•.in 
9t Atovstus Church, ISO S. Enterprise 
t-.4S.i*M SJB. - Worst* Santoee 
Chens Ccmmunlty, Prout Chapel. 
Ill .-Veto r Santa 
Departure ems tor vMBng Ha Maumas You* 
Center, a oaraUkmal boys laclty Sponsored 
by St. Thomas More Parish Open to al. St. 
Thomas More Pariah. 425 Thusan. 
* BJB. - necnel 
BBSS beHunsH Donald Centred Hermann, m- 
akuotor. assisted by ptsrast Virginia Marks, 
prolssani, both of the Coaege of Musical Arts, 
wl present "An Evening of Schubert Ueder." 
Free and open to al Bryan Recital Hal, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
S sun. - Social Jaslce I 
Meeting.  Open to el.   Fireside  Lounge.  St. 
Thomas More Pariah. 425 Thuratin 
